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Abstract
An integral part of Canada's social safety net throughout most of the earlier post-war
period was the provision of labour market training services delivered by govement. As
described in the second chapter of this thesis, such programs did not achieve overall success. In
order to improve the efficiency of the delivery of labour market training, the federal govement
examined altemate means of delivery in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Recent academic
research suggests that the use of such intermediaries may be more effective than the government
was in the delivery of publiïly fùnded labour market training.
As the fiscal resources of government tightened, the federal govemment increased its
consideration of different ways of delivering labour market training to consider a range of
alternatives known as Altemate Service Delivery (ASD) mechanisms. These mechanisms are
discussed in Chapter Three, with particular emphasis on cornmunity partnerships. The formation
of such partnerships has consequences to both the govemance role of government and to the
traditional Westminister notion of ministerial accountability. With this change in roles cornes a
change in the nature of bureaucratie relations with the community partnerships. This impacts on
the ski11 sets required for effective bureaucrats, increasing the need for collaborative,
communication and inter-persona1skills.
Cornmunities themselves are also transformed as they form partnerships with
government. Social capital is essential as a pre-requisite to effective partnering and, as discussed
throughout Chapter Four, the engagement of the citizenry is essential. A community must have
the capacity to partner. The capacity to partner is usually found in a cohesive society with an
engaged citizenry. Government has a responsibility to assist communities in developing the
capacity to partner.
Evaluating cornrnunity partnerships also requires a more comprehensive approach than
the traditional outcornes measurement of program evaiuation. As indicated in Chapter Five, a
comprehensive evaluation of a cornmunity partnership should also include an assessment of the
partnership relationship and the long-tenn societai benefits. The traditional evaluation process
for labour market training programs which examined quantifiable results only is inadequate to
assess the dynamics of a comrnunity partnership and long-term societal benefits of such training.
The case study of the Triple S Industrial Training Group in Chapter Six confirms that
community partnerships used for the delivery of labour market training have the potential to be
both effective and efficient. There are many benefits to individuals, government, industry and
the comrnunity fiom the existence of such programs. The difficulty, though, is when government
fails to reaiize the tme benefits of partnering are achieved when the community partner is drawn
into the policy and decision making process. Similady, unredistic expectations by the
community organization of the role that government must play to ensure public sector
accountability could also jeopardize the relationship. An effective community partnership is a
balancing act between the needs of government and the needs of the community.
Because of the evolutionary nature of community partnerships, there is little prescriptive
literature on how to achieve this strength in numbers. The case study examined in this thesis and
a review of existing literature provides some insight into the pre-requisites of an effective

cornmunity partnership. As the Conference Board definition of a community partnership. which
is referred to throughout this thesis, suggests, the partners must have a CO-operativerelationship
based on a sense of sharing and supported by an anticipated or actual sense of achievement.
Although partnerships were conceived while governments were seeking ways to reduce
costs, it is difficult to conclude that effective community partnerships will produce any real
savings to governrnent. Effective community partnerships cannot be maintained without the
involvement of govemment in a relationship with the community. There are costs associated
with maintaining this relationship and with developing the capacity of communities to partner.
The real benefit to govemment fiom ushg community partnenhips does not corne fiom cost
savings but fiom using a community partnership to harness the energy of and tap into the
strength of a local community network. The support of the community network of the Triple S
Training Group is the key to success in the effective training of and subsequent employment of
unemployed cornrnunity members. Without the support of this comrnunity network, it is
unlikely that the re-skilling efforts of this training program would be any more successful than
the efforts of govenunentiielivered training prograrns.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The social and economic policy landscape in the Canadian federation today differs
dnunatically fkom the structure of Canada's social safety net throughout most of the earlier post.

war period. A remarkable transformation has occurred in the 1990s based on a number of

contributory factors in Canada's social, economic, technological and political environment.
The fiscal situation created by the spending sprees of both federal and provincial
govemments during the 1960s and 1970s before coming to a crisis situation in the 1980s
prohibited the traditional governmental response of spending their way out of senous social
policy problems. A tax weaxy public demanded that the fiscal state of their govemments be
brought under control. Such demands caused the federal govemment to cut provincial transfer
payments and to redesign the transfer of M s to the provinces fiom the prograrn specific tems
of the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) to the block funding formula of the Canadian Health and

Social Transfer. The open-ended nature of earlier cornmitments had fuelled spending. With the
transition fiom specific fimding formula to block h d i n g , the federal govenunent gave up their
previous high level of controi over provincial expenditures.
The fiscal crisis was compounded by an increasing complexity in the nature of social and

economic problems faced by al1jurisdictions. Issues such as AIDs and Hepatitis were unheard of
in previous decades. Issues such as the increase in child poverty and the persistence of
unemployment demonstrated a stubbomness that was previously not acknowledged or addressed.
With the increased ability to communicate with one another throughout the world, govemments
discovered the commoaality of many sociai and economic problems. This increased ability to
Chapter 1
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communicate combined with fiscal pressures created an environment where it was both
expedient and beneficial for governments to borrow policy ideas fiom and to collaborate with
one another.
This intergovermental cooperation was both expected and demanded by the citizenry.
Given the tax fatigue of the public, ordinary citizens, who like their governments had the
increased ability to communicate and become knowledgeable about events, were monitoring the
perceived ineficiency of their govemments. Many citizens in the decades of the 1980s and early
1990s experienced fusthand the devastating effects of job loss, downsizing and diminishing
spending power. They fully expected that al1 governments would, as they themselves had done,
tighten their belts and find effective ways to do more with Iess resources. Given this expectation,
inter-governmental cooperation was, in many ways, forced on the different government
jurisdiction by both citizens and financial factors.
The beginning of the 1990s was also a time of ideological conflict in the Canadian
political mena. Canadian federalism fiom the 1930s to the begiming of the 1980s had been
defmed, to a large extent, by Keynesian economics. The pursuit of Keynes' advice on the use of
fiscal and monetary policy to smooth the ups and d o m s of the business cycle caused the federal
government to intervene in the economy and especially in the area of income redistribution.' The
provincial use of fiscal policy for Keynesian economic purposes was more limited. The initiation
of programs such as family allowance and unemployment insurance, constitutionally provincial
jurisdictions, by the federal government set the stage, during the 1960s to 1970s, for a period

'Smith, Jennifer, 'The Meaning of Provincial Equaiity in Canadian Federalism". Working
Paper 1998 (1). Kingston: Queen's University h s t i ~ of
e Intergovemrnental Relations, 1998. P
7. See also Simeon and Roberts, State Societv and the Develo~mentof Canadian Federalism for
M e r discussion on this theme.
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known as cooperative federalism. The development of the idea that regional economic disparities

were a problem also lead to national policy leadership within the federal system. This trend was
reflected and reinforced in the pst-war years by an elaborate system of intergovemmental grants
to support Canada-wide social programs. As Smith suggests, "fiscal federalism permits these
[poorer] provinces to maintain a standard of social programmes that they could not hope to
finance on their own."'
With the decline of Keynesian economics, different ideological perspectives came to the
forefiont. Neo-liberal and neo-conservative ideologies took on a strength that had not been
witnessed during the reign of Keynesian economies. The neo-liberal agenda can be described as
both an economic theory and a political theory with the ovemding goal of promoting the fieest
possible market for increasing fluid transnational capital. To achieve this, neo-liberais support

minimum govemment in general, and minimum corporate regulation in particular. Consequently
privatization, deregulation and the dismantling of the welfare state with its subsidized social
programs became the preferred policy agenda. The neo-conservative agenda is a political and
moral one premised on supporting a hierarchical and authoritarian social structure with a firm
belief in order, stability, and authority. Some neo-conservatives are not concerned with gaps
between the nch and poor. They feel that this is not an area for government as those who work

hard, are well off, those who fail to achieve, are not, and it is counterproductive to the naturd
order of society for government to intervene? The adoption of the neo-liberal and neo-

'Ibid., p. 17.
The gist of this ideological description is taken fiom Trimble, Linda, "Comment on
M a t do Albertans Think", A Govemment Reinvented: A Studv of Alberta's Deficit Elhination

-

Proenun. Toronto: Oxford, 1997. Pp. 486 487.
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conservative ideology was not the same across Canada. As political scientist Roger Gibbins
points out, "...the retreat fiom state enterprise and state enterprise nationaiism has not been
uniforni across the land, and to this moment has gone m e r in parts of western Canada
[particularly Alberta] than it has elsewhere.'"
Although public support was evident for the downsizing of govemment and some
privatization, the public did not support whole-heartedly the dismantling of the welfare state. As
Trimble States, "the public values public health care and education and does not support
privatization in these sectors."' Many Canadians were unemployed or under-employed and
expected that the govemment would assist in their efforts to obtain employment.
The area of labour market training had long been a cluttered field with both federal and
provincial players, a dynamic that politicai scientist Rodney Haddow labels "a complex and
fiactious relati~nship".~
With the onset of the global economy, fiee tirade, and unemployment
problems, there was an increasing belief that improving the human capital of a country would be
the key to the future success of the nation in the global environment.'
Many labour market analysts in the 1980s felt that Canada did not have the necessary
skilled workforce to be competitive in the global economy. The 1983 Task Force on Ski11
Development Leave reported:

'Gibbins, Roger, The New Face of Canadian Nationalism. The 1994 K e ~ e t hR.
MacGregor Lecturer. Reflections Paper No. 14. Kingston: Queen's University Institute of
Intergovernrnental Relations, 1994. P. 6.

6RodneyHaddow, "Federalism and Training Policy in Canada: Institutionai Barriers to
Economic Adjustment", New Trends in Canadian Federalism. Editors: Francois Rocher and
Miriam Smith. Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press, p. 339.

'Ibid

9

p. 338.
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As Canada accelerates towards a technological world of
tomorrow, one of the most critical subsystems, education,
is in danger of senously malfunctioning....Over the next
20 years in Canada, global industrial and employment
restnicturing, technological change, and the emerging
leisure society, will affect between 4 and 8 million existing
jobs, wiping out many and creating others. We will see
a radical restructuring of work as curent skills are
devalued and new ones are created at an ever-increasing rate.
At the same time, we shall see tomorrow's workers
graduating fkom education programs that no longer equip
them with the skills required for rneaningful employment
in a changed world.*

The Report insisted that "Canadian governments, industry, labour and education sectors

should combine their efforts to develop an effective education and training system for al1
working cana di an^."^ In 1987, the Ontario government proposed the creation of a national
training allowance to assist workers in retraining: 'Uis system would be a partnership between
dynarnic provincial training infrastructures and a reliable federal mechanism of income
s~pport."'~Although the proposed national training allowance did not materialize, it became
obvious to the federal and provincial governments that they could no longer act in isolation of
the rest of society. Partnerships were necessary to solve the dilemma faced by governments in

upgrading the labour market for a new global competitiveness. In particular, govemment
partnered with comrnunities as an alternate mechanism for service delivery.
The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that cornrnunity partnerships have the

nie Skill Development Task Force, Learnine a Livinn in Canada Volume 1:
Backmound and Persmctives. A Report to the Minister of Employment and Immigration Canada.
Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1983. P. ii.
Ibid p. iii.

*-

9

'O Ontario Ministry of Skills Development, Promsal to Create a Canada Training
Allowance. November, 1987. P. 14.
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potential to be more effective in the delivery of labour market training programs than was
govenunent alone. To support this argument, the thesis combines an extensive literature review
with a carefd case snidy of the basic skills training program offered by the Triple S Training

Group in Selkirk, Manitoba. The use of sucb community partnerships, however, requires that
govemment share their govemance powers with the community and that cohesive local
communities with a citizenry willing to be engaged exists. Hence, both the traditionai role of
govenunent as 'father know best' in the social policy development and program implementation
and the traditional role of the cornmunity as the silent recipient of governrnent services has been
altered.

The thesis will descnbe in Chapter Two the govemment role in labour market training in
the 1990s, paying particular attention to the recornmendations of the 1989 Task Force on Labour

Force Development Strategy. Chapter Three presents an examination of the increasing use of
aiternate services delivery mechanisms in the public sector since the 1980s. Particular attention
will be paid to the use of cornmunity partnerships as an alternate service mechanism. Chapter
Four discusses the need for social capital in the cornmunity and an engaged citizenry as a prerequisite for the successful creation of community partnerships. An evaluation framework for
cornmunity partnerships will be presented in Chapter Five. Chapter Six presents a case study of
a community partnership, The Triple S Basic Industrial Skills Training Program, with the
purpose of illustrating the benefits of the use of this particular social partnership for the specific
provision of skills development training. Chapter Seven concludes this thesis by highlighting the
need for governments to undergo a cultural change in order for them to be willing to share
governance with the community and maximize the true value of partnering with the community.
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Chapter 2
Training in the 1990s: Preparing Canada's Workforce
A. A Historical Overview of Federal Government Invoivement in Training in the 1980s and
1990s

The onset of the 1990s saw another attempt by Canada to reassess its efforts in training its
labour force. in addition to the fiscal deficit crisis that both federal and provincial governments

faced, the challenges of the Free Trade Agreement with the United States, technological changes
especiaily in the areas of knowledge manipulation and communications, and the globalization of
economies around the world prompted Canadian governments, business leaders and union
representatives to re-examine its efforts in preparing a skilled workforce. The federal
govemment was also faced with the added pressure of the provincial governments, especially
Quebec, demanding provincial control over govemment funded labour market training
initiatives.
As political scientist Rodney Haddow suggests, these changes in the marketplace created

an increased awareness of the value of trained, skilled workers: "niere is an increasing
consensus arnong economists and politicians in many countries that irnproving hurnan capital,
especially by training workers better, is the key to future success, in the global economy."" The
concern of critical skills shortages in Canada was not a new one. During the post-war years
Canada had used immigration as a tool to solve labour shortages. At the dawn of and throughout
the 1980s, numerous task forces had addressed this issue. In 1980-8 1, for example, the Minister

Rodney Haddow, "Federalism and Training Policy in Canada: Institutional Baniers to
Economic Adjustrnent", New Trends in Canadian Federalism. Editors: Fmcois Rocher and
Miriam Smith. Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press, p. 338.
"
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of Employment and Immigration established the Task Force on Labour Market Developments
which reported in July, 1981 and a Task Force on Employment Opportunities for the 80s,

comprised of elected Members of Parliament fiom three political parties and al1 regions of the
country, exarnined the subject in the same year by holding open public meetings.'? This report
from the parliamentary body was described as "based on evidence from the grass roots. It is not
an academic treatise or an article fiom a learned review. It does reflect the deep feelings of

-

Canadians at al1 levels about matters which closeiy touch their lives their work, their careers,
their life-roles in this great co~ntry.'"~

It is important to note that the demand for inter-govemmental CO-operationand the
demand for partnerships was evident in these public hearings: "They [citizen groups] were not
concemed with the fine lines between federal and provincial jurisdiction. They wanted action for
improvement by al1 concemed - govemments, educational authorities, employers, and unions."''
Specialty task forces emerged during the 1980s. In Sanuary, 1983, the Minister of
Employment and Immigration created the Task Force on Educational Leave, to give
consideration to the importance of ski11 development leave as a mechanism for retraining,
upgrading and updating workers." Provincial govemments had their own initiatives. For

exampie, the Ontario Ministry of Ski11 Development presented the federal governrnent with a
Members of the Parliamentary Task Force on Employment Opportunities for the 80s,
Work for Tomomw: Emdoyment Oppmuiities for the 80s. Ottawa: House of Commons, 1980.
P. 4.
l2

- p. 5.

" Ibid.,

l4

Ibid p. 5.

--9

l5 The SkiU Development Task Force, le am in^ a Livinn in Canada Volume 1:
Backmund and Perspectives. A Report to the Minister of Employment and Immigration
Canada.Ottawa: Minister of Supply and SeMces, 1983. A note to reader.
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proposal to create a nation-wide Canada training allowance to facilitate leave for ski11
enhancement.16 Political parties dso formed theû own task forces or study groups. The
Progressive Conservative Party, for example, issued the major findings and recommendation of
their Task Force on Technological Change and Manpower Retraining on April7,1984 which
stated that " in most sectors of the Canadian economy, the extent of recent technological
development has been less than satisfactory.""

One of the first refoms that the Progressive Conservatives initiated after Brian Mulroney
became Prime Minister in 1984 was the Canadian Jobs Strategy, "a truly decisive departure from
the policy legacies of the I96Os.'"' The Progressive Conservative approach to training reflected

market-oriented, neo-liberal values by emphasizing private-sector leadership in training
initiatives. As noted by political scientist Carolyn Tuohey:
High annual [wage] increases during the resource boom of the
1970s quickly decelerated in the 1980s. Rather, Canada's high
average rates of unemployrnent reflect the vulnerability of its
economy, and especidly of its resource sectors, to international
swings. This vulnerability has created strong pressures for structural change in
the economy, and for policies that would
improve the flexibility of the labour market and facilitate
shifts of labour between sectors.19
The implementation of the CJS was, however, "rocky" and exacerbated by federal-provincial

Ontario Ministry of Skills Development, Prowsal to Create a Canada Training
Allowance. November, 1987.
l6

l7 Progressive Conservative Party of Canada, A Task Force on Technological Change and
Manwwer Retrainina: Maior Findines and Recomrnendations. April7, 1984. P. 1 (?)
"

Haddow, g cit, p. 343

l9 Tuohy, Carolyn, bbIndustriai
Relations and Labour Market Policy", Polic~and Politics
in Canada: Institutionalized Ambivalence. Philadelphia: Temple University , 1992. Pp. 159

-

160.
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In 1984, the Mulroney govemment also initiated a governrnent-wide progrm review
(popularly known as the Nielsen Task Force in honour of the Deputy Prime Muiister Erik
Neilsen who chaired it) of the job creation, training and employment services with two reform
objectives in mind: better service to the public and improved management of government
programs. Conducting the review were public servants dong with representatives of labour,
business and professional organizations. The report stated: "The review is unique in Canadian
history. Never before has there been such broad representation fiom outside govemment in such
a wide-ranging examination of govemment programs."?' Twenty provincial oficials were also
involved in the study tearn. The work of the study tearn was linked to a consultation paper with
the private sector on training and possible future policy option^.?^
There were reported to be 64 federal programs in existence at that time that were directed
to job creation, training and employment senices. Sixty-three of these programs involved 8,8 10
person years, nine departments, $1.7 billion dollars in grants and contributions and $220 million
in federal revenue costs, In addition to this, a portion of unemployment insurance was directed to
worksharing (a prograrn which allowed ernployers to use unemployment insurance funds to pay
employees for a reduced work week due to a shortage of work) and a portion of the Canada
Assistance Plan (CAP) was under consideration for job creation or wage subsidy acti~ities.'~The

Ibid, p. 186.

" The Task Force on Program Review, A Study Team Report on lob Creation. Traininp;
and Emolovment Senrices March, 1985. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services, 1986. P. 1.
22

Ibid., p. 3.
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study teams were tasked with determining the beneficiaries, the efficiency and overlap, and the
gaps and omissions for each program. The report concluded that '%e federal govemment was
over-investing in institutional training"24and recommended the termination or modification of
other programs.

In June, 1985 The Honourable Flora MacDonald, Minister of Employment and
Immigration, announced the Canadian Jobs Strategy - "a new strategy to prepare Canadians for
the friture - for a world in which accelerating change will place new and heavy demands on
Canadians and challenge our ability to compete."" CJS was touted as a new approach to training

- a complete redesign of the govement's labour market programs and a fundamental change in
the way that investment in human capital were made? n i e CJS was described as a
comprehensive action plan that "provides an opportunity for Canadians to focus their energies on
the immediate problems and the long-terrn challenges in the labour market. The strategy ensures

that federal resources are used effectively to bring direct assistance to those most in need""
Those designated as most in need included:
the long-term unemployed;

.

young people who are out of school and unable to find work;

24

Ibid p. 17.

"

Department of Employment and Immigration, Canadian Jobs StrateW..
.Working
O~~ortunities
for Peo~le.lune, 1985. P. 1.
"Ibid., p. 1. It is interesthg to note that this dismantling and redesigning process was
accomplished in an incredibly short tirne by government standards. The Study Teams were
created in September, 1984, had to report to the Minister by March 1, 1985 (see page 4 of there
report) and the complete restructuring was announced in June, 1985. The entire dernolition and
reconstruction process for the federal labour market initiatives was accomplished in just ten
months.

- p. 4.

" Ibid.,
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the gtowing number of women re-entering the labour market;

workers needing skills training to avoid layoffs or job displacements;
workers in communities suffering severe economic decline, who need new opportunities
for long-term employment.
The speech noted that in may cases, the programs designed to help these people in the past had
not been adequate?
By 1986, newspaper reports on CJS fùnds being used to provide training in donut shops
and restaurants illuminated the failure of CJS. "It was clear that much CJS training, especiaily
when it was aimed at the target groups, provided minimal skills, which at best prepared trainees
for low-paying employment at the entry level of the labour market.'"9 As economist Lars Osberg
points out, Canadians considered the earning of high wages as the basis of the Canadian standard
of living: "Hence, the policy problem in Canada is not simply to "create jobs", it is to "create
jobs with wages that Canadians considerable acce~table."~~
Target groups were defined as the "most needy category" including women seeking reentry into the workforce, social assistance recipients, natives, disabled persons, visible

minonties, youth, and workers in designated declining industries and depressed communities.
Provincial Officials complained that the preferences outlined in the target group designation
denied access to training dollars to those who were not identified in this category and that the
poor quality, "donut shop" type of training did not address the need for a more sophisticated

Ibid p. 4.

-*?

29

Haddow,gg cit., p. 349.

Osberg, Lars, The Fume of Work in Canada: Trends. Issues and Forces for Change.
Ottawa/Montreal: Canadian Couacil on Social Development, June, 1988. P. 36. Quotations
marks and underlinhg appear in original document.
'O
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skilled workforce.
These grievances were compounded by the eligibility conditions for the CJS training
which gave the federal government the authority to designate what skills were in short supply and
thus eligible for training and did, in some cases, prohibit access to training until the candidate

had been unemployed for twenty-four of the previous thirty weeks." Added to this was a

curtailment in federal spending dollars from the consolidated revenue fund for training purposes
and an increased use of the unemployment insurance fund for developmental purposes. The

exact figures are detailed in the following table:
Table One: Federal Government Labour Market Expenditures ,
Number of Persons Trained and Cost of Training Per Person
(198LF1993) (ln 1986 Dollars)

Program Expenditures (S Millions)*
1.

Fiscal Year

.

Consolidated

Developmental

Revenue Fund

Uses (UI Fund)

1985-86

1,442.0

362.9

1,804.9

470,500

1986-87

1,485.4

333.2

I .8 18.7

434,222

1987-88

1,407.7

303.9

1,711.6

426,507

1988-89

i .3 10.8

320.8

1,63 1.6

425,294

1989-90

1,307.4

355.0

1,662.4

464,446

1990-9 1

1,242.3

477.1

1,7 19.4

453,5562

1991-92

1,111.6

1,127.7

2,239.3

548,439

Total

Number
Trained

1992-93 986.3
f .373.7
593.8 12
2,360.0
îiture figures inchde those for job creation as well as training; these have been combined s ce the inception of CJS.
Figures exclude operation costs.
source: For the purposes of mis synopsis. the calculations prscnted by Haddow. Rodney, *'Federalism and Training Policy in
Canada: Institutional Baniets to Economic Adjustment", New Trends in Canadian Federalism. Editors: Francois Rocher and
Miriam Smith. Peterborough, Ontario: Brodview Press, 1995, p. 355 are used except for the calculation of the cost per
participant. His sources were: Expenditure and enrolment figuresare derived from Supply and Services Canada, Esrimates, part
II, various years. Expenditures were adjusted for inflation using Consumer Price Index Tables from the Bank of Canada Review,
Various dates: Table HII.

On August 5,1986 the Canada Employment and Immigration Commission established a

3'

Ibid., pp. 352 - 353.
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Task Force on Canadian Jobs Strategy Delivery, known as the St. Jacques Task Force, to
improve service delivery and operational requirements. Other issues, relating to program
objectives, eligibility requirements, program administration, communication, planning and
expenditure were subsequently examined by the House of Commons Standing Cornmittee on
Labour, Employment and I~nmigration.~~
In the Response of the Govenunent to the Second
Report of the Standing Committee on Labour, Employment and Immigration, Minister Barbara
McDougall that "on the whole, your Report gives the Government additional confidence that the

Canadian Jobs Strategy is the right approach and is a good product. The flexibility built into CJS

has allowed us to make adjustments when and where ne~essary."~~
In April, 1989, the federal govemment mounced a new training initiative, entitled the
Labour Force Development Strategy. A Task Force on Adjustrnent was stmck under the auspices
of the Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre, a an inter-disciplinary group of business
leaders, union oficials, community representatives and academics that conducted an extensive
"consuitation" on labour market developrnent. They concluded that Yhe major labour market
partners needed to be brought more fully into the formulation and implementation of labour
market policies in order for such policies to prove effe~tive."'~
Fourteen central themes emerged in regards to labour market development as a result of

Canada, Parliament, House of Comrnons, Standing Committee on Labour,
Employment and Immigration, Review of the Canadian Jobs Strategy. Second Report, April,
1988. P. 2.
32

Government of Canada, The Respnse of the Government to the Second Re~ortof the
Standing Cornmittee on Labour. Emdo~mentand Immimation. ûttawa: Minister of Supply and
Services, 1988. Preface letter.
33

"

The C d a n Labour Market and Productivity Centre, Report of the CLMPC Task
Forces on the Labour Force Development Strategy. Ottawa: CLMPC,MarchJ 990. P. 1.
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this consultation exercise." These included:

Safeguarding Income Replacement Programs
A common theme in the deliberations of al1 Task Forces was that the unemployment
insurance fund be used exclusively for income support
for individuals and should not be used to purchase training courses.
Improving FederaCProvincial Cooperation
The Task Forces saw effective federai-provinciai cooperation as an essential prerequisite
to the success of labour market policies and recognized the need to reduce overlap and
duplication of services.
Strengthening National Standards
The Task Forces recornrnended that national standards be established in such areas as
training design and evaluation, application of principles of equity, apprenticeship
curricula, and program accessibility.
Promoting Life-long Education and Training
Al1 Task Forces saw a need to promote life-long leaming and some Task Forces
emphasized that, in order to promote the individual's adaptability within the labour
market and to enhance the overall efficiency of labour markets, workers should be
equipped with certifiable skills that are broadly based.
Expanding the Role of Business and Labour in Formulating and Implementing
Labour Market Policies
The Task Forces called for an increased role for business and labour in determining the
needs of the labour market and to assist in the collective design of policies and programs
to met these needs. They also recornmended that the federal government commit itself to
reforming the decision-making process for the delivery of labour market prograrns so that
gxeater authority for program design and delivery rests at the local level, not the national
level.
Enhancing Local Input in Labour Market Program Delivery
Al1 Task Forces agreed that, in addition to strengthening the role of business and labour,
new consultative mechanisms had to be provided to allow for greater input by various
representatives such as training and educational institutes, women's groups, natives,
visible minorities and the disabled. Several Task Forces recornmended that, whenever
possible, greater responsibility for program design and delivery be shifted to the local
level.
Hunan Resource Planning
A number of Task Forces recognized the need for business, labour and government to do
a M e r job identifying and anticipating mismatches between labour market supply and
- ..
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demand in order to manages changes in the labour market more effectively. Although the
specific Task Force on Approaches to Human Resource Planning was unable to reach a
consensus on specific mechanisms to increase and monitor private sector training, the
members of the Task Force did nonetheless recognize that effective human resource
planning was a critical element to the ability of labour markets to adapting to changes in
technology, the economy and in demographics of its workforce.
Improving Basic Skills
Several Task Forces addressed the need to improve the basic skills of workers to facilitate
entry into the labour market. Recommendations in this area dealt primarily with the need
to make oppomuiities for basic skills upgrading available and to place greater emphasis
on workplace literacy.
Maximizing the Effectiveness of Public Education Resources
Various Task Forces recommended that the role of public educational institutions in the
delivery of training prograrns be expanded.
Expanding Counselling Support Services
Early identification, especially through counselling at the time of job loss, was
recornmended to allow individuals about to lose their jobs to be quickly enrolled in
tetraining programs - before their skills and morale start to deteriorate.
Enhancing Access to Training and Skills Upgrading Programs
The Task Forces noted that unequal access to training invariably perpetuates income
inequities. Various Task Forces called for increased informational campaigns to ailow
Canadians to know about training opportunities. Other Task Forces recommended
policies and programs to train the mainstream workforce and the need to encourage
greater participation by various designated groups as well as increase female participation
in trades and technology.
Improving the Dissemination of Labour Market Information
Various Task Forces recommended that ways to disseminate labour market information
be expanded.
Enhancing the Quality of Labour Market Data
The Task Forces saw a need for irnproved timely and reliable labour market data as
essential to understanding emerging skill and occupationai requirements and to design
training programs accordingly.
Improving Ongoing Monitoring of Labour Market Programs
The Task Forces called for effective program evaluation techniques to measure and
monitor the success of individuai labour market programs.

These recommendations resulted in several changes to the way labour market training had
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been conducted previously. It was noted that:
While large employea and unions may have the
economic means to provide training for displaced
workea, smaller businesses and community
organizations are unlikely to have the capability
to train current or former employees without
assistance from the govemment. Meeting the
training needs of displaced workee fiom these
secton of the economy requires extensive
collaboration among governrnent, business, labour
and the educational s e ~ t o r . ~ ~

The Task Forces identified the groups that were most "at risk" to long-term unemployrnent.
These included "those with low educational attainrnent,
older workers, single heads of households, especially female, and those laid off
fiom long term jobs in smail t o m s and isolated ~ornmunities."~~
The Task Force on Training Programs for Unemployment Insurance Recipients

recommended the creation of local Labour Market Boards that would advise the local Canada
Employment Centre (CEC). Such boards would be comprised of local business and labour
representatives, chosen for their knowledge of local labour market issues, and community and
other representatives. This Task Force referred to these members as "labour market partners"?
The Task Force on Programs for Social Assistance Recipients (SARs) echoed this cal1

for a more community-based approach: "It has been demonstrated that poor program design and
inadequate coordination among interested community groups and the various levels of
governrnent have created a aumber of barriea which prevent many SARs fiom accessing the

- p. 80.
Ibid., p. 92.

" Ibid.,
3'

" Ibid
-O)
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training and educational opportunities they are entitled t ~ . " ' ~
Similarly, the Task Force on Entry Ievel Training noted that "many individuals do not feel
comfortable in a formal school setting...The mode1 being proposed deals with this concem by
fostering both school-based and community-based training?'"
In July, 1990, the Report of Phase II of this cornmittee was released. It was entitled "A
Framework for a National Training Board" and proposed that a new national institution - a
National Training Board - be created as an independent agency, reporting to Parliament through
the Minister."

The proposed board, in their view, would not duplicate the work of existing

boards, departments or agencies but would provide policy advice and direction on a wide range
of training and training-related issues. One of the mandates of the National Board would be:
to identie and assist succcssful local, community
and sectord training initiatives and provide whatever
assistance is needed to encourage them to expand
their activities. At the same time, it should work
to facilitate the creation of similar initiatives in other
sectors and communities?

In addition, local boards would be created to play an active role in the
foilowing key areas:
assessing the local labour market to identiQ areas where training is required;

working in conjunction with local CEC offices to provide guidance and direction for
training plans to address comrnunity training needs;

39

Ibid., p. 116. SAR is the jargon for social allowance recipient.
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Ibid p. 230.

'" The Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre, Remrt II of the CLMPC Task
Forces on the Labour Force Deveiopment Strateev:A Framework for a National Training Board.
Ottawa: CLMPC, M y , 1990. P. 4.
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monitoring the effectiveness of training initiatives and the extent to which standards
developed by the National Board are being met;
advising the National Training Board on the relevance of programs and services to
community training needs;
ensuring the provision of specialized counselling support services to those anticipating
job loss, or as soon after job loss as possible, in order to ensure effective retraining, where
necessary, and a smooth and speedy transition to re-employment;
deciding what training is needed and negotiating its purchase fiom appropriate
educational institutions.J3
Once more, the move towards the creation of community based partnerships is emphasized.
Creation of this network of local Labour Force Development Boards proceeded with
difficulty, even after the election of the Chretien govemment in 1993, primarily because
provincial govemments did not fully embrace the concept. Haddow attributes this difficulty in
impiementation to:
in part, this is because of dificulties in
mobilizing business and labour participants;
it is also, however, partly a result of hctious
federal-provincial relations. Provincial
govemments found that the CFLBD's proposed
structure had significant implications, many of
them negative, for their future role in the
training field."
The first such provincial concern was the fact that the national and labour organizations which
dominated the Board clearly supported a strong federal role in labour market training.'" This

" Ibid p. 9.
" Haddow, 9 cit., p. 353.
-.y

It should be noted that there was one minority report by Al Hatton, National Director of
Employment Initiatives for YMCA Canada, in which he stated that ?he Task Force has corne to
other conclusions with which 1 strongly disagree. Principally, the task force would place fùtwe
responsibility for training exclusively under the control of the provinces and their educational
45
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concern was further compounded by the incomplete transition fiom CJS, with its own network
of comrnunity training committees and other private-sector training committees, to LFDS
(Labour Force Development Strategy) Boards. Provincial ofkials complained that this overlap
created a confusing multitude of purchashg institutions and complicated the work of provincial
training institutions. Among the affluent provinces, especially Ontario, there was the cornplaint

that the funding changes in LFDS worked to the advantage of poorer provinces. Previous funding
formulas since the 1960s had benefited affluent provinces?

In 1994, the federal government released a discussion paper, Immovinn Social Security in
Canada, which outlined the need for irnprovement in the are of employment development
services, A suppiementary paper, Emdo~mentDevelo~mentServices, was released that year
and outlined the plan in more detail. Essentially, employment development services would

include assessment, counselling, literacy programs, institutional and workplace training, job
fmding assistance, community development, as well as income support, child care, and
employment supports for people with disabilities as well as wage and employment subsidies. In
the discussion paper, the concept of community partnerships evolved. By devolving power for

the delivery of labour market training and administration to the business, labour and community
or social groups, it was felt ,not only would skills be developed, by the individual would also be
provided with community support and encouragement. As noted by Leon Muszynski, a key

institutions. This would remove existing authority for delivery of training programs fiom federal
jurisdiction." (P. 234) This would appear to contradict Haddow's conclusion of a strong federal
role. My own reading suggests b a t the provincial objections were to a continued federal
presence.
46

-

Haddow, op cit, see pages 353 357 for his detailed d y s i s of this inter-jurisdictional

dispute.
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omission of the discussion paper was its failure to propose more specific strategies to implernent
local labour force development boards and link them to the current strategy to provincial
ref0rm.4~
Since the 1960s, the Quebec government had been arguing for cornplete jurisdiction over
labour market strategies. With the collapse of the Meech Lake Accord in 1990, the federal
govemment seriously considered the transfer of this power to the provinces. The federal
govemment contemplated this transfer in order to satisfi the demands of the Govemrnent of
Quebec and despite some objections, as Haddow notes, fiom other provinces. The optional
transfer agreement that was developed allowed provinces to take over or partner with the federal
government in the delivery of labour market services."
Some economists such as Michael Porter regard this transfer with favour: "a
decentralized approach to training fits the realities of the Canadian labour market and may help
to facilitate the process of geographical clustering in Canada."49 Other scholars such as Herman
Bakvis expressed hesitation on "...whether this new federal-provincial regime will lead to
competing and counter-productive labour market policies or, alternatively, to a broader
consensus on the Canadian economic and social union.'"'0 As Peter Stoyko has observed, the

"

Muszyinski, Leon, "An Alternative Plan for Employment Development Services in
Canada", Warm Heart. Cold Countrv: Fiscal and Social Policy Reform in Canada. Daniel Drache
(editor). Ottawa: Co-published by the Caledon Institute of Social Policy and the Robarts Centre
for Canadian Studies, 1995. Pp. 187.

" Porter, Michaet E.and the Monitor Company, Canada at the Crossroads: The Reality of
a New Corn-petitive Environment. [Ottawa]: Minister of Supply and SeMces, 1991. P. 2 1 1.

" Bakvis, Herxnan, "Labour-Market Deveiopmenty',Canada and the State of the
Federation 1996. Patrick C. Fafird and Douglas M. Brown (editors). Kinston, Ont.: Queen's
University Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, 1996. P. 161.
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devolution of labour market responsibility to the provinces has corne at a tirne of overall
reductions in benefit coverage, generosity and progressivity. The reinvestment of UI fùnds
towards active measures now remains contingent upon provincial inclinations. The devolution to
the provinces cornes with few assurances that rnodest increases in spending will be maintained?
As of November, 1998, Ontario remains the only province without a labour market

development agreement with the federal government. The Province of Manitoba has been
responsible for labour market training since November, 1997. The federal government is
presently in the initial stages of evaluating the impact of devolution on labour market services. It
is still too early to make even a preliminary assessment of the consequences of this transfer of
responsibility to the training needs of displaced workers.

B. Labour Market Research and Public Policy Issues in the 1980s and 1990s
The end of the 1980s saw what one government document called "a strong recovery fkom
the economic recession of the early 1980s ....[and] we should see as a long-term trend a gradua1

reduction of unemployment in Canada."j2 The document emphasized, however, that this
reduction in unemployment could only be achieved by a re-stnicturing of our workforce to meet
changes in technology, market demands, and international cornpetition:

'' Stoyko, Peter, "Creating Opportunity or Creative Opportunism?: Liberal Labour
Market Policy", How Ottawa S~ends199791998. Gene Swirnrner (editor). Ottawa: Carleton
University Press, 1998. P. 104.
Employment and Immigration Canada, Success in the Works: Canada's Emer~ing
Workforce. [Ottawa]: Public Anairs and Strategic Policy and Planning, Employment and
immigration, 1989. p. 1.
52
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What counts for Canada now are not natural advantages,
but the "engineered" advantages we can create through
technology, innovation and a skilled workforce. The
growth industries today are those which develop the
people with skills to harness technology, create a
value-added product, and irnprove productivity. These
are the industries which will determine economic
growth in the future.s3
Canada is presently experiencing a transition fiom a resource based economy to a knowledge-

based, skilled economy."
It noted that "many workers will need not only different or upgraded skills, but a broader

range of skills...Production workers who once had narrowly defined responsibilities are
becoming part of multi-skilled, self managing production tearn~."~'Further, the study indicated
that "the decentralized, small-business orientation of regional economies may prove to be an
important incubator for the entrepreneurial fims best suited to make full use of flexible
manufacturing" and that "education and training, in conjunction with plans for regional economic
development, can help overcome some of the traditional disadvantages faced by some parts of

anad da."'^ The report indicated that in the year 2000 40.7% of the labour force will be 15 to 34

Ibid p. 2.

'3

a
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An example of the potential for change fiom resource based to hi&-tech econornic

)

development is in Fort McMurray, Alberta. This remote northem t o m has become a major site
for Intemet sales. Mitchell, Jared, "Wired Little Town", Report on Business Magazine.
November, 1997. Pp. 119 129.
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" Empioyment and Immigration Canada, Success in the Works: Canada's Emereing
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years old; 48.8% will be 35 to 54 years old with 10.5 % 55 years or older." As a result,
"employers will find it more difficult to fil1 entry-level positions with new graduates who are
trained in emerging skills. To meet changing skills requirements in the workplace, an increasing
number of established workers will need re-training and ski11 de~elopment."~'It concluded that
"a skills mismatch cunently exists" and that manufacturing f m s are facing significant skills
shortage~."~~
This skills mismatch was percieved as hampering innovation since a previous
report had cited '?he availability of highly trained and well-educated personnel" as a key
component to technological innovation.'
This focus on skills was similar to the world wide awareness of a need to deal with the
consequences of new technological developrnent. An OECD report in 1988 foresaw "big
changes in occupations and skills'"' in management structure, job design and payment for skills
development:

" -+Y
Ibid

p. 15. The report quotes Statistics Canada, Labour Force Annual Averages. 198 11988. Employment and Immigration Canada. 1989.
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Ibid p. 17.
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p. 24. Recent newspapers report appear to confirm this trend. An Ernst & Young
s w e y on attitudes indicated 35% of Ontarions forecast that in 10 years a technical college
certificate would have more impact than any other type of education, 24% said apprenticeships
and only 18% rated university education as the most important. Source: The Toronto Sun., "
College degree may be better for job: Survey", 17 July 1998, p. 67; The Ottawa Citizen, "College
diploma best bet for a job", 17 July 1998. p. C3; The Toronto Star. "University won't beat college
diplorna: Poll", 17 July 1998, p. E3; The Globe & Mail, " Degrees allocated to back seat in
Ontario poll on futurejobs", 17 July 1998. p. A6.
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"Canadian Chamber of Commerce, Focus 2000: Report of the Task Force on Technoioey
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From a typicai pyramid-shaped structure the move is
towards a substantial upgrading and broadening of skills.
Narrowly-defined job categories have to be replaced by
broader job classifications, so that workers are provided
incentives in the form of on-the-job learning opportunities.
Payments linked to individual cornpetences, rather than to
output, and to the performance of the enterprise as a whole,
can provide incentives for workers to acquire new skills
and thus help encourage redeployment and job desigd2
'This focus on skills development also prevailed with labour market theorists. Dr. Gordon

Betcheman, a Senior Fellow at Queen's University in Kingston, had become recognized as a
world leader in the area of labour market training initiative^.^^

He maintains that govemment should formulate economic and social policies, with a
number of areas in mind, including income redistribution: "We need an active social policy that
addresses the issue of training and other supports to help people be self-sufficient in the labour

'6

Ibid., p. 13.

"

Dr. Betcherman first came to prominence in the 1980 with the publication of his
analysis of Skills and Shorta~es:A Summary Guide to the Findines of the Human Resources
Surve~by the Economic Council of Canada and the publication in 1982 of Meeting Ski11
Reouirements: Rewrt of the Human Resources Survey (Supply and Services Canada) and in
1986 the publication of Working with Technoloev: A Survev of Automation in Canada
(Economic Council of Canada). The 1990s have seen a proliferation of writings by Dr.
Betcherman, on occassion as joint author, : HRM Trends in the Electrical and Electronics
Products Sector (Industrial Relations Centre: Queen's University, 1993);HR.M Trends in the
Wood Sector (Industrial Relations Centre: Queen's University, 1993); HRM Innovations in
Canada: Evidence fkom Establishment Survevs (Industrial Relations Centre, QueenyysUniversity,
1994); Out of Svnc: Technoloeical and Oreanizational Changes in Canadian Industry (Industrial
Relations Centre, QueenY'sUniversity, 1994); Recent Youth Labour Market Expiences in
Canada Oùdvtical Studies Branch. Statistics Canada. 19941: Good Jobs. Bad Jobs. No Jobs:
Tou& Choices for Canadian Labour Law (CD.Howe hstitute, 1995); UI: Em~loverRes~onses
Ratine: Evidence fiom Canadian and Arnerican Establishments (Human
to UI Ex~erience
Resource Development Canada, 1995); The Future o f Work in Canada (Canadian Policy
Research Networks, 1997); and, most recently, Training for the New Economy (Canadian Policy
Research Networks, 1998.) In addition to publications, Dr. Betcherman also spoke extensively
and wrote various articles on the changing nature of work,
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market. There is always going to be unemployment and, if we care about a decent level of
income for people, we can't get away fiom the fact that we have to redistribute in~ome.''~

He States that "as currently structured, education and trainhg in Canada actually
The
reinforce the trend toward social exclusion and the polarization of in~orne."~~
unemployment insurance also deterred employers fiom providing training and avoiding layoffs? Employers that did implement innovative human resource management practises such as

training, intemal job ladders, incentive pay and employee participation did reduce employee
turnover by quits and layoffs.6'
According to Betcherman, government does have a role to play in the health of the
economy: "Reducing govemment investment in education, for instance, is a mistake that we'll
pay for d o m the road. But we need to do more than just rebuild what we had. We need new

institution^.'^' This demand for new institutions had been presented earlier by Betcherman in
64

Betcherman, Gordon, "Steps that Govenunent, Business and You Can Take to

Brighten the lob Future", Globe and Mail. National Issues Forum. Published on Saturday, April
27, 1996. P.4. internet: http/fonim.theglobeandmail.
Com./globenet/Jobs8~htrnl.

'' Betcheman, Gordon, CPRN Annual Reoort - 1995-6: Work Network. Ottawa.

Internet:http://cprn.com/about/annwork.htrn. P. 1.

In the study, Betcherman, Gordon and Nom Leckie, Emplo~erResmnses to UT
Experience Ratine: Evidence fiorn Canadian and American Establishments. [Ottawa]: Human
Resources Development Canada, 1995, it was determined that greater degrees of experience
rating in the unemployment insurance system at the time did not deter employers fiom layoffs to
decline declines in labour or to encourage them to engage in greater training. (P. 9).
66

"-9Ibid

''interview with Gordon Betcherman by the Atkinson Foundation, "Why is the job crisis
so taxing?", The Atkinson Letter. April25, 1997. P. 5. Internet:
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In the jargon of the theorists, the shift in the
"technoeconomic paradigm" - fiom a stable,
mas-production, goods economy to a
turbulent, flexible-production, information
economy - requires a correspondhg shifi
in our new social institutions, including the
institutions of the ~ o r k p l a c e . ~ ~
and again in 1995:

The growth in unemployment, in low-wage,
nonstandard workforms, and in eamings
inequality is creating serious pressures on a
social policy h e w o r k that was developed
for a very different labour market. Clearly,
a major challenge for reform will be to
modernize programs and institutions to fit
well with the new labour market realities."
The type of new institutions was described in his later work in 1998.

Dr. Betcherman, with Nom Leckie and Kathryn McMullen, conducted an extensive
survey of 2,500 establishments of al1 sizes in dl regions and in virtually al1 industries to collect
both quantitative and qualitative data on employer based training practises in Canada. The study
indicated that there had been a &op in forma1 training activities7' and that basic skills training is

69 Betcherman, Gordon, Kathryn McMullen, Norm Lecki and Christina Caron, The
Canadian Work~lacein Transition. Kingston: Queen's University Industrial Relations Centre,
1994. p. 2.
'O Betcherman, Gordon, "Inside the Black Box", Good Jobs. Bad Jobs. No Jobs: Tough
Choices for Canadian Labor Law. Toronto: C. D. Howe Institute, 1995. p. 97.

Betcherman, Gordon, Norm Lecki and Kathryn McMullen, Developing Skills in the
Canadian Worblace: The Results of the Ekos Workalace Trainine Survev. Ottawa: Canadian
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the least fiequent type of training (the highest incidence is for professional and technical skills

The decline in training activity noted in the Betcherman et al study is significant

training)."

since Canada does not have a strong history of employer based training. In his 1982 study,
Betcherman notes that if vocational training programs of one year or ionger were considered, the
incidence of training drops to 2O%? In response to the question why the incidence of ski11
development is not higher, Betcherman indicates that employers do not see a perceived need for
training since vacancies were filled by extemal recruiting coupled with a lack of human resource
management." Again in the 1986 survey on automation, the tendency to short-term training was
noted: "For al1 occupations, both on-the-job and classroom training tended to be short-term.
Indeed, one-half of the former type of program and over 80 per cent of the latter lasted four
weeks or les^."'^
The study indicated a polarization of training activities with employees already
possessing high degrees of human capital receiving more training than employees possessing

-

Iittle human capital development this was similar to earlier studies that indicated the
distribution of enterprise-based training was uneven with employers concentrating their

Policy Research Networks, 1997. P. 39.
Ibid p. 47. Basic skills training is equivalent to entry level occupational skills.

'

9

73 Betcherman, Gordon, Meeting Ski11 Reauirements: Remrt of the Human Resources
Survev. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1982. P. 60.

''Ibid
-.)

p. 61.

Betcherman, Gordon and Kathryn McMullen, Workinp with Technolow: A Survev of
Automation in Canada. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada., 1986. P. 40.
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investments on prime-aged workers and employees with high levels of human capital
development? One of the key lessons of the study was that training was a subjective activity

-

"training is not managed by companies, but by people. Therefore, the amount and type of

training and its place in the corporate culture are highly dependent on the attitudes and
behaviours of the individuals involved.'" From a public policy perspective, the authors suggest
that the public policy in this area should be directed at the "non-training segment'' ,industries
that offer little or no training to employees, and the group of employees in the ''training segment"
who receive little or no portion of this training, specifically youth and non-standard workers
(part-tirne workers, temporary help, self-empl~yed).~'Case studies conducted by Betcherman
76Betcherman,Gordon, Kathryn McMullen, N o n Lecki and Christina Caron, The
Canadian Workplace in Transition. Kingston: Queen's University Industrial Relations Centre,
1994. p. 79.

etch cher man, Gordon, Nom Lecki and Kathryn McMullen, Develooine Skills in the
Canadian Workplace: The Results of the Ekos Work~lacetrain in^ Survev., p. 82. Betcherman
noted in other studies that training activity increased in larger firrns, srnaller finns did not offer as
much or any training. See: Betcherman, Gordon and Gary J. MacDonald, H M Trends in the
Electrical and Electronics Product Sector: Results of the Hurnan Resource Practices Survev.
Kingston: HRM Group, Industrial Relations Centre, Queen's University, October, 1993. P. 1.
And Betcherman, Gordon and Gary J. MacDonald, HRM Trends in the Wood Sector: Results of
the Human Resource Practises Survey. Kingston: HRM Group, Industrial Relations Centre,
Queen's University, October, 1993. P. ii. The study by Gordon Betcherman, Kathryn McMuilen
and Nom Leckie, m
i
c
d and Ornanizational Change in Canadian Industr~,
Ottawa, Queen's-University of Ottawa Economics Projects, 1994 indicated that Canadian
industry was not achieving the full social and economic benefits of computer based training. P.
10. Simiiarly, the study Betcherman, Gordon, Nom Leckie and Ami1 Verma, HRM innovations
in Canada: Evidence fiom Establishment Surveys. HRM Group, Industnal Relations Centre,
Queen's University. 1994 indicated that many types of workplace innovation such as employee
participation in Canada fiom 1985 to 1991 had substantial failure rates.
"

M.,
p. 83. See Appendix A, Table on Formal Employee-Training Incidence by Sex,

Age, Education and Tenure with the Company fiom page 29 of this study. Note that 42.4% of
employees under age 24 reported receiving training compared to 82.5% of age 25-34 years
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indicated that 'iimially al1 workers can be trained and retrained in the new skills dernanded by
technological change"79and dismissed the notion that certain workers were untrainable.
It is interesting to note that the small and medium size enterprises offer little training,yet
contribute greatly to job creation in the country: between the third quarter of 1996 and the third
quarter of 1997, over 430,000 net new jobs were added to Company payrolls. Small and medium
size enterprises (SMEs) accounted for almost 70% of this i n c r e a ~ e . ~ ~

In the 1998 Pilot Workplace and Employee Survey by Human Resources Development
Canada and Statistics Canada, about twenty per cent of establishments indicated that human
resource strategies in general (including increasing employee skills, increasing employee
involvement, enhancing labourIrnanagement relations, etc.) were very important or crucial to the
establishment's business. Although human resource strategies were important in the higher
technology sections such as the financial sector, communications, and education, they were not
particularly important in the lower wagelskilled sectors such as the retail sector, real estate,
transportation, some goods-producing sectors such as logging and mining, and construction.
Larger establishments placed more importance on human resource strategies than did

category. Similarly, 94.7% of those with university degrees reported receiving fornial training
while only 62.5% of those with less than high school did.
Betcherman, Gordon, Keith Newton and J o u e Godin (editors), Two Steps Forward:
Human Resource Management in a Hioh-Tech World. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and S e ~ c e s ,
1990. P. 4.
79

Industry Canada, The Small Business Quarterly. Spring, 1998. p. 2.
http//strategis.ic.gc.cdssg/mi0635 1e.htrn1
'O
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srnaller ones." Job-related training declined correspondhg to the size of the business
establishment:

Number of employees in establishment

Percent o t employees reporting training

-

O 19 employees

26.9

500 plus employees

48.3

Al1 sizes

41.1

i

A

Ottawa:

Source: Statistics Canada, The Evolvinp:Work~lacc:Findina from the Pilot Workplacc and Emolovec Suwey.

Statistics Canada, May. 1998.

Establishments offered many types of training, as demonstrated in the following table:

1

Estabiisbmenb Offerhg Formal Tkaining
Percent offering vocational
training

Percent offering nonvocational training

35.4

25.5

Percent offering both
vocational and nonvocational training

Percent offering any formal
training

22.1

38.7

Source: Statistics Canada. The Evolving Workplacc: Findin~from the Pilot Workplacc and Emplovec Survey.
Ottawa: Statistics Canada, May, t 998.

Human capital theory predicts that training in skills that are applicable employer-wide are usually
not readily provided by individual employers since the portability of such transfers is a risk for
the employer who has provided the investment of training. In product-differentiated
manufacturing, for example, less than one-third of the workforce reported receiving training.82

8iStatisticsCanada, The Evolvine Work~lace:Findines fkom the Pilot Workplace and
Employee Survey. Ottawa: Statistics Canada, May, 1998. P.8.
"~tatisticsCanada, The Evolvine Workolace: Findings fiom the Pilot Workolace and
Emplovee Survey.Ottawa: Statistics Canada, May, 1998. P. 37.
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The portability of skills in the goods producing sector is higher for smaller establishment

who experience the most turnover of employees. The following table demonstrates the hiring
patterns for establishments:

1-19

-

20 99

Goods Producers

-

1O0 499

500 PIUS

Services

Source: St~tisticsCanada, The Evolvina Work~iacc:Findinm from the Pilot Work~iaceand Employce Suwey. Ottawa: Statistics Canada, May,
1998.

Given this high hiring rate, it is unlikely employers of small establishments would invest in large
arnounts of training for their employees. Employers are seeking a workforce already traiwd in
transferable basic skills. In assisting unemployed workers to become active members of the
labour force, government has a responsibility to work with employen to provide non-employer
specific, basic entry skills training.
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The concerns of Betcherman appear to be in sync with the sentiments of the Canadian
public. In a 1996 survey, four in five respondents agreed either strongly or moderately that "the
educationai system in Canada is not paying enough attention to the skills and training that are
needed in today's economy" and only one in three broadly agreed that "hi@ schools do a good
job of preparing student's for today's w~rkforce".~~
A 1998 survey found that Canadians believe

a liberal arts university education is too traditional, and that technical training is far more
valuable in the new economy than a university degree?
This contrasts with the criteria for being viewed as a good employer by the Canadian

-

public only 3% of respondents indicated that the provision by the employer for employees to
have opportunities for training and upgrading of skills was an attribute of a good ernpl~yer.~'
Yet, in sorne opinion surveys, the Canadian public as a whole appears to place a higher priority
on job creation and on social prograrns than on deficit reduction and tax reductiona6and around
30% or higher of respondents showed jobs to be a major c~ncern.~'As well, only 10% of survey

" The Angus Reid Rewrt, cbPerspectiveson Canada's Public Education System",
September/October, 1996. P. 35.

" Fallis, George, "More than a pretty degree: Never underestimate the practical value of
the liberal arts", Globe Br Mail. August 1 1, 1998. P. A21. It is interesthg that this perception is
not supported by facts according to Statscan(as reported in this article), the average income for
a university graduate is more than $42,000 cornpared with just over $25,800 for high-school
graduates.

-

The Anmis Reid Re~ort."The role of Governmentf',January/Febniary, 1996. p. 33.
86TheAnnus Reid Rewrt. ""Good Employers" in the Eyes of Canadians", July/August,
1996. p. 16.

nThe An-mis Reid Report. "The Future of Workf', January/Febniary, 1996. p. 3.
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respondents indicated that they were adversely af3ected by a lack of adequate training on how to
use new technologies in the ~ o r k p l a c e .In~ contrast,
~
though, 51% of employed respondents and
69% of unemployed respondents ranked training paid for by employer as a desirable employee

benefit (rank of 6 or 7 on a 7 point scde with 1 being not desirable at al1 and 7 very desirable)."
This suggests that the Canadian public still looks to government for the provision of training and
not to employers. This attitude of the general public was indicated in a 1998 Ekos survey that

found the most popular choice of what to do with a then !14
i billion accumulated surplus in the
unemployment insurance fund was increased training and employment programs to help
Canadians find work?
This concern for the lack of employer based training has been raised by University of

Manitoba professors Derek Hum and Wayne Simpson who state: "In short, there would appear to
be legitimate concern that inadequate training retards worker performance and is associated with
poor industrial performance, although the casual factors, including possible barriers to training,
are not easily identified."9' They conclude that education and training are critical to the success
of Canada's economy. They note that even as government strives to make its mark in job

"The Aneus Reid Report. "Canadian Perspectives on Work and the Workplace",
May/June, 1996. p. 30.

89TheAmus Reid Reoort. "Younger Canadians Perspectives on Work", July/August,
199%p. 61.
Greenspan, Edward, "Use surplus to get people working, UIpoll tolâ", Globe and Mail.
August 12, 1998. P. AS.
90

91

Hum,Derek and Wayne Simpson, Maintainine a Cornpetitive Workforce: Emalo~er-

Based Training in the Canadian Economv, Montreal: IRPP, 1996. pp. 51-52.
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creation, the private sector is destroyïng jobs in an attempt to restructure, downsize and compete
globally and that Canada's social safety net, including unemployment insurance and social
assistance must be changed: "the menu of choices for creating these jobs and training
opportunities on the labour demand size is equally important as the design of social safety nets
which encourage response on the labour supply ide."^' Hum and Simpson advocate the use of

some kinds of govenunent incentives for employer based training (EBT) to counteract the
uncertainty associated with Canada's econornic restmcturing.

The benefits of employer-based training extend to the employees as well as the
ernpl~yer?~
A recent Statistics Canada found that:
Technology using fims tend to demand greater
skills, do more training, and invest more in
human capital. Accordingly, they tend to
offer better jobs and pay higher wages....
Specifically, tirms that recognize the importance
of labour skills, that focus on developing innovative
employee compensation plans, that stress quality
and total quality management and implement
training prograrns are more likely to be
i~ovative.~~

92

Ibid., p. 54.

93 It is for this reason that some economists maintain the cost of and the return to
invesmient of employer based training will be shared by the worker and by the employer. See
Hashimoto, Masanori, "FUm- Specific Human Capital as a Shared Investment", The American
Economic Review. June 1981 for one mode1 in which the parties attempt to rninimize the loss
fiom fùture separation of the employee-employerrelationship by optimally sharing the
investrnent.
94 Baldwin, John R., Tara Gray, and Joanne Johnson, Technolog Use. Training and
Plant-S~ecificKnowledee in Manufachiring Establishments. Ottawa: Analytical Studies
Branch, Statistics Canada, December, 1995, p. 35.
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Training thus creates a wh-win situation: employees usually have better jobs and pay; employers
usually have the economic gains associated with innovation.
One difficulty with implementing public policy in this area is, according to various
speakers at an international conference on skills development, that "although there is a general
sense that social returns to investments in human capital and technological and (increasingly)
organizational innovation are substantial, there is scant hard evidence to support this (and, thus,
to support decisions for more in~estrnent).'"~This statement would appear to be well-supported
given the Canadian experience. In 1995, the Canadian Labour Force Development Board
(CLFDB) reviewed studies focussing on both Canadian and American experiences of the impact
on training on the subsequent labour market experience for unemployment and social allowance
recipients. The conclusion was that training had small impacts on subsequent employment and
earnings of participants and that training was most effective when combined with classroom and
on-the-job training, or with labour market support such as c~unselling.~~
A 1993 study by OECD
had similar findings, noting that training had to be customized for the specific needs of different

client groups to be effective?'

The conference participants noted that the extemality problem of human capital

Report on the International Conference Organized by the Governent of Canada and
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Developrnent, "Best Practise: Workplace
Innovation", Chan~ina
- Workdace Strateeies: Achieving Better Outcomes for Entemrises,
Workers and Society. Ottawa, 2 - 3 Dec., 1996. http/www.hrdc&hc.gc.ca/hrdc/corp/stratp~Varbsite/reseccge/toce.
h l . O7/1 7398.P. 3.
9s

96CanadianLabour Force Development Board, The Labour Force Develo~mentReview.
Ottawa: Canadian Labour Force Development Board, 1995. Pp. 19 42.

-

OECD,Em~io~ment
Outlook: 1993. Paris: OECD,1993. Pp. 39 - 80.

"
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investment and other forms of intangible investments poses an inability for fvms to guarantee
that they will capture the returns made on these investments. It is a growing problem:
With respect to general skills, in particular,
enterprises face the risk of making initial
investments that will be lost if employees
leave before the retums can be captured.
This problem may become more serious as
new workplace systems increasingly
emphasize general employability skills
that are transferable across organizations
and as contingent forms of employment
pr~liferate?~
The problem for public policy then could be interpreted as deciding on who should provide
general employability skills with a high degree of extemalities - the employer or the

This recent international conference concluded that governments have a critical role to
play in training and skills development: "human resource development must be a pri~rity."'~

"-Report on the International Conference Organized by the Government of Canada and
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, "Best Practise: Workplace
Innovation", Channine Work~laceStrateeies: Achievine Better Outcomes for Entemrises,
Workers and Society., p. 3. This problem is not a new one for econornists. See: Glick. Henry A.
and Michael S. Feuer, "Employer-Sponsored Training and the Governance of Specific Human
Capital Investments", Ouarterly Review of Economics and Business. Vol. 24. No. 2. Sumrner,
1984. for a discussion of the provision of general training for employees by employers and the
poaching risks by other firms.
In a recent attitudinal survey, Ernst & Young found that 90% of the 1000 respondents
were in favour of government spending money on job training for adults. Source: The Ottawa
Citizen, "College diploma best bet for a job", 17 July 1998. p. C3.
99

Report on the International Conference Organized by the Govenunent of Canada and
the Organization for Econornic Co-operation and Development, "Conclusion", Changine;
Worblace Strateeies: Achievinn Better Outcomes for Entemrises. Workers and Society. Ottawa,
2 - 3 Dec., 1996. http/www.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca/hrdc/corp/stratpuVarbsite/resecchge/toce.h . O7/17398. P. 1.
'O0
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Governments must provide the infiastructure that is conducive to supporting intangible
investments and the difision of information on %est practises". In addition, govemments must
play a leadership role in the refonn of the "social contract" principally by brokering the long-term
interests of stakeholders and by offering a new vision of econornic security.

In a recent

study, Training for the New Economy: A Svnthesis Reoort, Betcheman and co-authors Kathryn
McMuIlen and Katie Davidman maintain that
the traditional roles of govemment should be redefmed to take account of the training market and
the potential contribution of intermediaries. In this environment, the new role of government

involves:
providing basic education;
supporting better information flows including:
basic labour market information;
occupational standards and training standards;
- employer certification and accounting tools;

-

creating better credit tools;
brokering collaborative relationships; and,
facilitating the labour market entry of youth.
Betcherman maintains that the use of intermediaries will facilitate the delivery of labour
market training. In an earlier study, he noted that such partnerships should not be legislated as
mandatory for d l f m s but should be encouraged by government on a voluntary and
collaborative basis.I0'He notes that market forces will work to control the quality of output fiom

Io'
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the intemediaries and to ensure consistency in the delivery of services.'o2

This view of the marketplace as guarantor of quality in a pubidprivate partnerships
raises an issue central to new public management today. As stated in the OECD report on the
conclusions of the public management conmittee, Govemance in Transition: Public
Management Refoms in OECD Countries, "creating conditions in which public sector
organisations must compete for business provides powerfùl incentives to improve quafity,
contain costs, and improve effi~ienc~."'~'
These conditions must be created, however, with a
continuing regard for the maintenance of an accountability framework between government and
the citizens.

There is a dificulty, however, in relying on market forces only as a framework for
govemment accountability. As will be discussed later in this thesis, the social responsibility of
government to assist the disadvantaged is dificult to account for using only market force
measures. The rewards and penalties for failing to assist the disadvantaged are often intangible
and diffcult to quanti@ using market force measures. Furthemore, as will be discussed in

Chapter Three of this thesis, govemment can use a variety of approaches other than cornpetition
in order to improve quality, contain costs, and improve efficiency. The contracting out of
services and the use of cornmunity partnerships, for example, do not rely on competitive market
forces alone as a sole determinant in improving quality, containing costs and improving
efficiency.

'O2

u i t e ~ e wGordon
,
Betcherman, Ottawa, Juiy 17, 1998.

'O3 OECD, Govemance in Transition: Public Manaeement Refoms in OECD Countries.
Conclusions of the Public Management Commiaee, 9 March 1995, p. 11.
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A pure market force approach to accountability in govenunent conflicts with the

traditional role of public sector accountability. The accountability of public officials, both
elected and appointed, exceeds the public accountability which would be required if
-

responsiveness to market forces was the sole factor. This raises the question of whether
govemment programs and the officials who operate them should be accountable only to market
forces. Certainly, consideration of social and moral responsibility as well as the legitimate role
of govemment must also impact on the accountability framework for the public sector.

The use of intermediaries in the provision of labour market services changes the role of

the public manager. As career public servant Rainer Andersen points out:
The centrai challenge for the public service is to
become very good at finding the appropriate
champions and intermediaries; to work with them
and build their capability to perfonn their part of
the job; and to manage the relationships and support
these intermediaries effectively through using
the best practice skills associated with the successful
operation of boards of non-profit organizations.

This broker role of the public servant offers both challenges and opportunities. The use
of intemediaries as partners in the delivery of labour market training necessitates a change in the
traditional role of the govenunent as known in the days of the welfare state. In this new role,
govemment has to be both responsive to the needs of the marketplace and yet still maintain an
accountability to the citizens it serves. The difficulties associated with this new role will be
discussed M e r in the next chapter.

Andersen, Rainer, T h e action learning model: innovation in partnership", O~timum.
Spring, 1996. P. 19.
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C. Conclusion

This is a t h e of change in the area of labour market policy. Parailel to the transition fiom
federal to provincial jurisdictions is a transition fiom government based service delivery of
training initiatives to a partnership framework.
The types of partnerships used by government Vary, as will be s h o w in Chapter Three of
the thesis, but d l involve, to some degree or another, the sharing of power by government with

an outside organization andor another government level. One of the most popular foms of
partnerships for labour market initiatives is a "social partnership" between govenunent and a
non-profit organization. As will be discussed in Chapter Four, in order for such partnerships to
be effective, there must be a cohesive comrnunity with the capacity to partner with government.
To eflectively evaluate the use of a comrnunity partnership by government, the traditional
evaluation of labour market training programs which is based on quantifiable outcomes needs to

be expanded. As will be presented in the conceptual framework outlined in Chapter Five, the
evaluation process must also encompass an assessment of the partnership relationship and the
long term societal benefits. This will be followed by Chapter Six which presents a case study,

The Triple S Basic Skills Industrial Skills Training Program, that applies the evaluation
framework. This thesis will then conclude with an assessment of the effectiveness of community
partnerships to deliver labour market services.
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Chapter 3

Finding Other Ways: Community Partnership as an
Alternate Service Delivery Mechanism
A. Introduction

Labour market services such as skills development training had traditionally been
purchased or contracted by bureaucrats on behalf of their clients, usually unemployment
insurance recipients or social allowance recipients. Throughout the 1980s and into the 1 9 9 0 al1
~~
governments in Canada were and are under great pressure to redesign programs and delivery
structures for maximum effectiveness and efficiency. The traditional service delivery
mechanisms for the provision of labour market services by the federal goverment were affected
by these pressures.
A recent joint study by the management firm of KPMG and the Institute of Public

Administration of Canada (IPAC) have listed these pressures as including the need to:
reduce deficits and accumulated debt;
compete with other jurisdictions and secton;
deliver services and provide more hospitable environments for business and investment;
provide the services that citizens want in the manner they seek; and
provide a range of services consistent with the willingness of citizens and corporations to
bear certain levels of ta~ation.'~'
'05Lindquist, E and T. Sica, "Canadian Govemments and the Search for Alternate
Progmm Delivery and Financing: A Preliminary Survey",a study prepared for the KPMG/IPAC,
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Within this context, goverrunents at al1 levels have been actively reviewhg the various programs
offered and the marner in which public sector seMces are delivered. In ihis context, programs
have been eliminated and the remaining programs and services have, in many cases, been
modified and redesigned to enhance both their efficiency and effectiveness.
The redesigning of programs and services has taken many forms, including the use of
partnerships with community organizations for the provision of labour market services such as
skills development training. This chapter will provide an overview of the evolution of aiternate
service delivery mechanisms that government has now tumed to for the provision of services
previously provided and delivered by government. Specific attention in this chapter will be
focussed on the use of cornmunity partnerships, an increasingly popular ASD mechanism, for
service delivery pariicularly as it relates to the delivery of labour market training.
in an attempt to reduce the costs of delivering services to the public, the governrnent has

looked at a number of options under the umbrella of contracting out. According to Chnstopher
Bruce, these options include the f o l l o ~ i n g : ~ ~ ~
Public Sector Regulated Mono~oiy:In this approach, governments could obtain
some of the benefits of private contracting by offering incentives to its employees
to improve government efficiency. The govemment might allow agencies to
retain f h d s generated through cost savings or it might establish performance
goals for senior employees. Bruce States that such arrangements are inferior to
private contracts with cornpetitive fims as he argues that it is extremely difficult
to set out the goals of senior civil servants ahead of time and ,as a result, it

October 20, 1995. P. 1.
'"The list is taken fiom Bruce, Chnstopher J., "Rethinkingthe Delivery of Govemment
Services', A Govemment Reinvented: A Studv of Alberta's Deficit Elimination Program.
Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1997. Pp. 440 442.

-
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becomes very difficult to discipline civil servants expostfoco for failing to meet
those goals.
Intra-eovernmental Comoetition: Bruce suggests that in cases where it is not
possible to obtain competitive bids fiom the private sector, some of the benefits of
competitive tendering may be obtained by encouraging govemment agencies to
bid against one another to produce govemment services. He notes that such a
policy requires that there are no significant economies of scale in production, as
otherwise govemment could be able to reduce costs by concentrating al1 of its
production in one agency.
Non-~rofitOreanizations: Bruce acknowledges that voters as a group rnay not
consider the benefits of a service to exceed the costs but there may be a subgroup
of citizens who are willing to pay for that service. In these cases, Bruce suggests
that the government may be able to find a non-profit group that would be willing
to provide that activity fkee-of-charge or in retum for a subsidy.
Privatization: Bruce maintains that, al1 else being equal, private-sector firms will
produce at a lower cost than the public sector. He concludes that, in most cases, if
a private f m is willing to provide a service at no cost to the government by
charging its users for the service, then that services should be privatized. The
primary exceptions to this conclusion would be when the private firm is a
monopoly and therefore has no incentive to sel1 its product(s) at the lowest
possible pice or when the production of the service in question produces
additional extemal costs to society, such as air pollution or water pollution, for
which they are not required to pay. In the latter cases, Bruce suggests that even if
government agencies are less likely to create extemalities than are unregulated
private firms, it rnay well be the case that regulated firms will produce fewer
extemaiities than govemment agencies who wouid be reluctant to self-monitor.
Abandonment: Bruce uses the term abandonment to describe a fonn of
privatization in which the govemment charges no fee to the private firm for the
right to provide a s e ~ c that
e was previously provided by the government.

This iist presented by Bruce is not inclusive of al1 the various ways that govemments
have altered the rnethod of service delivery. Financial pressures caused Canadian govemments
at al1 levels to review both the need for existing programs and the methods for their delivery.
Emerghg from such program reviews was the concept of alternative service delivery
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mechanisrns (ASD). Put simply, the 'aiternative' in the ASD phrase was the search for delivery
methods which were both more responsive to the clients needs and more cost efficient and
effective. As the KPMGRPAC study indicated, Canadian govemments have been very
innovative in the manner in which the hancing and delivery of programs has been reformed:
While each jurisdiction has adopted a different mix for
alternative delivery and f h c h g , there seems to be a
reluctance to proceed with a blanket approach; that is,
govemments tend to approach each program on its own
terms and ultimately make determinations on what is
best for the program and the clients it serves and, of course,
what matches the preferences of the g~vemment.'~'
ASDs were a depamire fiom the traditional role of governrnent departments to provide the
direct production and provision of public services. Part of the appeal of the ASD movement was
that citizens were expected to reap better and more efficient services fiom government,
unencumbered fiom the traditional notion of services delivered through the tangled web of
bureaucracy amidst political interference.
ASD mechanisrns go beyond the simple view of ptivatization, contracting out, rejecting

traditional models of policy delivery or abandoning programs, and "is part of a new public
management paradigm that provides creative solutions to meeting the demands of citizens who

are increasingly aware of services delivery options and value for tax dollars."ioS

The creation of ASDs is regarded as a positive move for both governments and citizens:
It is possible that ASD will help contribute to public sector renewal
'"Lindquist, E and T. Sica, g cita p. 1.
I0Tord,Robin and David Zussma., "Alternative Service Delivery: Transcending
Boundaries", Alternative Senrice Delivery: Sharine Govemance in Canada. Toronto:
KPMG/IPAC, 1997. P. 3.
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through partnerships that tnily share powers; by creating better accountability
arrangements; by making better use of resources; by reinvesting in quality services
that are user-driven; through the development of entrepreneurid action and
through inter-jurisdictional cosperation. In essence, it offers governments
better insights into the relationship between the state and the citizen and
provides opportunities to redefine these relations. log
The working definition of ASD provided by Robin Ford and David Zussman is "... a creative
and dynamic process of public sector restnicturing that improves the delivery of services to

clients by sharing governance functions with individuals, cornrnunity groups and other
government entitie~."~
Io
It is interesting to note that the original meaning of the term govemance meant the
steering of the ship of state, more specifically determining the directions for society. The issue
of exactly how much of this "steering" fùnction should be transferred or shared by govemment
with the private and non-profit sectors is an important issue involved with the establishment of
altemate service delivery mechanisms. The question of whether some specific aspects of
govemance powers and functions should aiways be retained by govemment m u t be asked in the
design of ASDs. As will be demonstrated later in this thesis, the question of what aspects of
govemance should be shared with community partner in an ASD is cntical to determining the
effectiveness of the relationship.
The designated sharing of govemance powers in an ASD relationship is crucial not ody
to defining the relationship of the parties involved in the ASD but also crucial to defining the

relationship of the citizen to the state and to the ASD organization. The assignrnent of
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govemance powers is central to the establishment of an accountability framework by which the
effectiveness and efficiency of the services delivered can be measured. This assignment serves
not only as a guide for performance measurement of the tenns and conditions of the arrangement
but also serves as a guide to citizens for the assignment of accountability regarding the provision
of the services delivered.
The assignment of govemance power fiom govemment to another party affects the ability
of govemment to steer the ship of state. If the govemance powers assigned to a member of the
private or non-profit sector are inconsequential to the role of government in establishing the

direction of public policy initiatives, then the govemment will still be able to "steer" while others
"row" in the provision of services. If, however, inconsequential powers are assigned to the nongovemment entity in an ASD relationship, then the non-government entity is harnpered in the
effectiveness of its role. The question may well be asked as to why an ASD is required if
govemment has no need to share the govemance role. As will be discussed further later, this
point is particularly relevant when government turns to community organizations in the belief
that the 'power of the grassroots' will be maximized, yet govemment is reluctant to share power
in a meaningful manner with the comrnunity.
Conversely, if the assignment of govemance powers enables non-govenunental
organizations to establish policy direction, then the ASD arrangement would certainly raise the
question of who is steering the ship of state. The question of who is steering the ship is
imperative in establishing accountability and in determining the proper role of elected
representatives and the proper role of a service provider. Aithough a sharing of governance is
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required to allow ASDs, particularly cornmunity partnerships, to be effective, the sharing of this
power alters the traditional notion of ministerial accountability. It aiso dters the traditional role
of the bureaucracy. If there is a sharing of governance power with a community organization,
then the bureaucrat should take direction fiom two masters - govenunent and the cornmunity
partner.
As noted by former Ontario premier Bob Rae, establishing accountability frameworks is a
lot more difficult than it first appears: "accountability is a far-reaching and emotionally charged
concept that extends far beyond reporting a set of numbers. It includes both responsibility and
entitlement and is not uni-directional."

'

Paul Thomas observes that accountability involves

more than simply cornpliance with the required procedures, it also involves a subjective sense of
responsibility.'" A critical difficuity with the development of ASD is the challenge of defining
and maintaining accountability fiameworks. ASD rely on a concept of "shared govemance".
The question is not only who and how the governance is shared but who and how the
accountability for govemance is shared.
The allocation of govemance powers is also important in cross-jurisdictional ASD
arrangements either inter-governmentally (between levels of government) or intragovernrnentally (between departments of the same level of govement). In defining the
relationship of the levels of government within the Canadian political system, ASD mechanisrns

"' Rae, Bob, "Developing Indicatoa: The Cal1 for Accountability", Polic~O~tions.JulyA u-~ u s1998.
~ , P. 2 1.

"2Thomas, Paul, "Accountability", Takine Stock. Editors: Guy peters and Donald Savoie.
Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Management Development, 1997.
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have the potential to alter the traditional role of which govemment level does the steering and
which level does the rowing, as well as perhaps involving more than one level in the steering
process. The determination of who steers certainly implies that level of government will take the
lead in defining the policy framework and, depending on the delineation of shared power,
defuiing how the policy process unfolds.

ASD has been described as a "creative and dynamic process". The use of an ASD also
has the potential to be a destructive force, or at least a disappointing effort, if the other two
elements of this defuiition, i.e. the goal of improving the delivery of services to clients and the
concept of sharing govemance fùnctions are not both clearly articulated and mutually embraced
by govemment and by the other party or parties, whether these be other govemments, private
firms or non-profit organizations. As previously stated by Ford and Zussman, ASD provides the
opportunity to redefine the relationship between the state and the citizen. As in any change
process, the change can be for the better or for the worse. It is important to realize that, as in any
restnichuing process, the use of an ASD has the potential to improve the way that government
provides services to its citizens, but it is a potential that must be carefully nurtured fiom
inception.
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C.Typoiogy of Alternate Service Delhrery (ASD)
This public sector restnicnuing took many different forms, including partners fiom both

the private and non-profit sectors as well as other governments. As the following figure1I3
indicates, the range of possible delivery options in using an ASD is quite broad:

Figure 1
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John Langford has refined a comprehensive list of possible alternative service delivery
mechanismsH4that include the following:

Separate Service Agency
Crown Corporation

I

Regulatory Agency

1
1

I

Commercialization
Cost Recovery
Intemal Delegation
Special Operating Agency
Single-Window Service
Co-Location
Community Offices
Common Services

1
1
1

&

Extemal Purchase of

I

Merging Systems

I

Self-service

I

w

The main focus of this thesis will be on those types of ASDs that fail in the middle
category (E3) of the Langford depiction, specificaily those of the collaborative partnership with
community boards. Langford suggests that power sharing in ASD is not dificult in cases of
privatization, devolution and in clearly defined recognition of transfer of responsibilities to other

Il4Langford,John W., 'Power Sharing in the Alternative Service Delivery World'",
Alternative Service Delivery: Sharine Govemance in Canada. Toronto: KPMGLPAC, 1997. P.
63. An adaptation of Figure 1, Some Options for Delivering and Financing Programs, in E.
Lindquist and T. Sica, Canadian Governments and the Search for Alternative Program Delivery
and Financing: A Preliminary Survey. Toronto: KPMGIIPAC, 1995. P. 2.
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j~lrisdictions.''~It does become complex and problematic, however, in the extemal purchase of
service and in the collaborative partnership zone.Il6 He notes that " experience with such
mechanisms over more than a decade suggests that politicai, fiscal and technological
performance requirements c m lead effectively to the abdication to the contractors of significant
prograrn design and even policy-making powers" and that especially ''in a collaborative
partnership driven by the fiscal imperative of having a private sector partner share the fmancing
costs of a service, governments will have to accede considerable policy-making and program
design authority."'''

Such power sharing arrangements have the potential to raise accountability

issues when public concems on "who is actually responsible for what" are expressed. In essence,
trying to establish "where the buck stops" can sometimes be diflicult in an ASD arrangement.
As stated previously, it is also difficult to teconcile an accountability framework under an ASD

structure with the concept of ministerial responsibility under our Westminster system.

'"This is a somewhat simplistic statement given the nature of federalism in Canada today.
Even with the devolution of powers to either provincial govenunents from federal or regional
powers from the province, there is still no clearly defmed "power-sharing" as governments
always try to maximize control and visibility.
'16 For more idormation on how to overcome diniculties encountered in collaborative
arrangements, the reader is refened to Gates, Stephen, Shateaic Alliances: Guidelines for
Successful Management. New York: The Conference B o d , 1993.
II7 --9
Ibid p. 67.
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D.Partnerships as an ASD
One of the most common approaches to ASD is partnerships, either between
governments, between departments, or with other sectors outside the g~vernment."~As Kenneth
Kemaghan points out, the use of partnerships in public arrangements is not new, what is new is
the use of the terni partnership to describe these relationships and its application is now more
sophisticated and fiequent.'I9 Political scientist Susan Phillips defmes partnerships as:
In its proper sense, partnership differ from consultation (an exchange of
information) because it involves collaborativejoint action in an effort to solve a
problem. It requires an ongoing commitment, acceptance of shared contributions
and recognition of mutual needs and benefits. A decentralization of power,
responsibility and accountability from govermnent to the partnership is supposed
to oc~ur."~

Ford, Robin and David Zussman, "Alternative Service Delivery: Transcending
Boundariesn,Alternative Service Deliverv: Sharine Governance in Canada. Toronto:
KPMGIIPAC, 1997. p. 13. A recent Conference Board publication also demonstrated that
partnerships and strategic alliances between more than two parties is expanding. See: Pellet,
Jemifer (editor), Strate~icAlliance: Institutionaiizhe Partnershi~Caoabilities. New York: The
Conference Board, 1997. P. 5. In addition, the Canadian Council for Public-Private Partnerships
lists more than 400 projects in its 1997 inventory and the council, which represents more than
160 organizations fiom the public and private sector, grew more than 20% last year. Source:
Dickie, Allan, "Pulling Togethet",Re~orton Business Magazine., November, 1997. P. Al. It is
an interesthg question whether partnerships differ substantiaily from long-term contracting
relationships.
'I9 Kemaghan, Kenneth, "Choose your partners - its innovation time", Management. Fall,
1992. p. 16.
120 Phillips, Susan D., "HowOttawa Blends: Shifiing Government Relations with Interest
Groups", How Ottawa S~ends:1991-l992: The Politics of Fragmentation. Editor: Francis Abele.
Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1991. P. 206. She notes that the term partnership became
very attractive under Mulroney and offers the following typology: consultative; contributory;
community development; and collaborative.
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Leslie Seidle cautions that the term partnership is used wrongly on occasion to refer to a
variety of arrangements between the public sector and other parties. He notes that if the
govenunent simply has a "purchase-of-servicenconhact whereby a department signs an
agreement for the delivery of a particular service and if the role of the organization is confined to
carrying out the agreement and power-sha~gdoes not occur, then such an agreement should
more properly be termed as "contracting out".I2' There have been a multitude of partnerships
developed in the last few y e a r ~ . Under
' ~ ~ the web site "Federal Partners", for example, the
Government of Canada lists 18 federal partner links to 'federal partnerships with provincial,
municipal levels of government, the academic world as well as the private sector" and 29
international partner links.123The spectnim of areas for partnership development is quite broad

Seidle, 1995, p. 143. As Seidle notes, the term public-private partnership has been used
'incorrectly' quite of'ten. For example, the Govement of Nova Scotia uses the term in the
broadest sense to encompass any agreement whereby private sector expertise and resources are
used to meet a public sector need, including the contracting out of janitorial seMces for a
government office to a private Company. See: Nova Scotia Economic Renewal Agency, PublicPrivate Partnerina: Discussion Pawr. Halifax: Deputies' Cornmittee Public-Private Partnering,
A u ~ u s1995.
~ , P. 1.
'" Michel Papineau, Director, Treasury Board Secretariat, Ottawa, stated in an interview
on July 8, 1998 that the number of partnerships that the federal government had entered into was
difficult to quanti@ because of the various types of partnerships. For example, partnerships may
involve a merging of human resources or simply contract service delivery. As the KPMGnPAC
study by Lindquist and Sica points out, the concept of government partnerships and other forms
of altemate delivery with other governments and the private and non-profit sector is not new (i.e.
regional development agreements, crown corporations). P. 16.
Publicserve Website (http://pubIiservice.gc.ca/partners/p~),Wednesday,
Juiy 8,1998.
12'
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covering such diverse subjects as hancial management, housing, environmental issues,
technology, youth initiatives, pressure groups, and so on.
The most common form of partnership used by govemment in ASD is a social
partnership. One of the largest areas of activity in the development of partnerships has been in
the delivery of social services. Leslie Seidle describes a social partnership as " arrangements
between a public service organization and one or more non-commercial organizations outside
government, such as non-profit (ofien charitable) organizations and community groups."'" He
sees social partnerships as a subset of operational or collaborative partnerships where the sharing
of power and work is more likeiy to occur.
Operational social partnerships, according to Seidle, are based on the rationale of the
transfer of some activities such as the delivery of social services, fiom public servants to outside
organizations. The outside organization receives public funds through "purchase of service"
contracts, sustaining fùnds or specific grants. Seidle maintains that costs are expected to be
lower because, in part, the people performing the work will either be volunteers or be paid at a
lower rate that public servants for comparable work. He States that there are two benefits from
this type of ASD: "social partnerships have the potential of improving the delivery of services to
citizens and of fostering broader involvement in the adjustment of public programs and
p o l i ~ y . " ' ~ ~ A drawback to this broader involvement could occur if "the partnership amounts
to abrogating a responsibility that is properly the domain of government, or if partners are

Seidle, 1997, p. 95.
luIbid, p. 95.
lZ4
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overloaded or unprepated in terms of their capacity to d e l i ~ e r . " 'Caution
~~
has been expressed
that the non-profit sector cannot be overburdened with the responsibilities of govenunent:
Voluntary organizations provide wonderful elements of
spirit, participation, service, influence, and the fieedom to do
one's own thing, but if goverment overloads hem with the
basic responsibility for public service, undercuts their income,
and limits their role for advocacy and criticism, they d l fail
society.
As Lester Saiamon points out, " the interest in nonprofit organizations has opened the
gates to vast reservoirs of human talent and energy....While it is far fiom clear what must be done
to keep these gates open, a crucial first step is a better understanding of the dramatic process

The dificulty in relying on the non-profit sector to deliver services is that we have not yet
quantified their capacity for doing so, although major research is currently underway by two
major Canadian research institutes, the Caledon Institute and the Canadian Policy Research
Network, to determine measurement critena for community capacity.

In the area of service delivery, Seidle states that:
Social partnerships can help improve responsiveness in
service delivery. The leaders of social-sector organizations
are generally well aware of the needs of the citizens with
whom they, or the volunteers they supervise, have fiequent

I26Rodal,Alti and Nick Mulder, "Partnerships, devolution and power-sharing: issues and
implications for management", O~timurn.Vol. 24 No. 3. Winter, 1993. p. 32,
1L7~lthough
this is an American source, the words of caution are still relevant to Canada.
O,Connell, Brian, "A Major Transfer of Govemment Responsibility to Voluntary Organizations?
Proceed with Caution." Public Administration Review, May/June 1996. Vol. 56. No. 3. P. 225.
'2'~alarnon,Lester, "The Rise of the Non-Profit Sectot", Foreimi Anaia. Vol. 73. No. 4.
August, 1994. P. 122.
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nie hdings of his study on the B.C. "At Home" program suggested a hi& level of satisfaction

with services provided through the altemate service delivery mechanisms of the program.
Seidle cautions that accountability, despite the contractual or less formai fiamework
under which most ongoing partnerships function, "...necessarily becomes more complicated
when outside organizations are i n v ~ l v e d . "The
~ ~ ~findings of his study indicated that
performance measures should be articulated at the onset of any such arrangement to alleviate
fùture difficulties in reporting on outcornes. Current research on contracting out suggests that
this is easier to Say than it is to actually accomplish at the onset on an agreement/~ontract.'~'
A
positive aspect of this ASD is that feedback from partner organizations can lead to improvements
not only in the delivery of programs but also in the design of such pro gram^.'^^ If the interaction

between the partners is hitful, the suggestions of the partner organization can add credibility

and possibly influence friture policy direction.
Seidle concludes his study on social partnerships by stating that "social partnerships
require that public officiais sunender some autonomy to organizations outside government. This
has major implications for public service management, a number of which c m be highly positive

Seidle, p. 97.
Ibid., p. 97.
13' Thomas, Paul, "Contracthg Out: Policy and Management Issues", Manaaina Stratenic
Change: Leamine from Promm Review. Editors: Peter Aucoin and Donald J. Savoie. Ottawa:
CCMD, 1998. Pp. 169 222.
IJ2 lbid p. 98.
t29

-
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over the long ter~n."'~~
He notes that, although cost-cutting was not a factor in his study1", the
partnership enabled the delivery of a program when additional administrative resources from
govemment could not be allocated.
Another note of caution in the use of partnerships between private non-profit agencies is

raised by economist Harry Kitchen. He notes that two potential problems may arise, however,

from dependence on the non-profit sector. First, it may be dificult to ensure a high qudity
service since this may depend on the qudity of people working for the agency. Second, without a
reliable and ongoing source of funding, these organizations may not be a stable supplier of
services.135Herice, stability problems with the quality of staff and the provision of services may
arise.
In 1995, the Caledon Institute of Social Policy embarked upon a Social Partnerships
Project with the purpose of exploring the concept and practise of social partnerships. Through
this work, Sherri Torjman of the Institute defined social partnerships as "strategic alliances in
which private and nonprofit community groups work together to promote economic and social
~ell-being."'~~
She notes that although this definition required a minimum of two players before

If3

-.,
Ibid

p. 98.

Even in public-private partnerships where cost-cutthg was a factor, concern has been
raised that "some private finns might attempt to make unreasonable profits at the expense of the
public purse." Source: Cummings, Christopher, "Pnvate-public partnering the pros and cons",
Civic Public Works. July/August, 1994. P. 6.
13*Kitchen,Harry, Efficient Deliverv of Local Govemment Services. Discussion Paper
No. 93 15. Kingston, Ont.: Queen's University School of Policy Studies, 1993. P. 27.
136 TOjman, Shem, Partnershi~s:The Good. The Bad and the Uncertain. Paper to bc
Presented at the 4' International Partnership Conference. New Alliances for Learning in the Next
t34

-
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it could apply, the scope of the study involved partnerships that involved other sectors as well.
The fmdings of the Caledon study apply in general to most partnership arrangements, regardless
of the sector involved, but the study found that there are some unique problems particular to
working with the private sector.
Consistent with other research in this area, the Caledon study concluded that "There is no
single mode1 of partnership. Each is a unique entity with distinct players, purpose and
methodology. These differences make it difficult to set out a common classification for
partner~hips."'~~
The grouping used in the Caledon research was based on the primary method of
social change: i3a
public education
Public education parinerships refer to strategic alliances betweengroups and
organizations which seek to raise awareness around a social, economic or
environmental concern.
social marketing
The Caledon research suggest that social marketing is one of the most common
forms of business/community partnerships. They define social marketing as an
arrangement in which a business agrees to promote a social cause as part of its
marketing strategy.
community investment
In these arrangements, business makes a substantive contribution to the
community through active involvement with a nonprofit organization. The

Milleniurn. Trondheim, Norway, June 27 - July 1, 1998. P.4
13' --,
ibid p. 5.
"8 -.,
b i d p. 5 10. There have been other typologies developed for social partnerships.
For example, Waddock, Sandra A., "A Typology of Social Partnership Organizations",
Administration & Society. Vol. 22. No. 4. Febniary, 1991. classifies them as programmatic,
federatiod or systemic.

-
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involvement entails far more than contributing money or donating equiprnent, the
business partner must also engage in the activities of the community group. The
Caledon study views workplace volunteensm as an example of community
investment partnerships. Partnership activities would thus entai1 corporate
volunteers providing active leadership on boards and cornmittees, offering
professional skills and expertise, and helping to deliver services and programs.
Consistent with the research of others, such as Seidle, the simple donation of money or
in-kind resources was not considered sufficient grounds to be viewed as a partnership. The
initial monetary contribution or in-kind resources could evolve into a true partnership only where
there is a contribution of time, expertise or direct involvement in the issue being addressed.t3g
This definition differs somewhat fiom the early citation fiom Seidle which emphasized a powersharing but the Caledon definition still goes beyond a purely fiscal arrangement.
The Caledon study identified both positive and negative features of social partnerships
and raised some questions in regards to areas of uncertainty.140 The positive aspects of social
partnerships included:
additional resources

Resources, which extend beyond monetary and include staff and volunteer time,
information, knowledge and expertise, contacts and networks, space and
equipment, and other in-kind resources, are enhanced. The resources two or more
partners bnng to a given problern are usually more than one organization has on
its own.

holistic approaehes
There is a growing sense that governments by themselves cannot do it alone. This
is not only because of the fiscal and social pressures that are creating the need for
new approaches to social policy but a realization that the govemrnent

13'

Ibid., pp. 5 - 6.

'" Ibid., pp. 10 - 17.
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compartmentalized structure that segregates human problems into distinct social,
health, education and economic categories often creates more problems than it can
resolve. Given that current government structures have littie capacity to address
problems in holistic and preventive ways, parînerships with other sectors
represent an important step in recognizing the complexity of most social
problems.
shared responsibility
Social partnerships themselves embody the clear message that problems such as
unemployment, poverty and family violence are the concems of the entire
community not just government or the social sector. Partnerships also offer a
planned and coordinated approach that combines resources and expertise in
innovative ways.

-

alternatives to conflict
Partnerships can provide an alternative to conflict and can facilitate collaborative
wotk and dialogue, especially between sectors that may typically be at opposite
sides of the table on environmental, social and economic issues.

The Caledon study indicates that there are also some negative aspects to social
partnerships:
public sector divestiture

Social partnerships cannot be seen as a replacement for govemment intervention
and are not a panacea for resolving al1 social ills and community concems. The
Caledon project was based on the assumption that social partnerships are a
complement to and supplement to - not a replacement for a strong public sector.

-

power inbalances
Another concem raised in the Caledon study was the inordinate power and control
that could arise with the ability to purchase entry into a field under the guise of
partnership. Nonprofit organizations may question the equity of an arrangement
with business partners who may wield substantial economic power and political
influence. The Caledon conclusion encourages non-profits to recognize the
wealth of non-monetary resources, such as knowledge and expertise, that they
bring to a partnership and that partnership arrangement should consider the
resources of each partner equaily valuable.
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ethical issues 14'
Conflicting values in a partnership rnay be an issue that has to be resolved. As
well, sorne organizations, such as those in the voluntary sector, rnay oppose
working with a partner who they consider to be an opponent. Some rnay view this
as "selling out".
The Caledon study also noted that there rnay be some areas of uncertainty in the
formation of social partnerships:

accountability
Serious accountability issues c m arise especially since the holistic approach taken
by many partnerships and the "horizontal" method of addressing problems rnay
contlict with the vertical and single-issue reporting typical of most government
departments. In respect of private sector corporate partners, the issue rnay be
framed around whether corporations are answerable to their shareholders, or to the
stakeholdea who reflect the broader public interest.
up-front investment
Funding agencies and govemments are increasingly requesting partnerships to be
formed before funds are granted. This creates a problem since organizations must
make significant initial investments of both time and resources in a partnership
that rnay not be appropriate or feasible.
ongoing investment

Successful partnerships require leadership and management skills. Problems can
arise if a partnership arrangement is negotiated by an experienced individual and
then lefi to junior inexperienced staff to continue the work. Ongoing s u p e ~ s i o n
and direction is crucial to the success of a partner~hip.'~~
The Caledon study concludes with the remark that "partnerships are an unknown joumey.
There can be many unexpected twists and turns dong the way. But partnerships usually succeed

The Conference Board has published set of ethical guideiines for the operation of
business-education partnerships. The purpose of the guidelines was to ensure that partnerships
are ethical relationships. Source: Bloom, Michael R., Ethical Guidelines for Business-Education
Partnershi~s.[Ottawa]:The Conference Board of Canada, August, 1995.
'42Thiscomment is sirnilar to the cautionary note of Harry Kitchen referenced earlier. He
acknowledged the importance in the quality of the staff as well as ongoing funding commitments.
14'
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if there is clarity of vision and purpose as well as conmitment, ongoing communication and
clear lines of a~countability".'~~
They caution, however, that sometimes "it is best to leave the
road" and remain in a collegiai relationship, even if a partnership did not work out.
Another difficulty with partneahips stems fiom the historic bureaucratic culture:
Traditional bureaucraties around the world have promoted
a failure avoidance culture which has lefi them ill-prepared
to face the complex and rapidly changing demands of modem
societies. Citizens have corne to see govemment as
cumbersome, insensitive and costly. Social, technological,
fiscal and cornpetitive pressures, coupled with increasing
demands for better services, have rendered the traditional
mode1 virtually obsolete.144

In summary, current literature has listed a number of benefits, detrirnents and areas of
uncertainties regarding the use of social partnerships, as depicted in the following table:

I

&nefi ts

More responsive to needs
(Seidte)

II

Add it ional resources

[Salamon, Seidle, Torjman)

1

Dettiments

I

Potential for pubIic sector
divestiture of responsibility (Rodal
& Mulder, Torjman)

I

Power im balance
(Torjman)

-

1

Uncertainties

Accountability relationship
(Seidle, Torjman)

I

Requirernent for up-front investment
by social partner (Torjman)

Lower cost of resource
(Seidle)

Ethical issues value conflict
(Torjman)

Ongoing investment
(Torjm an)

Holistic approach to problems
(Torjm an)

Bureaucratic culture of government
partner (Armstrong)

Community capacity not yet defined
(Seidle) (O'Connel)

Shared responsibility
(Torjman)

Instability of human and financiai
resources (Kitchen)

Tojman, Shem, pp &., p. 17.
'UArmstrong,James L., "Innovation in public management: toward partneahips",
Optimum.Vol.23. No. 1. Summer, 1992. P. 18.
'43
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Alternative to conflict

(Torjman)

Loss of advocacy roie
(O'Connel)

Community partnerships for the delivery of social services have become a principal
means of service delivery for many social service program. HRDC has been especially active in
the development of community partnerships for the provision of labour market services. HRDC
has been very active in the development of partnerships for its labour market p r o g r a ~ n sA. ~ ~ ~
1996 HRDC document provides some specific instances of possible actions local community
partnerships may take:
mobilizing efforts to address employment need;
identiQing characteristics and needs of community members;
supporting information networks;
providing information and expertise;
developing local planning groups;
researching and marketing new programs and services;
analyzing employment and training opportunities;
determining who delivers which employment programs and services;
targeting clients and employment measures;
priorking initiatives to meet community needs;
harmonizing regionai and national strategic initiatives
with local plans;
recomrnending and pursuing job creation partnership opportunities; and,
measuring o~tcornes.'~~

145 According to Herman Bakvis, partnerships at HRDC flourished with the revamped
service delivery network and the hiring of new human resource centre managers, emphasizing the
need for strong entrepeneurial skills, to oversee job-creation partnerships. Source: Bakvis,
Herman, "HumanResource Development", How Ottawa Swnds: 1996 97: Life Under the
Knife. Editor: Gene Swimmer. Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1996. p. 155.
'46 New Economy Development Group hc., A Study of Innovative Examdes of Local
Partnershi~s.Final Report of a Study Prepared for HRDC.July 16, 1996. pp. 23 - 24.

-
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The Conference Board of Canada provides a comprehensive defmition of a community
partnership:
A relationship involving two or more organizations

that have agreed to work CO-operativelywith the
common goal of addressing a hurnan/comrnunity
issue or set of issues. A partnership requires the
sharing of power, work, support and information
with others. Through mutual agreement and shared
values, a partnenhip confers benefits on each
partnet as well as the community, while fostering an
achievement of ends that are acceptable to al1 participants.I4'
It is only when dl aspects of this definition are met that the contractual arrangement between the

parties involved tnily becomes a community partnership.
From this definition then, the following elements are required to form an effective
community partnership:
0

Co-opentive Relationsbip
The definition refers to a relationship involving two or more organizations that have
agreed to work CO-operativelywith the common goal of addressing a hurnan/community
issue or set of issues. Mutual agreement and respect is a pre-requisite of a CO-operative
relationship.
Sharing Betweea Partners

A criticai part of a partnership relationship is that there be a sense of sharing between the
partners. Not only is there a sharing of work, support and information with others, there
must also be a sharing of power in a partnership. There is no need for an equal division
of power, work, support or information sharing amongst al1 parties to the partnership.
Certainly, one party may have more power than another and one may have more work
than another. What is important in evaiuating this criteria is that the parties in a

I4'~udet,Beverley A. and Janet Rostami, Partnenhip Strategies for Community
Investment: Findines of National Consultations. Ottawa: Conference Board of Canada. 1993(?).
p.3. For a m e r discussion on the definitions and structures of partnerships, the reader is
referred to pages 9 to 11 in this document.
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partnership still expetience a sense of "sharingt' in the relationship. If the relationship
becomes one more of a command and control nature, than it fails as a partnership and
becomes only a contracthg of services or provisions.
Sense of Achievement

The partnership relationship must work under the umbrella of mutual agreement and
shared values to obtain benefits for the partners and for the cornmunity. The ultimate test
of the effectiveness of a cornmunity partnership is whether it achieved "ends" or
outcornes that are acceptable to al1 participants.
These three elements of a community partnership, as defined by the community board, will be
used as the basis for the examination of the Triple S Industrial Training Group, a community
partnership that is case study presented in Chapter Six of this thesis.

E. Conclusion
ASDs were embraced by different levels of government during the early 1990s to present
as what may be described naively perceived as a quick and easy way in which to cut the cost of
government and provide what was envisioned as more efficient and effective service delivery to
citizens. As described throughout this chapter, there are many forms of ASDs, each with its own
consequences for both government and citizens. ASDs are not a simplistic solution but, rather, a
process that brings with it its own set of problems and impacts.'48 In implementing partnerships

"''For a full discussion on the concept of partnership as a process, the reader is referred
to the following United Kingdom study which describes partnerships as dynamic processes
which evolve over time. There are four stages to the partnership cycle: pre-partnership
collaboration; partnership creation; partnership program delivery; and partnership termination. A
different pattern of govemance relationships prevailed at each stage. See Lowndes, Vivien and
Chris Skecher, 'The Dynamics of Multi-Organizational Partnerships:An Analysis of Changing
Modes of Govemance", Public Administration. Vol. 76. Summer, 1998. Pp. 3 13 333.
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with communities, both the concepts of governance and accountability are altered from the

traditional role of govemment. Community partnerships and other forms of ASDs have the
potential to perhaps provide effective and efficient service delivery. It must be kept in mind,
however, that the use of ASDs will have consequences for government, the bureaucracy and
citizens.
In the foilowing chapter, the social conditions required for the establishment of a
successful cornrnunity partneahip will be discussed. As noted in this chapter, community
partnerships require a sharing of power with govenment. Chapter Four will discuss the capacity
of the community to accept this sharing of power and the need for citizen engagement as a prerequisite for successful community partnerships. Chapter Five will establish the theoretical
framework for evaluating community partnerships that deliver training programs. In Chapter
Six, this theoretical framework will then be applied to a case study, the Triple S Indushiai

Training Group.
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Chapter 4
Implementing a Community Partnership: The
Prerequisites for Success
A. Introduction

In the preceding chapter, the evolution of the altemate service delivery mechanisms in
government was discussed, with a specific focus on cornmunity partnerships. Comrnunity

partnerships c m o t be effective without a cohesive society and the engagement of citizens. This
chapter will examine the necessity of involving citizens in the ASD movement, particularly in

the use of community partnerships. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the importance
of social capital in a comrnunity to facilitate the creation of effective comrnunity partnerships.

B. Altemate Service Delivery Mechanisms: Choices with Pre-requisites and Consequences
Although ASD is not a magical solution to the problems govemment must face in
satiseing the varying needs of the electorate in a cost-effective and efficient manner, it does
offer a much more flexible choice of service delivery options.lJ9 What ASD offers, in essence,

off or an example of some of the first types of management innovation under ASD, the
reader is directed to Borins, Sanford, 'Public Management innovation in Canada: Evidence fiom
the IPAC Cornpetition", O~timum.Vol. 22 - 3. 1991. Table 2, p. 8. More recent examples can be
founâ in Saskatchewan Economic Development, Partnershi~for Growth: Building on the
Renewal of the Saskatchewan Economv: Pro-s
Re-wrt. Year 1. [Regina]: Saskatchewan
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"are choices in an era of diminishing resources - choices that are appealing because of thek
emphasis on service and power ~haring."'~O
The choices, however, are not simpiistic as each
ASD offers its own set of challenges both fiom a design and a govemance perspective.

The primary step before govemment embarks on any ASD is to determine if government
still has a role to play in that particular activity or if no govemment intervention is required. The
central questions that need to be addressed continually about each of these prograrns deal with
the following six criteria:
1. the program still serves a public interest;

2. there is a legitimate role for govenunent in it;
3. it should be handled in whole or in part by the private sector or the voluntary sector, or by the

federai, provincial or local governrnents, or be allocated to some transactional agency;
4. it might be handled best by partnerships among any of the above;

5. (if the program is worth maintaining) its efficiency might be improved; and

6. the country can fiord it in any event.
The answers to these questions are meant to provide the necessary information to determine if a
program that exists should be maintained, is reasonable, has an adequate delivery system, and

whether alternative program or service drlivery designs could enhance the effectiveness and

Economic Development 119971.
lm Ford, Robin and David Zussman, "Alternative SeMce Delivery: Transcending
Boundaries", Alternative Service Deliverv: Sharine Govemance in Canada Toronto:
KPMGiIPAC, 1997. p. 10.
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eficiency of the progra~n.~~'
It must be noted that the same process couid be applied to
d e t e m e if new programs or government ventures should be purswd.
Although at first glance, the questions appear quite straight-forward, answering these
questions is not an easy process. It involves both an objective process (e.g. a cost-benefit
analysis in an accounting sense - "doing the matht')and a subjective process (e.g. who defines
"public interest"; who defines the "legitimate role of government"; what is the proper role of the
"voluntary sector"; what can the country afTord and not afEord, and so on). Answering these
questions involves not only an accounting process but also moral and ideological judgements.
As will be discussed in Chapter Five of this thesis, the accounting process of what the country
can fiord and cannot fiord depends very much on ideological perspectives. If one examines
the cost of an unemployed person, for exarnple, a simplistic approach would be to assess simple

benefit costs versus perhaps the additional cost of a subsidized training program, it is easy to
assume that the country should Save money and not invest in public sector training. As is
demonstrated later, however, the costs to governrnent, industry, the individual, his family and the
comrnunity as well as to future generations are magnified by foregoing the imrnediate cost of

hwnan investrnent.

lS1Paquet,Gilles, "Alternative Service Delivery: Transfoming the Practices of
Govemance", Alternative SeMce Deliverv: Sharine Govemance in Canada. Toronto:
KPMGIIPAC, 1997. P. 36. These questions are basicaily the six questions that were posed by
the Federal Program Review of 1993-1995. There has been academic discussion on the
appropriateness of these questions. The reader is referred to Amit, A. & Bourgault. J. (eds),
Hard Choices of No Choices. (IPAC, 1996) for various commentaries.
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Paquet views the creation of ASD as "a contribution to the modification of a delicate
cognitive and learning organization", a view that "...focuses less on static allocation of chores
among sectors and more on the effectiveness of dynamic evolutionary leaming."'5' He disagrees

with the Aucoin view that, by using detailed contracts, it is possible to implement alternate
delivery mechanisms without affecting the other parts of the policy process or eroding the
executive authority, enshrined in our tradition of the Westminister model, on policy content.
Paquet also dismisses the view of Jane Jacobs and Mintzberg that the public policy process is
completely seamless; hence, the technology of delivery is restricted to the confines of the theory
and structure defined by the dominant logic. In the Jacobs/ Mintzberg paradigm, to ensure

congruence, any independent overhading of the technology of delivery will probably have a
major, perhaps perverse effects, on rationales, roles and relationships.IS3
Paquet argues that:

...the public policy process is neither completely modularized
nor completely seamless. Rather, it is made of strongly interactive
segments. In a world of cross-border exchange, partnerships,
compromises and collaboration among the private, public and
not-for-profit sectors, roles and relationships can be and are
modified as new delivery mechanisms are put in place.'54
Paquet maintains that the creation of a delivery mechanisrn more sensitive to local circumstances
will create a greater recognition of the variety of needs. This will then foster a reframing of
policy away fiom a focus on centrally defined rights and standardized rules to a greater focus on
ls21bid.,p. 40.
Is31bid.,pp. 38 - 41.
Ihid p. 40.
-9
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needs and tailor-made services as defined at the periphery. He urges that "the revolutionary
potential of ASD must be re~ognized""~~
Although Paquet's approach to the use of local service delivery mechanism is a popular
choice of government (see, for exarnple, the number of local partnerships that HRDC is engaged
in), the implementation of local delivery mechanisms requires a period of transition where local
capacity is developed and the terms of a working relationship between government and the local
delivery provider become refmed. Paquest is quite correct that the use of ASDs has
"revolutionary potential" since their implernentation affects the policy process, the govemance
structure as well as the political culture. As will be demonstrated in the following chapter on the
role of civic communities, the mere act of creating the ASD framework affects the rest of the
Canadian polity. By implementing the institutions of ASDs into the Canadian community, the
nature of associations in the community, the political discussion in the community and the
political communications are altered.
Paquet warns that "the red fundamental danger in exploring alternative service delivery
To avoid this, he
schemes is that it is very easy to lose track of the effectiveness irnperati~e.""~
concurs with Mintzberg that an outside-in governance philosophy with a citizen-oriented, citizencentered, citizen-steered govemance system is required. Since needs are not the sarne
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everywhere, responding effectively to varying needs requires a decentralized public policy
process designed to fulfil local needs. in his view, " to be effective, in a context as diverse as the
Canadian scene, the public policy process must become a series of local systems ofpublic policy
loosely federated through a fishnet-type
This type of fishnet structure for the policy process would certainly present some
interesting challenges to the Ottawa-centered policy-making process of the federal government.
It also raises the issue of citizen involvement in the formulation of public policy. Although
citizen participation in a muted form has been lauded since the 1960s, there has been no effective
process yet established by the federal govemment (or other levels of government) to engage
citizens in policy formulation. As Paquet points out, the creation of local delivery mechanism
under the ASD movement will provide an opportunity to engage citizens in the policy process.
However, the actual extent to which citizens will be engaged in the policy process
remains to be seen. The issue of whether citizens have the cornmitment, knowledge and skills to
participate extensively in the policy process will be explored later in this section. Evidence fiom
the health policy field suggests that achieving informed balanced citizen input into policymaking
remains a challenge.
The move towards citizen participation in the 1960s was intended to rnake govemment
more responsive to the people but ofien such initiatives fell short of the rhetoric with which they
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were launched. Baniers to effective citizen participation include limitations on the part of
citizens, the bureaucracy and in the systems design. These limitations are delineated in the
following table:

1-

1

Obstacles-to Effective Citizen-Participation
Citizens' Limitations
1. Costhenefit payoff to individuals
2. Access to official and technical information
3. Access to critical points in the decision process
Policy makers' Limitations
1. Lack of citizen participation goal congruence among political actors
2. "Legitimate"role of the political actors versus the citizens

3. How public opinion is valued
-

-

.. .

Design Limitations
1. Who participates

I

2. How many participate
3. How the citizen participation is integrated in the policymaking process

Source: Kathlcnc, Lyn and John A. Martin, "Enhancing Citizen Participation: Panel Dcsigns, Pcrspectivcs and Policy Fornation".
Journal o f Policv Analvsis and Manaaement, Vol. 10. No. 1. 199 1 ., p. 48.

This table does not delineate many other factors which are obstacles to effective citizen
participation. Other factors of a psychological nature such a weak sense of political efficacy or
politicai self-confidence affects individual capacity. Tirne is another resource which affects
participation. Certain occupations, usuaily those in the higher echelons and self-employment,

allow more flexibility and opportunity to participate. The timing of when citizens are invited to
join public decision-making processes affects the opportunities for influence and the credibility
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of the process in the eyes of potenrial participants. If key decisions have already been taken by
'insiders' and they are simply seeking ratification, the process will appear as manipulative. n i e
trend to citizen engagement and the involvernent of communities in the govemance and
partnership process must adàress these Limitations and develop strategies to overcome these
obstacles.

Citizen Limitations
1) CosMbenefitpayoff to individuah

One form of cost is the time and effort involved in participating. Although most citizens
do not get paid for civic participation, it does not mean that their participation should be
considered as "free". Certainly, the citizen who participates foregoes the opportunity cost of
spending that time in some other fashion. This cost impacts on the type of citizens who c m
participate - obviously one must have the available time to donate. Lower income groups and
those burdened with other time constraints such as dependent are therefore restricted in their
ability to participate. Another cost is the cost of educating citizens on how to participate. This
is especially tme of volunteer organizations who are engaged in community partnerships with
govemment. It is essential for the voluntary sector to have appropriate resources to build the
capacity to serve the cornmunity and to continuously develop leadership and management in the
voluntary organization. The recniitment, training and supervision of volunteers as well as
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support for the communication with volunteers and other stakeholders are not without cost,
whether it is a monetary cost or a cost of ti~ne.''~
Another major problem is that benefits may not be realized for a long time. As well,
there is a very real potential social cost that individuals will be personally alienated fiorn the
system in the rejection of a particular participatory experience. If the desired results are not
received after an individual has given his time and effort, there may be a tendency to denounce
the whole system based on the one experience. Is9
It has also been suggested that citizen participation infiates the expectations of citizens

and can therefore result in even greater political instability and dis~ontent.'~~
As noted by
cesearcher Robert C, Seaver:
Once begun ,engagement is not something
that cm be readily turned off or manipulated.
to some predetermined end. Its initiation
represents a commitment on the part of local
government and its professionai establishment
to let the people have their say and to respond
reasonably to their expressions. Failure to fulfill
the commitment will not end the process, only
escalate it via other channels,..The inevitable result
For a thorough discussion of the cost of volunteering, the reader is referred to
Govenunent of Ontario, Re~ortof the Advisorv Board on the Voluntary Sector: Sustainina a
Civic Societv: Voluntary Action in Ontario. Toronto: Publications Ontario, 1997.
IS9 Kweit, Mary Grisez and Robert W. Kweit, Im~lementinnCitizen Participation in a
Bureaucratie Societv. New York: Praeger, 198 1. Pp. 39 - 40.
'60 Rosenbaum, Nelson, "Citizen Participation and Democratic Theory", Citizen
Particioation in Arnerica: Essavs on the State of the Art. Stuart Langton (editor). Lexington,
Mass.: Lexington Books, 1978. pp. 48 49.
Isa

-
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of such a faiiure to fdfill the cornmitment is a
continuing miasma of hostility and mistrust that
comrnunicates to other neighborhoods as well, and
other areas of government a~tivity.'~'
There are individuai benefits that may result from participation. On a personal level, one may
experience satisfaction fiom the successfid implementation of a desired program. An individual
rnay also gain new skills and experiences fiom the participation. It has also been suggested that
increased participation increases the political-trust orientation of the citized6'

On a broader level, citizen participation can be perceived as a safeguard to ensure
democratic accountability.'" This has been described as a bbwatchdog"function of citizen
participation - a control mechanism where the citizen performs a monitoring funftion.'" This
would be especially ûue for citizen participation in comrnunity partnerships where they can
monitor first hand the effectiveness of the seMce that they deliver. As suggested by American
political scientist David Cobne, this involvement of citizens in the monitoring function would
profoundly alter the power arrangements between bureaucracy and citizens: "creating
govenunent accountability requires building cornpetition into our political system, enabling

Seaver, Robert C., "The D i l e m a of Citizen Participation", Citizen Participation in
Urban Develo~ment:Volume One - Conce~tsand Issues. Hans B. Spiegel (editor). Washington,
D. C. :National Education Association, 1968. Pp. 66 - 67.
'61 For a discussion of this thesis, please see Richard L. Cole, Citizen Partici~ation
and
the Urban Policy Process. Toronto: Lexington Books, 1973., p. 101 102.
IQKweitand Kweit., g ch., p. 63.
'& Langton, Stuart, "Citizen Participation in Amerka: Cunent Reflections on the State of
the Art", Citizen Partici~ationin Amerka: Essavs on the State of the Art. Stuart Langton (editor).
Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1978. p. 7.

-
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citizens to know what's happening, correcting political abuses of powers, guarding against lapses
of integrity, and fostering against institutional in~ompetence."'~'

By using community groups as parines in service delivery, the government provides the
cornmunity participant with an enhanced capacity to effectively evaluate the program and
monitor results. The active involvement of citizens is also beneficial in helping to solidi@
community support for the program. This grassroots input facilitates an added dimension into
the policy-making process, one that cannot be captured by bureaucrats aione. It is sometimes
easier for the residents of an area to become actively involved in a project that involves the
participation of other residents than it is to accept a program being implemented by
bureaucrats. '66
2) Access to officiafs and technical information

In many ways, citizens are perceived with some suspicion by bureaucratic experts.
Bureaucrats may perceive citizens as being incapable of comprehending complex policy:

In many circurnstance, the belief in the importance
of bureaucratic expertise confiicts with the functioning
of citizen participation in bureaucracy. It was argued
before that citizens are often too close to problems and,
therefore, may have more information and expertise than
do bureaucrats. The bureaucrats, however, ofien do not

16' Cohne, David, 'The Public-Interest Movement and Citizen Participation", Citizen
Particination in Arnerica; Essavs on the State of the Art. Stuart Langton (editor). Lexington,
Mass.: Lexington Books, 1978. p. 57.
'66 Ahlbrandt, Roger S. Jr. and Paul C.Brophy, Neighborhood Revitalization: Theory and
Practice. Toronto: Lexington Books, 1975. P. 157.
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perceive citizens as experts, and are unwilling to be
tolerant /of citizen participation. In actuality,the bureaucrats
rnay sometimes be right, for citizens rnay be guided by uniformeci
opinions, or rnay not know ail aspects of a problem. They rnay not
have the depth and breadth of understanding that the bureaucrats
can accrue by working with a problem over time.I6'
At the same time, bureaucrats rnay be regarded with suspicion by citizens. Community

residents rnay view citizen participants as more in tune with the reality of everyday community
life:
Psychologicdly, the bureaucrat is divorced fiom
society and structures interactions, internally
and externaily, on the basis of hierarchy, which creates
dependency-dominancerelationships. Socially, the
bureaucrat depersonaiizes his contacts to facilitate
rational efficient behaviour. Linguistically, also, the
bureaucratie process separate bureaucrat and citizen by
talking about "cases" and not people. While this negative
picture rnay be extreme, it is clear that the biireaucracy
can, in many ways, be dy~functional'~~.
This mutual sense of distrust and lack of cultural noms to truly engage citizens in the policy
process provide very real obstacles to the successful implementation of ASDs.
3) Access to criticaî points in the decision-process

To obtain the maximum effective usage of a citizen-oriented, citizen-centered, citizensteered govemance system ihrough the institution of ASDs, citizens must be allowed access to
the critical points in the policy process in a timely manner. This raises a number of different

16'

.

16'
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challenges for the traditional bureaucratie h e w o r k and does, indeed, require a true sharing of
govemance power. 1s govemment prepared to allow citizens through the ASD tiamework true
access to this power? At what point in the policy cycle will such involvement be encouraged? In
the area of labour market training programs, does this mean that citizens should have access to
(Le. involvement in) such critical points of decisionmaking as detemining who will be eligible
for programs, whether programs will be cost-shared with participants, or whether penalties
should be imposed on transfer payments if a recipient refuses to access training? Determining
the access point in a shared governance arrangement is difficult and subjective.

Puiicy Makers ' Limitations

1) Lack of citizen participation goal congruence among politicai actors

In addition to the issue of identifying, there is the broader issue of the aims of citizen
participation within the ASD process. 1s the aim to improve the practices and outcornes of
political democracy - to deal with the lack of tmst and confidence in political institutions and
processes? 1s the airn to improve the responsiveness of the bureaucracy by bringing client
opinion into the design and delivery of programs? Are both these aims, plus saving money and
improving s e ~ c quaiity?
e
Can al1 these aims be pursued simultaneously without conflict? Who
has the final word on ASD design as it affects citizen involvement? Ideally, there should be a
consensus among d l the actors involved conceming the goals of citizen participation in the ASD
frarnework, a feat not easily accomplished.
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2. Legitimte rolc of the political octors versrû the eitkens

On a practicd level, there has been a reluctance by some public administrators to allow
citizens too large of a role in the decision-making process of govement. A recent American
s w e y of local government department heads revealed the following attitudes towards citizens:

Questionnaire Item
-

Agree
-

.

-

The public should always have a right to know how and why major policy
decisions are made in this department.

1

53.3

The city council provides al1 of the citizen input necessary for decision
making in this department.
The average citizen should have more of a Say in how decisions are made
in this department.

The activities of concerned citizen groups are vitally important to local
governrnent.
Problems could arise if the citizens sewed by this department became
overly involved in major decisions,

1 69.8

1

1

Source: Streib, Gregory, "Professionol Skill and Support for Democratic Principles: The Case of Local Government
Department Heads in Northern Illinois", Administration & Society. Vol. 24. No. 1. May, 1992. P. 29.

A nurnber of critics of citizen participation charge that involvement of citizens undermines

govenmental authority to the point that institutions are no longer able to act decisively and
effecti~ely!~ A similar criticism could be Ievied on the ASD structure.
3. How public opinion is valued

-

'69~osenbaum,
Nelson, OII cit., pp. 48 49.
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Citizen participation and participation in community partnerships cannot be effective if it
is done for token, window dressing reasons only. For tme citizen engagement to occur, the input

of the citizens must be valued. As Kweit and Kweit have demonstrated in their research,

creating participatory structures without genuine cornmitment to use the process is meaningless:
To those who view participation purposively ,
the mere presence of participatory mechanisms
is not per se satisfactory. To these people, participatory
mechanisms, be they voting, public hearings, advisory
boards, citizen surveys, and others must operaie in such
a way that they produce desired impacts, in order to be
evaluated as satisfactory. This explains why some may
believe that the battle for participation has been won
when a participatory mechanism is established,
yet others may reject the same mechanism. What
the rejection implies is that "real participation" to
them is not merely the ability to take in some aspect
of govemment, but rather, real participation is an activity
that produces the desired effect - that which motivated the
participation in the first place."'
They note that giving access to citizens has to be more than a symbolic act: "For there to be
actual redistribution of power, citizens must in some way actually influence the decisions made
in those institutions.""'
Research on the use of community advisory boards in the United States in the 1960s and
early 1970s had similar findings. It was determined that an effective community policy board

'O

"*
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had to recognize the members of the cornrnunity as "knowledge of the comrnunity" and to dlow
community residents to be "effective partners", not "rubber stamps" or "window dressing".'"

In accepting this role of decision-influencer, it is imperative that citizens act in the
interest of the public good rather than in their own self-interest in order for their input to be ûuly
valuable. '" This raises an interesting dilemma for the citizen participant. On the one hand, his
input is valued because government wants to engage the participation of the individual. On the
other hand, if a citizen were to participate solely for self-interests, then he may be accused of
pursuing self-interest, of not being representative of the public good. Yet, our elected
representatives pursue citizen participation as a means of obtaining individual views. Stein et al
note that engagement of citizens is valuable because they may see options, possibilities, and
alternatives that do not occur to leaders, who may be preoccupied with their own institutional
interests.'" Even if citizens do pursue their own self-interests, value can still be reaiized from
the interplay and accommodation of competing interests. The involvement of a wide range of
competing self-interests still offsets the balance in favour of stronger, more active interests. To
be of true benefit to the policy process, citizen input must be valued by bureaucracy.

Design Limitations

'"

Brieland, Donald, "Cornmunity Advisory Boards and Maximum Feasible
Participation", Communitv Action Promams., February, 1971. Vol. 61.No. 2., pp. 292 - 296.
I f ) See Stein et al.,
&., p. 10.
Ibid p. 21.

'"
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The question of who participates in comunity organizations has been the subject of

much research. A conceptuai fiamework of participation in community organizations suggests
that the interaction of the characteristics of individuals with environmental, ecological, and social
characteristics will influence whether individuals will participate in a community organization.
Research results fiorn one application of this conceptuai framework indicated that a conducive
social clirnate (sense of community, sense of citizen duty) influenced participation.'7s
A design limitation of not only citizen participation projects but also community

partnerships and community governance structures such as Regional Health Authority boards is
the question of how representatives of lower socio-economic groups cari be encouraged to

participate. American research on Mexican-American communities noted that the effective
organization of low-income communities was a difficult task. This "group powerlessness"
translated into "individual powerlessness" and "enlarging opportunities for individual
participation in decision making in such spheres as public agencies and work and educational
institutions can yield multifaceted benefits in tems of enlarging the individuai's sphere of
control over his own environment, as well as increasing participatory tendencies."'76 Researchers

'"

Wandersman, Abraham and Gary A. Giamartino, "Community and Individual
DiEerence Characteristics as Influences on Initial Participation", Amencan Journal of
Cornmuni9 Psycholorry. Vol. 8, No. 2, 1980. Pp. 217 228.
Arnbrecht, Biliana C.S., Politicizing the Poor: The Legacy of the War on Poverty in a
Mexican-Amencan Comrnunitv. New York: Praeger, 1976. P. 186.

'"
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Kweit and Kweit found the same difficulty: 'Tt has been well documented that those citizens who
tend to participate in any kind of political activity are likely to be from the middle and upper
socio-econornic status."'" This causes a significant bias in the system since policy rnakers may
respond only to the citizen demands as expressed by this select few.
Although expansion of citizen involvement by low income groups on advisory boards
was seen to be beneficial for enhancing a sense of what the researcher called "group

consciousness", "ethnic consciousness", b'cultural reawakening" or "collective orientation", a real
dificulty was ensuring that government programs designed to increase such participation were
not CO-optedor manipulate by established local e l i t e ~ . ' ~ ~
It is rare to hlly mobilize citizen participation. This presents both a limitation and a
benefit to citizen participation. The limitation is that one cannot expect to obtain maximum
citizen participation. The benefit is, as American researchers Barry Checkoway and Jon Van Ti1
describe, there is always an ever-present force of "potential pa~ticipation""~in every major
institution. There is always then another group, individual or action that can be brought into
play. As will be discussed later in terms of health care govemance, mobilizing citizen
participation is a dificult process.

'"~weitand Kweit, OD cit., p. 88.
'"Ibid.
-pp. 6 7.
Checkoway, Barry and Jon Van Til, "What do We Know about Citizen Participation?
A Selective Review of Research", Citizen Participation in Amerka: Essavs on the State of the
Art. Stuart Langton (editor). Lexington, Mass.:Lexington Books, 1978. p. 29.

-

-
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2. How many parîicipore

The type of structure for citizen participation varies by community type, size, program
goals, past organizing experiences, institutional structures and preferences for decision-making
styles of the core organizing or motivating g r o ~ p . 'HOW
~ ~ many participate in a cornmunity
partnerships would also reflect the unique makeup, heritage, institutional structure and culture of
each community.. There cannot be a "one size fits dl" model since sirnilar factors to those cited
for citizen participation would have to be considered. The number of participants, who is
allowed to participate, and the structure of participation are critical questions to be faced in the
development of a cornmunity partnership. Issues as to how many directors are required and how
many partners are required to achieve one's mandate have to be thoroughly discussed. There is
obviously a size limit to the number of participants: how many are required to perform an
effective job must be bdanced with the need to include enough participants to represents the
various interests and to energize the necessary resources to perform the required tasks.

3. H ow the citizen participation in integrated in the policymuking process

Kweit and Kweit noted that %ere is an indication that participation cm indeed alter and
improve the patterns of service delivery."'

The value of citizen participation is seen to derive

fiom the presence of a 'consumer' viewpoint on service delivery as opposed to a 'provider'
Bracht, Neil and Julie Gleason, "Strategies and Structures for Citizen Partnerships",
Health Promotion at the Comrnunity Level. Neil Bracht (editor). Newbury Park: Sage
Publications, 1990. P. 117.
18' Kweit and Kweiî, g cit., p. 84.
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viewpoint. To achieve this value requires that govemment resist the real temptation to
"institutionalize" or "bureaucratize" citizen participation. Idedly, the integration of the energy of
citizen participation with the energy of bureauîracy creates the synergy which gives vitality to
the ASD structure. This requires a very carefully defined balancing act that does not deflate the
energy of one simply into the energy of another.

Beyond Traditional Citizen Participation: The Need to Engage Citizens
The following table outlines the difference between the traditional model of citizen
participation and the model of citizen engagement:
Cornpuison of ~rrditionalCi-

Partikipation to-CitizenEngagement

Traditional Citizen Participation

Citizen Engagement

Encourages venting, advocacy

1

Encourage reflection, learning, choices

Treats interest groups one by one, creates a platforrn for
them

1 Encourages a "me-first" dynamic
1 Focus on technical choices
-

--

--

Seeks validation of govemment's choices, "government
knows best"

I

Tend to control process, focus on process, not outcomes
--

Impose rigid deadlines

-

1

Forces interest groups to (a) listen to citizens
(b) interact with other intetests

1 ~ e i ifocus
t on comrnon ground
1 Focus on moral choices - no right or wrong answers

1
I

Assume citizens will add value and that new options
will emerge
Encourages new ideas through an open-ended
process
-

-

Take time, cannot meet deadlines

Source: Maxwell. Judith, "Citizen Engagement; A New Chailenge for Govemments". Speaking Notes. lune 26,1997. Pp. 6.

Involving citizens in the governance process, whether it be through community
partnerships for service delivery or through a directorship on a regiod health care board,
requires that government tnily engage citizens rather than continue with the traditional modei of
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token citizen participation. As noted by Debra Wadsworth, Co-Director of the Institute for
Educational Leadership/Public Agenda Program in the United States, tnie citizen engagement is
more than a public relations exercise. It is simply not a case where govemments can present a
list of solutions to citizens and expect them to sign on without first engaging them actively in the
deliberations of the is~ue.'~'
Citizen engagement can operate at two levels. The first is the participation of citizens,
either as individuals or members or groups, in the political process linking the populace and its
political leaders. The second level is the engagement of citizens with each other, through the
various associations that constitute civil society and mediate between citizens and goveming
institutions."' Citizen engagement for community partnerships thus operates on two levels: it is
engaged by govemment but it is also an intermediary between government and its citizens.
Whether such engagement of the citizenry by government will be enhanced by ASD mechanisms
is currently an area of speculation.

Regional health authorities boards are currently experiencing a great deal of difficulty in
obtaining representative public input. A review of recent academic studies in this area suggests:
Ken Rasmussen of the University of Regina states that the elected board system in
Saskatchewan demonstrates "the most interested parties in health care are not ordinary
citizens, but rather providers and other vested interests who derive their incomes fiom the
health care system" and that "it seems unlikely that broad, diffise consumer interests are
going to be mobilized in each health district. Instead, it is more likely that occupationai

'" Wadsworth, Debra, "Building a Strategy for Successful Public Engagement", Phi Delta

Kao~an.,June 1997, pp. 749 - 752.
Stein, Janice Gross, David Cameron, Richard Simeon with Alan Alexandroff, Citizen
Engagement in Confiict Resolution: Lessons for Canada in International Exwrience. The
Canadian Union Papers.C.D. Howe Institute Cornrnentary 94. Toronto: C.D.Howe Institute,
J u w 1997., p. 8.
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groups and providers will organize to try and preserve their interests." He M e r states
that 'Mess there are hundreds of talented, civic-minded citizens who have no particular
interest in health care, but only in improving the strengths of %vil society", it is unlikely
that consumers will be better represented than they are in any other public policy
domain." '"
It is important to remember "that local citizen boards are just as capable of making bad
decisions as good ones, and that the mere presence of citizen boards does not guarantee
accountability." Rachlis and Kushner suggest that board selection processes must be
carefùlly designed to attract good people.lu
A 1996 stuciy by Jonathan Lomas noted that "the average citizen (as opposed to the self-

interested patient, the provider or the manager) has so far shown little interest in
contributhg and rarely has the requisite skills for most of the task asked of him or her.
Hence, the majority of public input to priority-setting has been dominated by the views of
unrepresentative interests adopting unclear roles. It is of considerable concem that many
of the exercises are dominated by those with a strong employment interest in health

are."^'^
A study by Kneebone and McKenzie on Alberta health care regionalization found a
struggle in the 'power shift' away from physicians and toward the comrnunity at large and
other health m e providers. Physicians who had dominated hospital boards for ciecades
were reluctant to accept the change. One RHA adrninistrator described efforts to change
the attitude of physicians as similar to "herding cats"."'

Health policy researchers Lomas and Veenstra note that "even if more effective
technologies for consultation were available the public does not appear ready to usurp the

'"Rasmussen, K. "Democratic Regionalization and Health Care Reform: District Health
Boards in Saskatchewan [presentation]", Canadian Political Science Association annual meeting.
June 2 - 4, 1996. St. Catharines, 0nt.P~.15-16.

"'RachlisY Michael and Carol Kushner, Strone Medicine: How to Save Canada's Health
Care S~stem.Toronto: Harper Collins, 1994.p. 275.
la6~ornas,
Jonathan, "Reluctant Rationers: Public Input to Health Care Priorities",
McMaster University Centre for Health Economics and Policy Analysis Policy Commentary
C96-2, June 1996. p. S.
'%~eebone, Ronald D. and Kenneth J. Mckenzie, "The Process Behind Institutionai
Reform in Alberta", A Government Reinvented: A Study of Alberta's Deficit Elimination
Promam. Editors: Christopher J. Bruce, Ronald D. Kneebone, and Kenneth J. Mckenzie.
Toronot: Oxford University Press, 1997. Pp. 176 - 2 15.p. I 8 1.
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decision-makers final responsibility for policy choice". In their study,even when
significant efforts were made to obtain a truiy random selection of public consultation
participants, only 6% of uivited citizens tumed up to the meeting, and they were a biassed
sarnple of the general p~b1ic.I'~
Given the dificulty for representative citizen input that is being experienced in the
regiondization of the health care system, it is unlikely that citizen engagement will result simply
fiom an institutional change without a corresponding cultural change on both the part of the
bureaucracy and the citizenry.

F. Changing Values as a Catalyst for Alternate Service Delivery
The move towards increased citizen involvement as partnea of govenunent came about
not only from a theoretical paradigm but aiso as a result of changing values. Politicai scientist

Ronald Inglehart was global cosrdinator for the World Values Survey that was carried out in
1990-1991. He notes that a major change in the direction of change has occurred in last 25 years,
a change towards a poat-modem value shift. The post-modem shift differs fiom the process of
modemization in five crucial ways:
1. A shift fiom scarcity values to post-modern or security values. Since most people in advance
societies take survival for granted, concem has now shifted fkom a reverence for economic
growth to a quest for the quality of life.
2. Diminishing effectiveness and acceptability of bureaucratic authority. Hierarchial authority,
centralization, bigness are al1 under growing suspicion with a realization that these attributes
have reached a point of diminishing effectiveness and a point of diminishing acceptability.

"%ornas, Jonathan and Gary Veenstra, "If you Build It, Who Will Corne? Govemments,
consultations and biassed publics." McMaster University Centre for Health Economics and
Policy Analysis Working Paper Series No. 95-12, October 1995. p. 16.
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3. Rejection of the West as a model, and the collapse of the socialist alternative. Postmodernism
contains an inberent tendency towards democratization.
4. Growing emphasis on individual fieedom and ernotional experience, and rejection of al1 forms
of authority. Economic development leads mass publics to place growing emphasis on

participatory values.
5. Diminishing prestige of science technology and rationality. A core component of
modernization was a growing faith in the power of science and rational analysis to solve virtuaily
any and al1 problems. There has been severe erosion in the belief that science contributes to
progress. This change in worldview has advanced especially in those societies which are
economically and technologically most advance.

'"

As indicated in the following table, Canada tends to embrace the cultural

dimensions of post-modemism.

Ronald, "Changing values, economic development and political change",
1891nglehart,
International Social Science Journal. September, 1995. Pp. 384 397.
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Given Inglehart's summation of the cultural attributes of post-modernism as it pertains to citizen
participation, one c m understand the trend in Canada to involve citizens in community
govemance. As Inglehart concludes, the pst-modern shift moving away fiom traditional
authority and state authority will cause political systems to either adapt in ways that generate
some measure of internalized support, or they collapse and are replaced by new political
sy~terns.'~*
Part of the process of developed internalized support and legitimacy for the emerging
political system is through citizen engagement in the govemance process.
This process of legitimacy is especially needed in Canada where the distrust of
government is high. As represented in the foregoing table, Canadians are among the highest
supporters for more open g~vernment.'~'
This is especially true of younger Canadians. Yet with
this distrust of government, Canadians have not given up on the state. According to Judith
Maxwell of the Canadian Policy Research Network, Canadians want govemments:
to be a collective force for their benefit, e.g. education, health,
to focus on what they c m do well,
to collaborate with other jurisdictions, and
to share the burden of decisions with citizens.
She emphasizes the Canadian core values of self-reliance, compassion leading to collective
responsibility, and investment in the future.'g2 Given this desire by Canadian citizens to "share

'901bid.,p. 402.
19'Nevitte,Neil, The Decline of Deference. Mississauga: Broadview Press, 1996. Pp. 306308.

'92Maxwell,Judith, "Citizen Engagement; A New Challenge for Governments". Speaking
Notes. June 26, 1997. Pp. 4
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the burden" with govemment and the cultural sense of collective responsibility, governments
were compelled to pursue the agenda of citizen engagement and cornmunity partnerships. The
difficuity ,though, is that al1 communities may not be equally prepared to accept this new role of
government partner. The social capital in a cornmunity in a community is an important factor in
deterrnining the viability of effective cornmunity partnerships.

G. Social Capital as a Pro-requisite for Effective Community Partnerships
As discussed in Chapter Two, Betcherman sees government partnering with

cornmunities when he talks about the use of intermediaries in the provision of labour market
training. The dificulty in relying on comrnunity partnea as intermediaries in the delivery of
labour market services is that al1 comrnunities may not have the s m e capacity to fùlfill this role.
In order for social partnerships with government to be effective, a civic community must first

exist. As govemments turn to communities to become actively involved in the governance and
delivery of many social service fictions, one must ask if the communities are indeed prepared
andor capable of fulfilling this enhanced role.
Social Capitd ,Civic Communities ,und O Good Citirrn

Proponents of participatory democracy highlight the benefits of
social capital that is enhanced through the existence of a civic culture. The term social capital
refers to "features of social organization, such as networks, noms, and trust, that facilitate
coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit. Social capital enhances the benefits of
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investment in physical and human capital."193Sociologist James Coleman considers that social
capital has three dimensions: the set of expectations and obligations that develop in a community
[Putnam's ûust]; the set of information chamels [Putaam's networks]; and the set of norms or
sanctions that exist at the community level [Putnam's

The interaction of trust,

networks and norms in a community are the foundation of social capital.
Robert D. Putnam views social capital as a preïequisite for and as a consequence of
effective public policy: "wise policy can encourage social capital formation, and social capital
itself enhances the effectiveness of govemment action."195In his study on Italian communities,
Putnam determined a link between communities with sound governance and communities with a
high degree of social capital. Comrnunities with a strong civic culture had a correspondingly

high quality of govemment.lg6

In exarnining the link between institutional performance and the character of civic life,
what he terms "the civic community", Putnam noted that "the civic community is marked by an
active, public spirited citizenry, by egalitarian political relations, by a social fabric of trust and

'93 Putnam, Robert D.,"The Prosperous Community: Social Capital and Public Life", The
Amencan Prosnect. Spring, 1993. Nurnber 13. Pp. 35 - 36.
'94Coleman,James, "Social Capital in the Creation of Hurnan Capital", Amencan Journal
of Sociolog. Supplement Volume No. 94. 1988. Pp. S95 - S120.
'95~utnam,
Robert D., "The Prosperous Comrnunity: Social Capital and Public Life", The
American Proswcr., p. 42.
'%~nother
interesting study which explores the relationship of how social capital
contributes to more effective govemment is Boix, Charles and Daniel Posner, "Social Capital:
Exploring Its Origins and Effects on Govemment Performance", British Journal of Political
Science. Winter, 1998. Pp. 686 693. The relationship between the two phenornenon is
'underspecified', they argue, making it difficdt to specifL and measure the dynamic at work.
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c~operation."'~'He found that "some regions of Italy...are blessed with vibrant networks and
noms of civic engagement, while othea are cursed with vertically stnictured politics, a social
life of fragmentation and isolation, and a culture of distrust. These differences in civic life tum
out to play a key role in explaining institutional suc ces^."^^^

Putnarn writes "citizens in a civic community, on most accounts, are more than merely
active, public-spirited and equal. Virtuous citizens are helpful, respectful, and trusthi1 towards
one another, even when they differ on matters of substance."199Such citizens are egalitarian in
their relationship: "citizens interact as equals, not as patrons and clients nor as governors and
petitioners."?* The chic community is not without conflict- strong views on public policy are
expressed but there is a tolerance demonstrated for the views of others, and the noms and values
of such communities are embodied in and reinforced by distinctive social structure and
practi~es.?~'

By contrast, cornmunities in the least civic regions demonstrate an absence of civic
associations and a paucity of local media with citizens rarely drawn into community affairs."?
The greater the social cleavages in a society or polity, the more difficult it will be to form a stable

'" Putnarn, Robert D., Making Democracies Work: Civic Traditions in Modem Itdv.
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1993. p. 15.
19* Ibid p. 1S.
'991bid.,pp. 88 - 89.
Ibid., p. 88.
'O' Ibid., p. 89.
'O2 Ibid p. 97.
p.9
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govemment resting on the consent of the govemed?03 In essence, "where noms and networks
of civic engagement are lacking, the outlook for coilective action appears bleak."'"
Sirnilarly, 1would argue, the greater the social cleavages in a community and the greater
the lack of noms and networks, the more difficuit it will be to establish successful social

partnerships in the community. The success of community partnerships, or intermediaries using
Betcherman's term, in the delivery of labour market training is embedded in the strength of the
civic nature of the community. Cornmunities which are tom, divided and disheartened, as many
communities suffering fkom economic ailments are, may not have the necessary platform to
successfully implement the new institution of intermediary. Shared values are crucial to the
success of a partnership relation~hip.?~~
Sociologist Peter Willmott defines this type of cornmunity as a "community of
attachent"; that is "whether or not a person experienced a sense of community, hrid a strong
~~
interest in the affairs of a cornmunity, or would be sorry to leave the c o m m ~ n i t y . " ~Such
attachment was found to be infiuenced by the network of local fiiendships, kinship bonds, and
formal and informa1 associational ties. The two main elements of the community of attachment -

-

interaction and sense of identity extend beyond the realm of persona1 contacts. If people see
themselves as sharing identity with others, through a systems of shared knowledge and beliefs,

"'Ibid

p. 1 16.
'O4 -.,
Ibid p. 183.
O' ' Lewis, Jordan D.,Partnershi~for Profit: Stnicturin~
and Manaeine Strategic Alliances.
New York: The Free Press, 1990. p. 220.
206Willmott,Peter, Social N e ~ o r k s Informal
.
Care and Public Policy. London:Policy
Shidies Institute, 1986. Pp. 84 90.
-y
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then theù attachment to the community is reinforced. A sense of cohesion is therefore critical to
the establishment of a community of attachment. The concept of community of atiachment
parallels Putnam's concept of a civic community.
Putnarn did not see a link between civic community and prosperity: "the civic regions

did not begin weaithier, and they have not always been wealthier, but so far as we can tell, they
have remained steadfastly more civic....These facts are hard to reconcile with the notion that
civic engagement is simpiy a consequence of prosperityn207Putnarn felt the civic nature of the
community developed irregardless of economic growth.
Gabriel A. Almond and Sidney Verba defme civic culture as an "ailegiant participant
culture" where individuals are not only oriented towards providing input into the political system
but also positively regard and value the political input processes and structures. The civic culture
provides not only a sense of obligation to participate in political input activities but also the sense
of cornpetence to participate. In order for the civic community to be achieved, there must be an
integration between the political system and the cornrnunity structures: "an effective functioning
democracy implies that a substantial portion of its members are involved in the political system
through the meshing of more diffise structures of the community with the more differentiated
ones of the p01ity."~~'It is through this integrated web that the demands and feelings of the

'O7

Putnam, Robert D., Making Democracies Work: Civic Traditions in Modem Italv. p.

153.

20%ond, Gabriel A. and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture: Political Attitudes and
Democrac~in Five Nations. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1963. P. 144.
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commuoity flow into the political system and the polity remains in touch with the needs and
moods of its members.
Sociologist Philip Abrams believed that the mord basis of neighbourhoods were based on
reciprocity, not altr~isrn.?~~
Abrams observed "background factors" that infiuenced people's
propensity to become engaged in neighbourly relations. Dominant social noms that had been
established in one's life such as the opportunity to develop neighbourly relations was one such
influence. The nature of support networks was another influence. A lack of barriers and absence
of animosity was another. Kinship ties also played a role as did informal social networks. The
influences cited by Abrams closely reflect the description of social capital by Putnam and
Coleman. Abrams also found that cornmunities in which high levels of trust and predictability
are diffised arnong the members will also be cornmunities with high levels of generalized
reciprocity, that is of apparent altniism. Abrams stated that "voluntary organizations interested
in neighbourhood involvement need to combine an activist, self-liquidating image of
organisation with a populist theory of politics. They shouid cultivate the "intimate-enemy"
relationship with public authority and extemal agencies by being both knowledgeable yet on
guard rather than the more service orientations of the role of "harem" or "call-girl"?Io This
description provides an interesting scenario for the reiationship of a cornmunity partnership to
government!

?3uimer, Martin,Neiehbours: The Work of Phili~Abrams. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1986.
2'0 Ibid., p. 232.
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Robert Dahl maintains that the classic and modem standards of good citizenship in a
civic culture are altogether too demanding to serve as criteria for the performance of real citizens

in out present ~ o r l d . ~The
' ' ciassical view was that citizens should seek the good of some larger
collectivity of which they are a part- the general good; the good ofall; the good of the polis; the
public interest; the generul welfoe; the interests of their class, and so on. The good citizen in

this broad, classical view would be highiy concemed about public affairs and politicai life, wellinformed, actively engaged with fellow citizens, an active participant in public &airs and
motivated to do d l this by a genuine desire to foster the general welfare. Dahl questions the
redistic application of this ideal portrait in today's society.
The narrower view of a good citizen portrays a citizen motivated by self-interest with the
public good being comprised of the total of al1 individual interests. It is possible under this
narrower, modem view of a good citizen to have, in the interest of advancing one's own interests,
a self-centered interest in protecting or advancing the ends of a larger comrnunity to which one
belongs. This modem view would define a good citizen as an active rationalist egoist.

Dahl suggests, however, that actual empirical evidence, however, does not support the
active nature of either definition. The majority of today's citizens are not active participants in
political affars, whether for motivations of aitruism or self-interest. Other than for perhaps
exercising the right to vote, Dahl describes the present-day "good-enough"or "adequate"citizen
as an occasional, intermittent or part-tirne citizen. He cautions that unless we are prepared to

Dahi, Robert, "The Problem of Civic Cornpetence", Journal of Democracv. Vol. 3. No.

4. October 1992. Pp. 45 - 59.
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accept a severe attenuation of democracy, we need to discover generally feasible ways of raising
citizen cornpetence. To achieve this, Dahl suggests that authority should be given to smaller
units within larger units and that citizen assemblies could become important institutions for civic
participation and for enhancing the cornpetence of the participants.
The engagement of citizens in community governance theoretically offers a number of
benefits. It enhances the civic nature of the community which correspondingly increase the value
of social capital in the community. Using Putnarn's research, this increased social capital would
thus result in a higher quality of govemance in the community.
As Dahl suggests, giving authonty to smaller units would also serve as a form of civic

education and improve the democratic competency of the citizenry. Dahl notes that "randomly
selected citizen assemblies need not replace legislatures; instead they could provide what opinion
surveys cannot - judgments arrived at by a body of well-informed citizens afler deliberation
assisted by experts."?I2 1 would suggest that cornrnunity partnerships, assisted by bureaucratic
experts, could also perform a similar fùnction of providing a form of civic education and
improving the democratic competency of the individuafs involved in the partnership.
AImond and Verba make a similar point when they suggest that a civic culture will
increase the opportunity for the citizen to become active in the political system:

By living in a civic culture, the ordinary man
is more likely than he wodd be otherwise to
maintain a steady and high rate of exposure to
political communications, to be a member of an
organization, and to engage in informal political

"'Ibid., p. 55.
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discussion. These activities do not in thernselves
indicate an active participation in the decision-making
process of a society; but they do make such participation
more possible. They prepare the individual for
intervention in the political system; and much more
important perhaps, they create a political environment
in which citizen involvement and participation are
much more fea~ible."~
As previously stated, Almond and Verba view the terni civic culture as synonyrnous with an

ailegiant participant culture. Cornrnunity partnerships are based in such a culture. nie same
chic culture that would yield comrnunity partnerships would also prepare individuals for
intervention in the politicai system and create the political environrnent that would foster citizen
involvement and participation. The citizen is influenced by the elements of the civic culture and
responds in a mamer to influence these elements. The participation of a citizen in an association
such as a community partnership affects his interaction in his informal political discussions and
in his political communications. The nature of the associations, political communications and

informal political discussions within this political culture are thus influenced and defined by the
interaction of each individual as well as the interaction of each of these elements within the
culture. Participation in comrnunity partnerships therefore contributes to the civic culture of the
community.
Because of this interaction between citizens and their relationships to associations,
informal political discussions, and political communications, the civic culture manages cleavages
in society. Social cohesion is reinforced with the association of individuals and the resulting

2t3
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communications and informal discussions. A reciprocal relationship based on trust occurs as
individuals and groups engage in various associations with another people and groups. A
breakdown of association is syrnbolic of a breakdown of trust. Social cleavages result wlien
citizens in a society do not trust one another, do not associate with one another, do not discuss
with one another and do not communkate. With association, communication and discussion, the

cleavages of society are reduced and cohesion or bonding occurs. Participation in community
partnerships thus play a role in maintaining the cohesive nature of society.?"
In answering the question why some governments work better than others, Putnarn states
that the communities with better governments "...had dense networks of civic engagement.
People were c o ~ e c t e dwith one another and with their government.""' According to Putnarn,
this pattern of civic engagement is a crucial factor in explainhg why some institutions of
govemment work better than othea. Just as importantly, he argues that the development of
social capital can contribute significantly to economic growth and well-being within
communities -- be these communities national, regional or local in ~cope."~

"" This conclusion that associations and increased civic participation increases trust
levels in a community is supported by Putnam. Amencan researchers Kweit and Kweit,
however, concluded that the evidence of the impact of participation on trust has produced totally
contradictory findings. SeeKweit, Mary Grisez and Robert W. Kweit, Im~lementineCitizen
Partici~ationin a Bureaucratie Society. New York: Praeger, 198 1.
21SPutnam, Robert, The Decline of Civil Societv: How Corne? So What?. The John L.
Manion Lecture. Canadian Centre for Management Development. Ottawa, Ontario. 22 February
1996.p. 3.
"'Ibid., p. 4.
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It has been recognized that a healthy and economically strong community includes a

robust voluntmy sector, which is usually exemplified through various not-for-profit associations
and cornmunity g r o ~ p s . ~Theoretically,
~'
then, the benefits of the development of social capital
in a civic community has the potentid to go beyond simply increasing social cohesion and
reducing cleavages but as a corollary of this to strengthen the govemance of the civic institutions
of the comrnunity and to increase its economic well-being.

Sherri Tojman sees community partnerships as an integral part of what she calls "civil
s~ciety"*~~,
a similar concept to Putnam's civic society, that is a society which sustains and
enhances the capacity of al1 its members to build a caring and rnutually responsible society. She
sees three objectives for a civil society:
to build and strengthen caring communities;
to ensure economic securiîy; and
to provide social investment by directing resources towards the well-being and positive
development of people.
She maintains that in a civil society the "traditional" objective of social prograrns, to reduce

poverty and to help ensure social and economic security, are achieved by means other than
straight state intervention. First, a civil society interprets very broadly the concept of resources

Govemment of Ontario, Report of the Advisorv Board on the Voluntary Sector:
Sustaininp a Civic Society: Voluntary Action in Ontario. Toronto: Publications Ontario, 1997.
Executive Summary.
2'8 For a complete discussion of this concept of civil society, the reader is referred to
Tojman, Shem, Civil Societv: Reclaimin~Our Humanie. Ottawa: the Caledon institute for
Social Policy, March, 1997. The italics used in this discussion originate form Torjman's
monograph.
71'
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to involve famore than simply public dollars. Secondly, a civil society promotes the creation of
purtnerships and collaborative working arrangements to achieve its goals. Thirciiy, issues in a
civil society are dealt with in an holistic and integrated manner, artificial distinctions between
social and economic matters are discarded.
Tojman derives her conceptual framework for the civil society fiom international

thinking on sustainable development, that is an holistic approach to the quality of life which
integrates economic, social and envuonmental concems to promote the wise, efficient and
creative use of resources. Within this context of sustainable development, it is understood that
individual well-being cannot be achieved in the absence of a hedthy environment. It is equally
unlikely that human well-being c m be achieved in the absence of a buoyant economy.
Problem-solving in the civil society is achieved through multisectoral collaboration with
al1 sectors, government, business, labour, education, foundations and social agencies taking
responsibility for addressing economic, social and environmental issues. At the base of this civil
society is the citizen actively engaged in his community and acting as an active agent of change.
These civil societies have mediating institutions, places where people corne together in
cornmunities to facilitate public problem-solving and develop new, broader civic roles.
Economic security is achieved in a civil society through job creation and the equitable
distribution of existing work; access to opportunities created by the social economy (defined by

Tojman as a distinct form of economic organization that includes CO-operativesand various
forms of community economic development) and support for micro-enterprise; and income
redistribution to compensate for the hadequacies of the marketplace. hvesthg in people in a
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civil society is essential to ensure economic development. The two key areas for social
investment in people are health and education and skills development.
Torjman refers to Putnam in her monograph and it is clear that the concepts of a civic
community and a civil comrnunity rest on the same foundation. Both see the cohesiveness of
society as a basis for the concept of a "caring comrnunity"[Torjman] or "social capital"[Putnam]
which provides a basis for economic growth. It is the gathering of the citizens of the community,
whether in the form of Dahl's "citizen assemblies", Almond and Verba's "dlegiant participants",
Putnarn's "associations" or Torjman's "partnerships and collaboratives", that will lead to the
mutual problem-solving of comrnunity ills. This gathering of the community to resolve societal

ills is achieved by engaging citizens in the governance of their cornmunities. Such other
tradition& factors of economic development, such as resource possession, capital, technological
skills, infiastructure and so on, continue to be important. Social capital appears to make a
difference, but how large a diflerence and under what circurnstances is not easily specified.

How Do You Build Community Capacity
Shem Torjman of the Canadian Policy Research Network suggests that a cornmunity
strategy based on a decentralized, participatory process known as communitpbasedplanning
would engage many sectors and stakeholders and act as a way to promote citizen parti~ipation."~
The purpose of this community planning is to develop a more comprehensive approach to human

Torjman, Shem, "Sustainable Social Policy", Sustainable Social Policv and
Cornmunity Ca~ital:Session Proceedinns June 18 and 19. 1996. Ottawa: Cdedon Institute of
Social Policy and the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1996. Pp. 14 15.
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services and the quality of life which includes the social, economic and environmental factors
that affect human and social development. She suggests that the cornmunity capital, Le. financial,
human and natural/built resources of a community, c m be harnessed to work with the resources
of g~vernment*'~
Community partnerships such as the Triple S Training Group are an integral
part of the comrnunity-based planning approach suggested by Shem Torjman.
The use of community partnerships is based on an approach to community development

known as "asset-based community development". Adrian Bohach of the Volunteer Centre of
Calgary laments that "cornmunities have become benign and silent as the important roles they

had in the past have been methodically stripped away and supplanted by special interest groups,
governments, institutions and profes~ionals."~'~
Bohach describes the concept of asset-based
cornmuni@ development as employing the idea that there exists within individuals, groups and

communities the capacity and strength to deal with their own issues?
Asset-based community development is a developmental strategy which starts with the
gifts, skills, capacities and networks of a community which have always existed but were never
valued and identified. Rather than try to rebuild communities by conducting needs assessrnents

"O It is important to clarify that Tojman does not see the resources of the cornmunity as a
replacement to public sector involvement. Governent still has a role to play but Tojman sees
this role as occurring in coilaboration and cooperation with the community capacity.
Bohach, Adrian, "Fundamental Principles of Asset-Based Community Developmenty',
Sustainable Social Polic~and Cornmunitv Caoital: Session Proceedings June 18 and 19. 1996.
Ottawa: Caledon Institute of Social Policy and the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,
1996. P. 42.
This concept which is presented by Bohach is based on ideas presented by the
following thinkea and practitioners: Judith Snow and Jack Pearpoint (Canadians); John O'Brien,
Frances Moore Lappe, Paul Martin du Bois, and Dr. Leland Kaiser (Americans), and Ivan Illich
and Paulo Freire (international).
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and focussing on local problems and deficiencies, this community building approach starts with
the process of locating the assets, skills and capabilities of residents, citizen associations and
local institutions."

In essence, the strengths of the communities, not the weaknesses, are

captured and enhanced. Bohach describes the following characteristics of an asset-based
community development strategy:

Gifts: The recognition that everyone has a gifi is the basic building block and foundation
for creating community. Even the most deprived and disadvantaged community has
citizens who have an endless supply of unique, positive and valuable gifts. Communities
that provide opportunities to allow citizens to use their gifts to benefit the community and
to connect the citizens with each other on order to maximize their effectiveness and
capacity have established the basic foundation upon which the community cm develop
itself'.
Citizeaship: Similar to Putnam and others previously discussed, Bohach notes that when

citizens actively participate in community and create new d e s for shared governance,
important tangible benefits accrue. By shaping the values and vision of a community,
citizens create self-govemed programs that respond to the uniqueness of the community.

Individual attention: In any process of comrnunity development, each person is
uniquely valued and may be dealt with on an individual basis using interactions that are
face-to-face and very personal. Individual attention is the key ingredient to create the
community connections through which people who are isolated are brought into the
centre of the cornmunity.
Relationships: Communities using the asset-based approach are driven by strong
relationships. Community building based on the growth of persona1 relationships and the
strengths and capacities of the citizens of the community bridges the gulf between
individuais. Issues of common concem are then deait with regardless of the perceived
differences of residents,

2 z ~ oar detailed guide to implementing asset-based cornmunity development at the local
level, the reader is referred to: Kretzman, John P. and John L. McKnight, Building Comrnunities
fkom the Inside Out: A Path Toward Findine and Mobilizing a Communitv's Assets. Evamston,
Illionois: Centre for Urban Miairs and Policy Research, Northwestem University, 1993.
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a

Grassroots: Asset-based community development is a bottom-up approach based on the
presumption that local citizens are better equipped to create the vision for theù
communities and to plan for its fulfilment than outside experts. Strong links are
developed between citizens and existing community networks and associations. These
community infiastructures and activities become oppmuiities to create strong
relationships between citizens to provide the foundation for this type of community
development. Institutional infrastructure such as schools and hospitals become valued
resources and assets that can be utilized to fulfill local agendas for d l facets of the
community.

New structures: Comrnunity building within the context of an asset-based mode1 usually
surpass the traditional reliance on existing govemment programs, nonprofit agencies or
political systems. New structures evolve in the web of citizen relationships within a
comrnunity.
a

New role for the professional and institution : Professionals and institutions must adapt
to new roles in this citizen-centered approach.

a

Stories: Asset-based cornrnunity development is achieved through the stories of the
comrnunity that illustrate ideas and possibilities. As Bahoch notes, stories are the spice
that capture the imagination and reinforce the one-to-one conversations arnong citizens in
the communities.

To change fiom the traditional institutional model of community economic development, the
paramount importance given to professional service delivery institutions must be discarded in
favour of selfdetemined structures. It is important to form coalitions, associations, networks
and forums arnongst citizens as the foundation for self-initiated development.

Bahoch states that this approach has some barriers and limitations:
Lack of process: The comrnunity leadership role has been usurped by govenunental
institutions for so long that the skills, structures and relationships necessary to create and

support the intemal conversations required to defme a iocal agenda may have atrophied
due to inactivity. Citizens who want to be involved in this new process will have to be
trained.
a

Lack of time: There is ofien little energy and time left over tiom work and family
commitments to hvest in community.
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a

Resistant nonprofit or government agencies: Some staff of established genuinely
distrust the community's ability to shoulder this responsibility and fear their own
shrinking involvement. From the organizational side, the perceived feu of loss of
budget, turf, span of control or relevancy may limit the effectiveness of a communitybased approach.

Negative attitudes and fear: Some citizens may not grasp or be apathetic to the benefits
offered by strong community and therefore have little motivation to get involved.
Focus on short term: There exists a cultural bias in our society to short-term outcomes.
It is difficult to substantiate the long-term benefits that can only be achieved through
sustained support rather than a "quick fix".
Funding patterns: The ability to attract funding for locally-controlled initiatives presents
a real challenge to communities. It is difficult to justiQ fùnding that will result in a longterm community investment rather than a short-term result.
Despite these barriers and limitations and limitations, Bohach views asset-based community
development as a positive process for self-directed cornmunity change.
Integral to building citizen participation according to Shem Torjman is the development
of leadership capacity in local communities through building knowledge and skills. Adrian
Bohach sees nurturing leadership at the local level as an important element in the selfdetermination. It has often been noted by those involved in community development that "the
cornmitment of one energetic person playing an exceptionai leadership role can make a real
difference in the community.""

The wwsletter of The Caledon Institute of Social Policy, Caledon Profiles: Real
Leaders is one publication that highlights the achievements of what one individual c m do in the
community.
?24
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There are many examples of successful community-initiated projects inspired by
community leaders?

These successful projects have a number of cornmon elements. One

element is the synergy that arises when a diversity of groups and individuals corne together to
address an issue. The importance of having a flexible core institution is a second important
element. When program direction is dnven fiom the grassroots, the institution may need to
evolve to meet identified priorities. For exarnple, two community projects initially focussed on
housing issues, the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver and the Street City project in Toronto but
branched out to the areas of education and economic support. SEED Winnipeg started with a
focus on economic self-sufficiency through self-employment but evolved to training and
cooperatives ventures. Flexibility and synergy are two main elements in successful community
ventures. The synergy that is created is founded in the civic nature of the community, people
exchanging ideas and actions to better their neighbourhood. Social capital is a necessary prerequisite of creating synergy in a community.

Civic Communities and the Social Well-being of the Citizens

A component of the development of civic communities is the concept of "well-being" as a

pillar of the social and fiscal policy of that community. When we talk about the well-being of a
society, we speak of "...the institutional arrangements that enable a society to fulfil it

"For an informative review of some successful Canadian community-initiatedprojects,
the reader is referred to New Economy Development Group Inc., Community Economic
Develo~mentin Canada: A Different Wav of Doinn Thinns. Ottawa:National Welfare Grants
Program, HRDC, October, 1993.
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c o d t m e n t s to individuais, communities and the collective identity."226Societies achieve social
well-being to the extent that their institutions enable the society to Mfil commitments to the
well-being of individuals, communities and to society as a whole."

Social well-being and

individual well-being are thus very integrally related since societal well-being can only corne
about when the needs of individual well-being in that society are met. In the civic community,
the individual is not set against society and its institutions. The individual and his society are
interwoven and it becomes impossible to achieve the well-being of society without addressing
the well-being of each individual.

One weakness of the postwar framework for well-being in Canada through a social
security program based on the interventionist teachings of Keynes was the incapacity of social,
economic and political institutions to fully grasp the interdependence arnong people, their
comrnunities, their society and the environment. The promotion of individual well-being was
seen as achievable independent of investments in the social and economic development of
comrnunities, and independent of the establishment of social entitlements. Economic
restnicturing in the late 1980s and early 1990s created a loss of economic and social security for
households and communities.

226~rache,
Daniel and Andrew Ranachan, "Ground Zero: rebuilding the Future Fiscal and
Social Policy Reform in Canadayy.Warm Heart. Cold Countrv: Fiscal and Social Policv Reform
in Canada. Daniel Drache (editor). Ottawa: Co-published by the Caledon Institute of Social
Policy and the Robarts Centre for Canadian Studies, 1995. P. 4
"'~ioux, Marcia and Michael Bach, "Social Well-being: A Frarnework for Social and
Economic Policy", Warm He- Cold Countrv: Fiscal and Social Policy Reform in Canada.
Daniel Drache (editor). Ottawa: Co-published by the Caledon hstitute of Social Policy and the
Robarts Centre for Canadian Studies, 1995. P. 82.
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A new framework for well-king would take into account the interdependence of the

various levels within society. Policies would be coordinated instead of fragmented. Policies and
institutional arrangements would be evaluated against the social well-being fiamework and the
economy would be seen as a means to achieve social well-being, rather than just as an end in
itself. Citizens would not simply survive in the new economic order. Instead, the social wellbeing framework would be seek ways to facilitate the social, economic and environmental
sustainability and securîty of the community. Co-operative approaches would replace social
conflict. A labour market framework under societal well-being would give dispiaced workers the
means to enter volatile labour markets, take entrepreneurid risks and spur economic innovation.

Social and economic policies, under this framework for social well-being, respect differences and

are proactive rather than de~tnictive.~?~
In keeping with the holistic, cohesive approach to community development in a civic
society, it becomes dificult to implement policies and programs which will not address the
overlapping areas of individual well-being, as opposed to the traditional bureaucratie approach
of public programs targeted to specific problems. In measuring the performance of programs and
policies in a civic community, consideration must be given to a holistic assessment of the costs

'281bid pp. 99 - 102. The authors describe this fiamework of social well-being on a
much broader scope than the cornmunity level but the concepts expressed by the authon are
tramferable to civic community level.
O
-
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and benefits, not only to the individual but to the community as a whole."

As noted by Bohach,

the evaluation of holistic approaches is complicated by the need to appreciate not ody short-term
benefits, but long-term ones as well.

Comrnunity partnerships have been embraced by many communities as a vehicle to
address labour market situations. For example, the Montreal Community Loan Association is a
social partnership in which individuals fiom low-income communities developed and learned
how to manage a sophisticated cornmunity economic development vehicle which addresses
unemployment and ~nderemployment.~
The Association brings together those who are
searching for capital to invest in their neighbourhoods and those who have both capital and will
to help residents rebuild their communities. Through community processes such as this,
community economic development is no longer the analysis of the marginalized. It is now part
of a much broader and more powerful coalition which is being built between those in the
business and community based sectors.

'"

This holistic approach to rneasurement is currently an evolving field of study.
Economists Lars Osberg and Andrew Sharpe have recently released a paper, "An Index of
Economic Well-being for Canada", which seeks to develop a comprehensive index of economic
well-being relying on four main cornponents: consumption patterns; stock accumulation; poverty
and inequality; and indicators of insecurity, particularly economic insecurity such as
I
unemployment. For details on this approach, please see Osberg, Lars and Andrew Sharpe, &
Index of Economic Well-beinn for Canada. A paper presented at the Centre for the Study of
Living Standards (CSLS) Conference on the State of Living Standards and the Quality of Life in
Canada, Ottawa, October 30, 1998. The paper is found on the CSLS web site.
A complete description of this partnership is presented in Caledon Institute of Social
Policy, The Montreal Community Loan Association and Social Partnershi~s.Ottawa: Cdedon
instinite of Social Policy, 1997.
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Such an asset-based community development approach to the problem of uoemployment
is currently being launched in Prince Edward Island, under the auspices of an Empfoyment
S m n ~ i t ? ~The summit is an dl-party initiative to suggest ways to increase employment in

Prince Edward Island, which had an unemployment rate of 10.4% for October, 1998 compared to
a national rate of 8.2 per cent. A five member independent panel, under the CO-ordinationof the
Institute of Island Studies at the University of Prince Edward Island, will meet with Islanders and
groups across the province and report back to government in mid-December. Premier Pat Binns
announced that the goal of the project was to build on the strengths of the long-established
sectors and small businesses of the Island and, based on the ideas that emerge fiom the
comrnunity, deveiop new opportunities which are emerging. It is expected that the Employment
Summit will be an opportunity for islanders fiom al1 walks of life to express their solutions
toward alleviating the unemployment cisis of the province, and for a productive and cooperative
effort to be brought forth by government, labour, youth, business and the unempioyed in finding
the right solutions to the ongoing problem of unemployment and underemployment.
The use of such a comrnunity partnership approach to solving labour market problems
has some inherent dificulties. The dificuity with the application of the use of comrnunity

partnerships in the provision of labour market services is that it is dependent upon the strength of
the community for its enactment. This use of partnership intermediaries adds a new institutional

component to the framework of the comrnunity. The institution of the intermediary derives its

Government of Prince Edward Island, "Employment Summit Announced", News
Release. October 22, 1998.
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strength and defines its king fiom the community in which it is based. A similar argument to
that presented by Geny Veenstra and Jonathan Lomas in their study on the importance of social
capital in the governance of regional health care systems can be applied to the delivery of labour
market services by communities. niey maintain that:
organizational design, availability of information
and characteristics of representatives may be
necessary considerations for effective govemance,
but are not sufficient. Social capital in the
govemed community is also required?
Veenstra and Lomas use the work of Robert Putnam in defining the term social capital.
As Melanie Conn of the WomenFutures Community Economic Development Society, a
non-profit women's organization based in Vancouver, suggests, the job-creating community
requires a great deal of effort and cornmitment:
It requires real participation. Participation in a
democracy can be as simple as rnarking a ballot.
But community economic development asks more
of people. It asks them to corne together, identiQ
issues, build networks, plan and develop strategies.
It's a lot of work. It also involves...a blending together
of social and economic issues.'53
She sees govemment and community on an equal footing. In a similar comment, British
economist Robim Murray notes "govemment can play an important role. But it is not to dictate

Veenstra, Geny and Jonathan Lomas, Home is Where the Governine is: Social Ca~ital
and Regonal Health Govemance. McMaster University Centre for Health Economics and Policy
Analysis Working Paper C96-1. June, 1996. P. 6.
"3 The Atkinson Letter, "The Job-Creating Community", June 6, 1997.
http//atkinsonfdn.on.ca/publications/atkinsonn1etter/jobs4.html.p. 1.
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to comrnunities. It should be a stakeholder, as opposed to running the show. It c m be a partner,

provide seed money, lubricate the change-~ver."~~
But, in order to access this seed money, the
community must be knowledgeable about the funding process, what Josephine Rekart refers to as

Variable capacity arnong communities will result in a discrepancy in the strength of
labour market training activities available in each area, with the most likely result being that the
stronger communities will flourish and the weaker ones will be lefl behind. This is similar to the
overall impact on society that has been created with the onset of scientific and technological
innovation:
Communities and individuals who can tap into these new
resources by owning, using and adapting them will
profit greatly. Those who are unable to do so are likely
to become increasingly marginalized from the global
marketplace. Again, it is the poor societies of the world
and the poor segments of richer societies that are illequipped to benefît from the speed and intensity of
scientific and technological change.Communities lacking imovative leadership will not be prepared to access the community
benefits generated from the existence of active intermediaries.

In The Partnershi~Handbook that was prepared for HRDC, Flo Frank and Anne Smith
acknowledge the importance of the community in partnership development. They caution:

lbid p. 4.
235 Rekart, Josephine, Public Funds. Private Provisions: The Role of the Voluntary Sector.
Vancouver: UBC Press, 1993. p. 82.
236Benanon,Keith, "The Chmghg Context of Deveiopmentl', Workinn with the Renion.
Editor: Ian McAllister. Halifax: Dalhousie University, 1997. pp. 10 1 1.
-*Y
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Before agreeing to be involved in partnership, it is
important to detennine your own personal readiness
to participate, the organization's interests and ability
to be a good partner, and the preparedness of the
community in which the partiiership will opente?'
"Having a cornmon purpose and starting with willing and able people form the "nuts and bolts" or
prerequisites for effective partnerships,"according to Frank and Smith.238Communities have a
culture which can be an advantage or deterrent to partnership~.~~
As noted in a report prepared
for the Ontario Task Force on Devolution, "the success of devolution will depend, in part, on the
extent to which the provincial governrnent, the overall local community, and individual
stakeholder groups within the community, were predisposed to support devolution".240 In-addition
to this predisposition or attitude, it is necessary for a community to also have a resource base,
skills and abilities, information, leadership, cohesion, trust and even, on occasion, luck.
Betcherman and others have countered this by suggesting that market forces will work to
create a cornpetitive environment where organizations will vie for funding to provide training
opportwities. In order for this to occur, there has to be a perception that a consumer market for
such goods exists. There dready has to be a labour market in existence -- that is, there has to be

237Frank,Flo and Anne Smith, The Partnershi~Handbook Ottawa:Minister of Public
Works and Govemment Services Canada, 1997, p. 3. Bolding mine.
ris Ibid p. 3.
239 Ibid pp. 4 and sirnilar point repeated p. 11 when discussing degrees of involvement in
partnerships as well as in exercise 1-6 on p. 12 where they discuss reasons citizens participate or
decline to participate in partnerships.
"O ARA Consulting Group, A Framework for Evaluatine Devolution. A report prepared
for the Premier's Task Force on Devolution. Toronto: Queen's Printer for Ontario, 1994. p. 20.
O
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both a demand for training and a supplier of training. Without the vision created by community

possibility thînkers, certain communities may be written off and ignored.
There have been many attempts to explain regionai economic disparities across Canada,
none with a conclusive answer. To quote one conclusions:
We have presented many problems and no solutions.
....Certainly no theory of regional inequality has been
suggested. To the contrary we have argued that almost
dl of the traditional economic problems, ranging fiom
aggregation difficulties to externalities, could be reflected
in observations of interregional differential~.~"
Melvin goes on to note that "it is not completely clear that significant differences for comparable
individuals exist at

If regions have "comparable individuals" then could other differences

in the common contribute to the disparity?
The consensus among economists is that the variables involved with the achievernent of
economic growth are known. The causal models, however, of how these variables interact to
produce distinctive regional economies are not yet available or well accepted. This means that
policy-makers and community leaders face uncertainty in knowing which types of interventions
will have the best retum in terms of increased economic oppominities.
Certainly training will be one of the components for most community plans for economic
deveiopment. There is the question of whether training investments rebound to the benefit of the
individual or to the comrnunity since better trained individuals represent a mobile resource. It

24'Melvin,James R., "Regional Inequalities in Canada: Underlying Causes and Policy
Implications", Canadian Public Poiicv. Vol. 13. No. 3. 198%p. 3 15.
242 Ibid., p. 3 16.
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would be fool hardy, however, for a community to forego training as part of an economic
development strategy in fear of outward migration of trained residents. If the community does not
invest in training, it cannot advance economically and increase productivity through innovation.
Given the rapid technologicai change which ailow connectedness to global market fiom remote

areas, this fear of outward migration may be lessened.

The same cluster of factors that hamper the economic development activities of many
aboriginal local govemments may hamper the local delivery of skills development and labour
market training activities in depressed economic areas:
many people who feel inadequate and lack self-esteem;
low levels of formal education;
scarce and low quality resources;
aicohol and dnig abuse;
restncted access to offsite resources;
few businesses to support the local activities;

local populations that consume more than they produce, hence no
economic production;
higher costs of providing community services;
community leadership that is over-extended and under strain;
heavy dependence on fuiancial and technical resources extemal to the community;
and
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political and organizational in~tability.?~~

b

Even if only several of these factors are present, there is still a large challenge of breaking out of
cycle that reinforces disadvantaged conditions. Cornmunities that are economically challenged
have a number of other difficulties that may inhibit the successful implementation of
intermediaries. Community revitalization is often not a matter of building things but "is primarily
a process of building people."244In disadvantaged communities, "too many people are in
paralysis due to poor self-esteem or lifeskill~."~~~

The strength of community partnerships rests very much in social composition of the
community: "different communities have different needs. There is no single mode1 for
community development that c m be applied across the board. It is suggested that communities be
divided into two broad categories, more fortunate and lessfortunate,and that a distinct approach
be taken to each type."?46A key strength of communities with a strong network of associations is
their intnnsic ability to rejuvenate themselves. Voluntary associations O ften perform a "training
function" in communities where individuals not yet accustomed to the different roles are taught

Lewis, Mike and William J. Hatton, Aboriginal Joint Ventures: Neeotiatine Successful
Partnershios. Vancouver: Center for Community Enterprise, 1992. p. 4.
2ec Frank, Flo and Anne Smith, Human Resource Plannine: Gettinr! People Ready,
Willinp & Able to Revitalize their Community. Vernon, B.C.: Centre for Community
Enterprises, 1994. pp. 4 5. Original bolding.
24s Ibid p. 3 1.
246Noms,William C., " A New RoIe for Corporations", Public-Private Partnershi~:New
Oowrtunities for Meetine Social Needs. Editors: Harvey Brooks, Lance Liebman, and Corinne
S, Schelling, Cambndege, Mass.: Ballinger, 1984. P. 259.
243
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performance riter ria.'^' Communities without a strong association network lose the capacity to
rejuvenate themselves.
It is often forgotten that the role of govermnent in the marketplace evolved because market
forces failed to adequately provide for dl: "the welfare state came about largely because of the
failure of volunteerism and charity to cope with citizens' needs in modem demo~racies"."~A
return to the elements of market forces may well cause a retum to a society that fails to provide
adequately for dl - a society of haves and have-nots. It is important to maintain a role for
government in the provision of services where appropriate intermediaries do not exist and in the
provision of extra resources to develop intermediary capabilities in communities lacking such. In
the transition of labour market service delivery fiom a government operated delivery system to
partnerships with community organizations, caution should be exercised to ensure that the
necessary resources exist in communities to accept this challenge.
A study of innovative examples of local partnerships with HRDC was recenrly completed

(under contract to HRDC by an outside agency). The study cited several key examples of
effective community partnerships but States: "Given that the success of partnerships often rests

with the presence of a lead partner, the government should be prepared to play a leadership
role when it is required, but it needs to step aside when local leadership capacity e~ists.""~
It is

'47~ndenon,Robert T., c'Voluntary Associations in History", American Anthropologist.
No. 73. 1971. P. 218.
248 Browne, Paul Leduc, "Charities not efficient or fair way to provide public services"
The Ottawa Citizen. February 22, 1996. Final Edition. A 2
249 New Economy Development Group inc., A Studv of Innovative Examales of Local
Partnershi~s.Final Report of a Study PrepIuwl for HRDC.July 16, 1996. p. ix. (Bolding mine).
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important that government not abandon its responsibility if the community does not have the
necessary leadership capacity.
The collaborative nature of a partnership relationship is also sometimes difficult to
establish in communities where there are competing interests and values. In such communities,
adversarial and polarized dynamics c m take hold.

The history of citizen participation in communities is such
that interest groups have learned to block, delay and disrupt
processes rather than try to negotiate, build relationships
and solve problems. Such culture makes it more dificult
to try new foms of public ~articipation.~'~
In communities such as these, govemment must play a strong facilitative and brokerage role,

seeking to channel conflicts in constructive directions and mobilizing support for desirable
outcornes. One of the key elements to a successfbl program is that there is a "critical mass of
people in the community that support the partner~hip."'~'In essence, it is essential that
government ensure that the community has the capacity to partner before abandoning its
responsibility to the comm~nity.?~*
Government has a visionary and mediator role to play. Govenunent as a facilitator and a
broker can suggest a vision to a community but an effective community partnership can ody be
established when the community embraces the vision, modifies it for its own uniqueness, and

3o Ibid p. 26.
-

Y

*' Md., p. 144. Taken from a table of "Conditions for Successful Partnershipsl' collated
by the New Economy Development Group. See Table in Appendix .
'12 For an informative discussion on how to build capacity in a community, the reader is
referred to: Litke, Stephen and J. C. Day, "Building Local Capacity for Stewardship and
Sustainability: The Role of Community-Based Watershed Management in Chilliwack, British
Columbia1',Environment. Vol. 25. Nos. 2 & 3. 1998. pp. 91 - 109.
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shares the same vision with its government partner. The role of goveniment is to help the
community determine and numire its own version. Books on successful partnering talk about the
development of a shared vision and cornmitment in the development of successful partnerships:
Partners commit to working together towards
desired results. Partnering calls for each person
to show respect for the other....Partners need not
love one another; they simply must demonstrate
respect for one another.
Sharing a vision and cornmitment, partners are
effective when they complement one anothersharing resources and opportunities for growth
based on specific goals.f53
Many community members...participate in programs
because they see these initiatives creating a better
vision for the fùture of their co~nrnunities.~~~
The [community] projects are selected in the first
instance because of a vision of a social need and then
configured in such a way as to provide a reasonable
prospect of some positive cetuni on the investment,
though not necessarily the largest. I have argued...
that such a social vision or new concept of an unrnet
social need is much more important in the generation
of al1 kinds of innovations, technological and social,
than the traditional profit motive of the economist's
mode1.35
Collaborations induced by shared visions are intended

253 Sujansky, Joanne Genova, The Power of Partnerine: Vision. Cornmitment and Action.
San Diego: Pfeiffer & Co., 1991. p. 3.
'j4New Economy ~eveloiment
Group Inc., A Study of Innovative Exarnoles of Local
Partnershi~s.,p. 68.
2-'5Brooks,Harvey, "Seeking Equity and Eficiency: Public and Private Roles", PublicPrivate Partnership: New O~-mrtmitiesfor Meeting Social Needs. Editors: Harvey Brooks,
Lance Liebman, and Corinne S, Schelling, Cambridege, Mass.: Ballinger,1984. p. 15.
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to advance the collective good of stakeholders i n ~ o l v e d . ~ ~
Through the sharing of a mutual vision and values, partnerships provide a necessary
bonding: "partnerships satisw a human need for comm~nity"?~Partnerships are indicative of a
shift to more collaborative business (and govemmental) relationships:
This shifi to a "plowshare" or a blended swordplowshare paradigm of business [and govemrnent]
typically calls for a shifl in the basic values, beliefs,
and patterns of leadership in an organization [and
in goverment] - in other word, a change in the
organizational [and public sector] culture. In such
an organizational [and public sector] culture - and,
in particular, in a function-oriefited partnership
or a partnership of commitment - we are encouraged
to move fiom confrontation and competition to
acceptance and collaboration. We are inspired to
develop and sustain a respect for not only individual
rights but also for collective responsibility as we
move fiom competition to c o o p e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~ ~

I contend that governrnent has the lead role in providing the vision necessary for the transition
fiom communities with swords to communities of plowshares. Unless civic communities exist,
effective partnerships cannot take place.
A community without a vision cannot accept a mission. The mission and vision of a

partnership help to define the nature and scope of the partner's commitment and this commitment

'*'

Gray, Barbara, Collaborating: Findine Common Ground for Multi~artyProblems. San
Fransico: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1989. p. 8.
Ln Bergquist, William, Julie Betwee and David Meuel, Buildine Strateeic Relationships.
San Fransico: Jossey-Bass, 1995. p. 16.
x8 Ibid p. 33.
-=y
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in the partnership in tum provides energy and structure for ensuring a continued focus on its
mission and vision. "In many respects, the mutual commitment is the mission and the vision."59
Although Betcheman is correct in his proposal that comunity based partnerships c m be

an effective intermediary in the delivery of labour market services, one must be cognizant that al1
communities are not equally prepared to accept this challenge. For the communities that lack the
necessary resources to assume the intermediary role, government must be prepared to play a lead
role in both the delivery of labour market services and in preparing the community to engage in a
larger participatory role.
With the necessary govenvnent support to facilitate the development of community
partnerships, an alleviation of the regional disparities of a resource based economy may occur. As
a 1988 study by OECD concludes:

There may be an initial tendency for the new technologies
to exacerbate regional disparities because the necessary
human capital, institutional framework and social
framework tend to be concentrated in already dynamic areas.
However, at the same time the new information technologies
weaken the hold of traditionai factors on locational decisions,
and offer the oppominity for more decentralised economic
activity....Regional, educational, urban and rural development
policies should be changed so as to foster the skill,
entrepeneurship and social infrastructures which foster
local resources to promote indigenous devel~prnent.'~~
New technology removes the physical barriers that previously contributed to regional disparities.

If govemment fiilfills its role of facilitating community partneahips and creating the necessary

Ibid., p. 2 17. Italics per original.
2600ECD,
New Technolonies in the 1990s: A Socio-economic Strategy. Paris: ) OECD,
1988. p. 17.
39
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environment to foster partnerships, communities once blighted by a lack of naturai physical
resources cm foster economic growth through the skills of its human resources.

C. Conclusion

In the preceding chapters, the evolution of labour market services fkom public sector
control to a social partnership framework between communities and government was discussed.

In this chapter, the evolution of altemate service delivery mechanisms with a particular emphasis
on partnerships and the corresponding requirements and social conditions for effective community
partnerships was discussed. In the following chapter, the methodology of evaluating community
social partnerships which offer labour market training prograrns will be established. This will be
followed with an application of the evaluation methodology to the case study in Chapter Six, The
Triple S Training Program, and an assessment of the benefits, detriments and uncertainties of

using this partnership fiamework for this service delivery function. The concluding chapter of
this thesis will surnmarize the key features of using community partnerships for the service
delivery of labour market training prograrns.
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Chapter 5
Evaluating Training Programs Delivered by
Community Partnerships
A. Introduction

The preceding chapters discussed the evolution of labour market services fiom public
sector control to a social partnership framework between cornmunities and govemrnent and the
corresponding requirements and social conditions for effective community partnerships. In this
chapter, the methodology of evduating cornmunity social partnerships which offer labour market
training programs will be established. This will be followed with an application of the evaluation
methodology to the case study, The Triple S Training Program, and an assessrnent of the benefits,
detriments and uncertainties of using this partnership h e w o r k for this service delivery function.
The concluding chapter of this thesis will sumarize the key features of using cornmunity
partnerships for the service deiivery of labour market training programs.

B. The Framework for a Comprehensive Evaluation of Community Partnerships
It is important to recognize that social programs are not always simply a drain on the
economy but can provide important conûib-utions to both economic and social development. As
a research centre which has supported public sector investment in the fields of education, literacy
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and training in order to help people fnd jobs, '' the Cafedon Institute has argued that: "the most
effective social policy is an effective economic policy that ensures an adequate supply of decent
jobs - through both the creation of new jobs and a more equitable distribution of existing
work....The necessary partner to an effective social security system is an effective economic policy
that creates a strong and stable labour market."'62 Economic and social policy cannot be sharply

separated; they are often intenelated and complementary.
The Caledon Institute supported the move by govenunent to emphasize learning and
training within the social security system, noting that lifelong l e m h g embraced many things
beyond formal education including child development prograrns; parenting skills; high standards

in education; cornpetence in literacy and numeracy; school-to-work transition programs; high
quality vocational and skills training; upgrading to help workers renew or change their skills; and
assistance in matching worker skills with job requirements. They note that most unemployment
insurance recipients want to participate in training and that the "investment in human capital" is
every bit as important to economic prosperity as is capital investment in technology, physical
infrastructure and facilities. A training system not only serves to impart skills but to provide
security and confidence to people who face difficult situations. The Caledon lnstitute suggested
in a 1995 brief to the House of Commons Standing Cornmittee on Human Resource Development
that such confidence would be created by a visible and credible agency with an active presence at

26 For a historical o v e ~ e w
of the patterns of social spending in these fields and a
presentation of the argument supporting continued social spending in these areas, the reader is
referred to Ken Battle and Shem Torjman, Ownine the Books on Social Swndinq. Ottawa: The
Caiedon Institute of Social Policy, 1993.
262Caledonhstitute of Social Policy, The Com~rehensiveRefonn of Social Proerams:
Brief to the Standinn Cornmittee on Human Resource Develo~mentOttawa: The Caledon
Institute of Social Poiicy, 1995. P. 7.
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the local level and the resources and power required for flexible i~tervention?~As John Richards
has suggested, "in thinking about the welfare state, it is usefbl to remember that social policy has
three dimensions: redistribution of income; redress of failures in cornpetitive markets where such
redress also redistributes income; and the realization of social values."264
In A Labour Force Develo~mentStrategv for Canada, worker retraining was seen as an
important ingredient in trying to ensure that job loss and the associated loss of human capital does
not translate hto long-tem unernpl~yrnent.~~~
The Unemployment Insurance Act also recognizes
that one of the roles of the UI system is to help in the transition to a new occupation when the
demand for a worker's original occupation is in permanent de~line?~Increasingly, human
resources are seen to be the life-blood of a growing economy, especially the development of new
knowledge and ski11 to respond to the displacement of workers through technological change.
As has been demonstrated in an earlier chapter of this thesis, simply providing nontargeted training has proven to be ineffective. As both the studies fiom the Labour Force
Development Board and OECD have shown, effective training is designed for a specific group
and has a combination of classroom and on-the-job settings. Given the move towards fiscal

control, accountability and effectiveness, it is crucial that training investments are evaluated to
demonstrate their value. As noted by political economist Bob Baldwin, few Canadian studies
prior to the mid-1990shad tracked trainees for more than two years after training, a time fiame

2631bid.,p. 12.
Richaràs, John, Retooline the Welfare State: What's Rieht. What's Wrone. What's to
be Done. C. D.Howe Institute Policy Study 31. Toronto: C. D. Howe Institute, 1997. P. 96.
265Lemiew,Thomas and W. Bentley Macleod, UI State Dewndence and Unern~lo-ment
Insurance: UI Impacts on Worker Behaviour. Ottawa: Human Resource Development Canada,
May, 1995. P. 13.
2M~bid.,
p. 29.
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that is too short to assess the full impact of training.'67 Baldwin also points out that in the
majority of Canadian prograrn evduations, and much other research as well, the only training
outcomes that are assessed were labour market outcomes. Omitted fiom such assessments was
the impact on the participants's self esteem and the individual's capacity to h c t i o n in a social

and political sense. Baldwin suggests that while labour market outcomes are central to the object
of the exercise, other relevant outcomes must be ~onsidered.~~'

Comrnunity partnerships have evolved as an important mechanism to deliver labour
market training at the local level. Correspondhg to this evolution, it is necessary to develop a
comprehensive evaluation mechanism to assess the effectiveness of the delivery of labour market
training through such partnerships. Such a comprehensive evaluation mechanism should consist
of three facets:
Program EvaIuation

The traditional program evaluation methodology associated with the costs of training and
program operation.

The Communiîy Partnership
In a holistic approach to evaluating a program within a civic community, the impact of the
institutional structure used to deliver the prograrn is a integrated element to assessing the
prograrn. In the case of the case shidy
used in this research, the performance of the community partnership is a key factor to the
success of the program and to the success of the community. Hence, an evaluation of the
cornmunity partnership is a critical component to the evaluation process.
BddHrin, Bob, "Training and UI in the 90s and Beyond; What's Required? 1s it
important to Provide Eaniings- Related Benefits to Unemployed Canadians?" Warm Heart,
Cold Countrv: Fiscal and Social Policv Reform in Canada Daniel Drache (editor). Ottawa: Copublished by the Caledon Institute of Social Policy and the Robarts Centre for Canadian Studies,
1995. Pp. 247 -248.
268 This is consistent with the trend in many areas of social policy. Satya Brink and Allen
Zeesman have just completed the development of social indicators that will serve to monitor the
social union and measure factors essential for its maintenance and its desirable evolution. The
social state of the nation is considered as a key growth indicator just as the GDP is to econornic
growth. See: Brink, Satya and Allen Zeesman, Measurine Social Well-beinn: An Index of Social
Heaith for Canada. Applied Research Branch, HRDC, Working Paper R-97-9E. June 1997.
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Societal Well-being

As mentioned previously in this thesis, societal well-being is an indicator of the
institutional arrangements that enable a society to fulfill it cormnitments to individuals,
communities and the collective identity. As part of the evaluation process, the
contribution of this program to societal well-being of the community should be assessed
To conduct a comprehensive evaluation of a community partnership, it is important to go beyond
the traditional program evaluation. Central to any community partnership involved in the delivery

of labour market training is the training participant whose own social and economic well-being
achieved through the training contributes to the social and economic well-being of the
community. The training of the individual participant impacts not only on the community
partnership and its success/failure but on the success/failureof the entire cornmunity. The
achievement or failure of one cannot be separated fiom the rest
It is only through a careful assessrnent of al1 three components that a true

evaluation of the operation of a community partnership can be achieved and the full impact of the
r e m s to the individual and to the community on the training investrnent can be accurately
assessed. The inclusion of al1 three components compounds the technical challenge of linking
program interventions to outcomes in the real world.

I. Traditional Prowam Evaluation
In determining the effectiveness of training programs, most of the cornmon indicators used
relate to the employment success of the participants. This subsection provides a brief synopsis of
the evaluation cornponents of training programs in Australia, the United States and Canada.
Australian Indicatum

According to information fiom the Industry Commission in Australia, performance
indicators for providers of employment seMces should include:
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cost pet client in case management;
cost per individual achieving a "successful" outcorne; and
for a given cost, the client satisfaction with elements of the service.
On a broader basis, an assessrnent could also be conducted on:
cost to achieve a given decrease in benefit payments;
cost to achieve a given decline in long-term unemployment; and
cost to achieve a decline in overall unernpl~yment.~~~

American Indicalors
In the United States, the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) required that the following

performance indicators be used in assessing JTPA performance:'7o
Entry to Uosubsidized Employment: Percentage of al1 prograrn terminees who enter full
or part-time unsubsidized employment is measured.
Attainment of Employnbility Enhancements: Program t e d e e s who do not enter
unsubsidized employment but who obtain outcornes recognized as enhancing long-term
employability and contributing to potential long-term increases in earning and
employments are measured as a percentage of ail terminees.
Average Weeks Worked at Followup: A Service Delivery Area (SDA) average on the
number of weeks worked by the terminees in the thirteen weeks following their
temination fiom the program.
Average Weekly Earnings at Followup: A SDA average of total weekly earnings of the
terminees in the thirteenth week following termination fiom the program.
Employment Rate at Followup: This measures the number of former participants who
were employed in the thirteenth week after termination as a percentage of al1 terminees.

269 Maddock, Lyn, Simon Corden and Timothy Hunt, "Contracting Out Case Management
Services for the Unemployed in Australia", Contracting Out Governrnent Services: Best Practice
Guidelines and Case Studies. Jon Blondal (editor). Public Management Occasionai Papers No.
20. OECD, 1997. P. 2 1.
270Jennings,Edward T. and JoAnn G, Ewalt, "Interorganizational Coordination,
Administrative Consolidation, and Policy Performance", Public Administration Review. Vol. 58,
No. 5. Septembd October 1998. Pp. 417 - 428.
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Weighting procedures adjusted the performance indicators depending on the environmental and
demographic factors of the SDA.

Canadian Indicators

The evaluation of UI-sponsored training in Canada, when conducted, has traditionaily

addressed whether government training programs enhanced the re-employment prospects of UI
claimants and among these different programs which were most cost-effective. A comprehensive
review of UI-sponsored training programs was conducted in 1993. The evaluation exarnined five
dimensions of employability: re-employment success; length of time to get a job; stability of
employment obtained; receipt of social assistance, and eamings."' The evaluation methodology
used in this review was a non-experimental design based on personal interviews, mail and
telephone surveys, and data analysis.
A similar evaluation methodology was used in the Evaluation of the Emplo~ability

Imorovement Program which was conducted by HRDC and Ekos Research Associates in
December, 1995."

The scope of the evaiuation was an examination of three components of the

Employabiliry frogram (EIP),a client-centered approached established in 1991, that represented a

consolidation of severai programs and services formerly offered under the Canadian Jobs
Sfrategy and the National Employment Services (NES). The three components included:

"'

These five components were the basis of a study by Park, Norman, Craig Riddell and
Robert Power, Evaluation of UI-Sponsored Traininq.HRDC Evaluation Brief. August 19%. This
study compared the effectiveness five different training programs Feepayer, DIR clients (a
client who has the approval of an adjudication officer to study part-time while actively seeking
work), Job Development, Job Entry and Ski11 Shortages. Although some program evaluation
took place in the 1980s under a review of Canadian Jobs Strategy, significant efforts in program
evaluation are a recent development.
'*KRDC, Evaiuation of the Em~loyabilitvImprovement Promam. Ottawa: HRDC, 1995.
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Job Opporiunities (JO), a prograrn which provided wage reimbursement ans hancial
assistance for training costs to employers who provide on-the-job training and work
experience to participants;
Project-Based Training (PBT), a program of integrated classroom and on-the-job training.
Contracts were established with project CO-ordinatorswho manged appropriate
employment activities which may include skills training, life skills, job search ancilor job
placements.
Purchase of Training (POT), a program which provided clients with the opportunity to
learn new job skills in a classroom setting. Training was purchased fiom private or public
sector trainers. Eligible training must meet the needs of the local labour market as well as
the client's interests and aptitudes.

The evaluation addressed the issue of prograrn success by examining, through the use of
the following four indicators, the incremental post-prograrn labour market experience of
participants:
annual weeks working;
annual earnings;
annual weeks on UI;and
annual weeks of socid assistance.
Using a cornparison group of non-participants, an incremental impact of what the participants
actually experienced in the labour market after training, compared to what they would have
experienced without training was established.

Case Sfudy Evuluatim Methodology

For the purposes of this study, the evaluation of the training program used in the case
study will consist of a traditional prograrn performance review using an evaluation of prograrn
costs and the five employabiiity indicators discussed in the preceding section. Specifically, the
program will be reviewed on the following outcornes:
cost of program, including total program cost versus budget amount and cost of
training per participant;
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re-employment success including the completion rate of the program;
length of tirne to h d employment;
stability of employment obtained;
receipt of transfer payments after program completion; and
income levels of program graduates.
These quantifiable outcornes will constitute the program performance measures
used for the traditional program evaluation of the case study.
The methodology for this analysis will be a review of project-specific data tabulated by the
project manager as well as survey results from former program participants. Employer surveys
were also previously conducted by the project manager and that information will be used for both
the program evaluation and the evaluation of the community partnership.

IL Evuluatin~The Institution Within the Communitv - The Cornmuni@Pattnetshiv
Evaluation of community partnerships is an emerging field. There is an absence of a
theoretical framework and a related methodological approach which could provide the basis for a
valid evaluation of a community partr~ership."~To assist federal managers in the development

"The web site for HRDC does contain some data on program evduations. An
evaluation that was done for a similar project to the Triple S Training Group was The Formative
Evaluation of the Community Skills Centres conducted in 1996. However, the latter program
was a province-wide initiative with different objectives to the Triple S project. It was
nevertheless used as a refereace point and may provide the reader with some insight into
evaluation methodology for community training initiatives. See: HRDC,The Formative
Evaluation of the Comrnunitv Skills Centres. Final report, May, 1997.
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and management of partnership arrangements, the Treasury Board Se~tetariat~'~
has published a
guide that delineates six steps to successful collaboration that include the following:

Collaborate by choice, sot by chance.
PROPRIETY: 1s the arrangement legd
VALUE: Do the benefits to Canadians outweigh the costs?
ACCOUNTABILITY: Can al1 parties be held responsible for their actions?
SOUND MANAGEMENT: C m the results be enhanced by planned action?
Check the legalities and definitions
TRUE LEGAL PARTNERSHIPS
COLLABORATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
FUNDiNG MECHANISMS
Consult with the federal specialists
PRUDENCE AND PROPRIETY ISSUES
LEGAL, FINANCIAL AND CONTRACTMG ISSUES
HUMAN RESOURCE ISSUES
COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION ISSUES
Hold the partners accountable

Maxirnize the value of collaboration
Acbieve the best results with souad management technique^."^

These guidelines establish more of a mechanistic, managerial approach to the development of a
partnership framework but do not allow for an holistic evaluation of the partnership.
As mentioned previously in this thesis, partnerships can be used for a variety of different
p~rposes.''~Given this diversity, the performance of a community partnership cannot be judged

''' The Treasury Board Secretariat has also published guidelines for the development of
ASDs: Treasury Board Secretariat, Framework for Alternate Promarn Delivery. Ottawa: Minister
of Supply and Services, 1995.
275 Treasury Board Secretariat, The Federd Govemment as Partners: Six Steps to
Successful Collaboration, June, 1995. Pp. 1 -1 7.
According to Herman Bakvis, partnerships at HRDC flourished with the revamped
service delivery network and the M g of new human resource centre managers, emphasizing the
need for strong entrepeneurial skills, to oversee job-creation partnerships. Source: Bakvis,
Heman, "Human Resource Development", How Ottawa Swnds: 1996 97: Life Under the
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only against the Treasury Board guidelines. A much more holistic approach would provide a
more comprehensive evaluation of the community partnership as an institution in the community.

The definition of a community partnership as provided by the Conference Board of
Canada, and discussed in an earlier chapter of this thesis, could serve as the basis for a holistic
evaluation. The defuiition identified several cornponents that are critical to the success of a
community partnership:
A relationship involving two or more organizations
that have agreed to work CO-operativelywith the
common goal of addressing a human/community
issue or set of issues. A partnership requues the
sharing of power, work, resources, support and information
with others. Through mutual agreement and shared
values, a partnership confers benefits on each
partner as well as the community, while fostering an
achievement of ends that are acceptable to dl participant^.?^
It is only when al1 aspects of this definition are met that the contractual arrangement between the

parties involved tmly becomes a community partnership.

From this definition then, the following criteria wili be used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the community partnership:

Co-opentive Relationship
The definition refers to a relationship involving two or more organizations that have
agreed to work CO-operativelywith the common goal of addressing a hurnanfcommunity
issue or set of issues. The evduation of this aspect of the partnership relationship would
examine the CO-operativenature of the relationship between d l parties involved in the
partnership as well as the sharing of a common goal towards addressing a specified
issue@)between al1 parties.

Sharing Betwccn Partners
Knife. Editor: Gene Swimmer. Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1996. p. 155.
2n~udet,
Beverley A. and Janet Rostarni, Partnership Strateeies for Conununity
Investment: Findines of National Consultations. Ottawa: Conference Board of Canada. 1993(?).
p.3. For a M e r discussion on the definitions and structures of partnerships, the reader is
referred to pages 9 to 11 in this document.
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A critical part of a partnership relationship is that there be a sense of sharing between the
partners. Not only is there a sharing of work, support and information with others, there
must also be a sharing of power in a partnership. There is no need for an equal division of
power, work, support or information sharuig amongst al1 parties to the partnership.
Certainly, one party rnay have more power than another and one may have more work than
another. What is important in evaluating this criteria is that the parties in a partnership
still experience a sense of "sharing" in the relationship. If the relationship becomes one
more of a command and control nature, than it fails as a partnership and becomes only a
contracting of services or provisions.

Sense of Acbievement
The partnership relationship must work under the urnbrella of rnutual agreement and
s h e d values to obtain benefits for the partners and for the community. The ultimate test
of the effectiveness of a cornrnunity partnership is whether it achieved "ends" or
outcornes that are acceptable to al1 participants.
Using qualitative data obtained through written surveys and in-person interviews, the community
partnership in the case study will be evaluated on the basis of these three criteria.

III. Societal Well-being
Any costing work involves the identification, measurement and valuation of the resources
foregone by society; more specifically: the opportunity cost of the activity. In order to properly

m e s s the impact of training services offered by a comrnunity partnenhip, it is important to
acknowledge the societd costs of unemployment and, conversely, the societd benefits of reernployment. As noted by economists Diane Bellemare and Lise Poulin-Simon, the real costs of
unemployment in Canada go well beyond the loss of wages for one worker and include a number
of economic and societal ~osts."~

'''Bellemare, Diane and Lise Poulin-Simon,What is the Real Cost of Unemplo-ment in
Canada. Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Poiicy Alternatives, May 1994.
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In providing a firamework for assessing the societd costs of unemployment, the following
factors could be considered:"
The social cos& to government
Transfer payments
Revenue loss - corporate and personal

The social cos& to indusfv
Productivity loss
The social cos& to the community
Social cleavages and marginalization of displaced workers
The social cos& io the indivithl and hisher family

Personal distress is translated to family distress
When dl factors are considered, there are considerable social costs to passively maintainhg the

unemployed in a community.

a.. The Social Costs to Government

Social security payments redistribute a society's resource fiom taxpayers to benefit
recipients and do not reduce the overall availabiiity of resources. Thus, fiom a strict economic
interpretation, transfer payrnents are not considered a cost but simply redistribute purchasing
power.
In terms of assessing the societal costs of unemployment, however, it is maintained that
transfer payments to idle workers are indeed a societal cost. A report by HRDC estimated that the

The basis for this conceptual outline is taken from attempts to estimate the societal
costs of alcohol. Social cost analysis is an emerging field and one filled with much controversy
over methodology. Nevertheless, it is still a valid process to try to estimate the opportunity costs
lost to the community by having displaced members of the labour force. See: Maynard, Alan,
Christine Godfiey and Geoff Hardman, Conceptual Issues in Estimarine the Social Costs of
Alcohol. Paper prepared for an International Symposium on the Economic Costs of Substance
Abuse. Banff, Canada. May 11 13,1994.
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loss of output due to cyclical unemployment translates into net budgetary costs to government of
$8 to $12 billion. This was based on an unemployment rate of 10.4% in 1994, in relation to an

unemployment rate corresponding to potential output of 8.5%. This means that the consolidated
deficit for al1 governrnents migbt have been between $27.4 and $3 1.4 billion instead of the
observed level, $39.4 billion. At the federal level, the budgetary costs of an unemployment rate of
10.4% in 1994 could be of the order of $5 to $6 billion. For 1994, this means that if the economy

had perfomed to its potential, the federal deficit could have been $22.5 to $23.5 billion instead of
the actualS28.5 (based on national accounts) billion. The budgetary cost estimates of $8 billion
for al1 govemments and $5 billion for the federal government were taken fiom the Finance
Department estimates for this study.'"
With competing demands on public sector resources, the use of govenunent funds (or the
funds collected by govemment through employers and the employed) for passive assistance
restricts the availability of h d s for other uses vital to the public good. It is a cost expenditure

with limited return on investrnent value, only the immediate support and resulting purchasing
power to the recipient. When such hinds are used for active assistance measures such as support

in job search and skills training, the costs associated with this expenditure can be considered a
human capital investment, an activity that will ultimately benefit the society.
The other cost to government is the foregone revenue base generated by the employment
of the individual. Included in this would be corporate taxes resdting fiom payroll taxes and
increased productivity through a Mly employed labour force; personal income tax that would be

Bedard, Marcel, The Economic and Social Costs of Unem~lo~ment.
Research Paper
R-96-12E. Applied Research Branch. Strategy Policy. Human Resources Development Canada.
June, 1996. P. 10.
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generated through the employment of the individuai; and, consumption taxes generated fiom the
purchasing power of an employed worker.

Other public sector expenses also arise through unemployment.?" An obvious one is the
cost on our health care system which will be discussed later. Unemployment may also create a
spin-off effect on those who are still employed and fearful of their jobs. This workplace anxiety
may create inattentiveness and ultimately lead to hcreased industrial accidents and workers'
compensation claims. As well, long term unemployment, particularly for those workers who are
over age 45, may produce an increase in the cost of public pension plans in the future. Older
displaced workers do not have the means to Save for future retirement. Ultimately, increased payouts from public sector pensions will increase the costs of the old-age pension plan.

b. The Social Cos& to Industry

A skilled work force is the key to industrial productivity. Econornists have calculated a

value added for every worker ernpl~yed.~"For example, the employment of one worker in the
manufacturing sector added $49,672 (in 1986 dollars) per annum or $25.69 per hour on a national
basis and $36,942 per annum or S 19.31 per hour for Manitoba to the GDP for 1995.
A report by the applied research branch of HRDC quantified output losses related to

cyclical unemployment, as approximately $16 to $55 billion, which is between 2.1% and 7.3% of
the GDP of $748 billion. The loss in output caused by structural unemployment was estimated at
$13 to $22 billion for 1994. For 1994, the total loss in output due to both cyclical and structural

unemployment was estirnated at $29 to $77 billion, or approximately 3.8% to 10% of the GDP.

p.%id

pp. 21 -22.
Un See the Tables and methodological explmation in Appendix A. Source: The Centre for
the Study of Living Standards based on Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey and GDP Data.
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The report estimated that each percentage of unemployment in excess of the rate of
unemployment under potential output is associated with a loss of output pf the order of 1.5 to 2.5
per cent. For the purposes of the study, the rate of fictional unemployment under conditions of
full employment, that is the unemployment level where there is full use of human resources and
only a transitional period between two periods of employment for geographic or other reasons,
was established as between 3% to 4%. 283

A study by economists Lars Osberg, Fred Wiens and Jan Grude calculated the loss in

output due to excess unempioyment in 1994 as $57 billion per year. They arrived at this sum by
multiplying 2.5% of Gross Domestic Product ($766.4 billion in the fourth quarter of 1994) tirnes
the difference between the unemployment rate (then 10%) minus the "natural rate" of
unemployment which was determined as 7%.'"

To emphasize the magnitude of this sum, the

author note that this amount is far larger than the poverty gap: the amount of money required to
raise the incomes of al1 poor people in Canada above the poverty line, which the National Council

on Welfare estimated as $1 3.4 billion in 1991. Furthemore, the simple fact of finding
employment for the excess unemployed and rehiming to the natural rate of 7% would in itself
raise a number of people out of poverty.
The labour shares for total factor productivity for manufacturing was 55.8% in 1995, an
indicator that the sector is quite dependent on a skilled workforce. A mismatch of d l l e d jobs
and idle workers that lack skills is simply very costiy to industrial productivity. As stated by the

OECD in May, 1998, Canada does have an output gap (deviation of actual GDP fiom potential
2a3 Bedard, Marcel, The Economic and Social Costs of Unemolovment. Research Paper
R-96-12E. Applied Research Branch. Strategy Policy.Human Resources Development Canada.
June, 1996. P. 8.
"~sberg, L m ,Fred Wien, and Jan Gnide, Vanishine Jobs: Canada's Chanzing
Worblace. Toronto: Janes Lorimer & Co., 1995. P. 188.
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GDP as a percentage of potential GDP)and high structurai unemployment of 8.5% that has
remained fairly stable.
Most of Canada's unemployment has resulted fiom a change in employment. This has
been combined with a positive increase in employment and out put growth in Canada."'

These

facts would suggest that structural unemployment in Canada has contributed to a productivity
loss. The need for a skilled workforce is even more urgent considering the increase in output and
employment growth.
As Harvard economist Dale Jorgenson states, "an individual who completes a course of
education or training adds to the supply of people with higher qualifications or skills. The
resulting Stream of labour income can be divided between labour input and its marginal product.

The increase in labour contributes to output growth in proportion to the marginal pr~duct.""~Dr.
Jorgenson defines productivity as output per unit of input. The input is in two foms: capital input
and labour input. In his research on the Amencan economy, it was concluded that there were
equal retums based on this definition of productivity fiom investments in labour capital (i.e.

human capital investments) as there were fiom investments in capital input. Productivity cannot
be achieved without investments in both labour input as well as capital input.
Economists refer to a theory known as Okun's Law to calculate the value of lost
production due to unemployment.'"

Under Okun's Law, the value of lost production is calculated

2"0ECD. The OECD Jobs Stratep: Promess Rewrt on the Im~lementationof CountrySoecific Recomrnendations. OECD Economics Department Working Papers No. 196.' 15 May
1998.

'"This idormation was taken fiom Jorgenson, Dale W. and Eric Yip, "Whatever

Happened to Productivity Growth?", a paper presented at the Distinguished Speakers in
Econornics Program, Indusüy Canada, Ottawa. October 3 1, 1998. Dr. Jorgenson also spoke about
his previous research activities during this presentation.
For a detailed discussion on this calculation methodology, the reader is referred to
Bellemare, Diane and Lise Poulin-Simon, M a t is the Real Cost of Unemplovment in Canada.
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after the natural rate of unemployment is considered. Bellemare and Poulin-Simon use 3.5% as
the rate of fictional employment. On that basis, they calculate the cost of lost profits as

$33,3 18.92 (in Millions of dollars) for 1993. Complete details are shown in the following table.

They conclude their analysis noting that every group would benefit financially and economically
fkom full employment.

Unemployed Person
Ûross salaries lost
UI Benefits Received
Social assistance
Persons Employed
Lost wages
Additional ui premiums

and other owners

Governments
Direct taxes
Indirect taxes
Grants
Additional social assistance spending

Il

TOTAL* (costs per group minus direct

1 Cost per unemployed person ($)
1 Costs per employed person ($)
*

1
1

fi

Note: This total is not the mm o f the four groups because direct taxes paid by the first three groups have ken subtracted in ord
to provide an overall net cost to the economy,

-

Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, May 1994. Pp. 2 6.
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Source: Bellemare, Diane and Lise Poulin-Simon, What is the Real Cost of Unem~lovmentin Canada. Ottawa: Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives, May 1994. P. 7.

The above table demonstrates the widespread nature of econornic costs to individuals, business
and government due to unemployment above a natural rate.

As discussed earlier in this thesis, due to many constraints, small enterprises do not
expend a great amount of resources to train employees and experience high turnover. Small and
medium size enterprises also generate the iargest number of jobs in Canada. By providing

displaced workers with the basic entry skills to gain access to the labour market, there are
significant indushial productivity benefits.
A recent labour market study compared the treatment of displaced workers in Japan and

Canada. It noted that, unlike in Japan, Canadian employers do not have a unifonn national
employment adjustment mechanism to allow them to train employees for changing market
demands and that almost one-third of Canadian workers were "laid off' in 1993 without a recall
date.

Using data h m the 1997 research work of Picot and Lin at Statistics Canada, the study

pointed out that small fims empioying low wage earnea were most likely to have layoff become
permanent and that pemanently laid off workers who managed to obtain re-employment usually
incurred a loss in wages. Men with over ten years tenue suffered the greatest loss in reemployment (1 1.05%).

In Japan, there are many prograrns in Japan whose purpose is to maintain employment
stability in declining f m s or industries. The adjustment prograrns are administered under two

2 8 8 cornprehensive
~
cornparison of the treatment of displaced workers in Japan and
Canada is found in a study by: Abe, Masahahiro, Yoshio Higuchi, Peter Kuhn, Masao Nakumara
and Arthur Sweetman, Worker Displacement in Ja~anand Canada Paper presented for the
CILN/Upjohn project: "Losing Work, Moving On: Worker Displacement in International
Context" and presented at the CILN conference, September 27 - 29,1998, Burlington, Canada.
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distinct bodies of legislation: Employment Insurance (EI) laws and Employment Maintenance

(EM) laws. In addition to providing benefits to eligible unemployed workers, the EI laws
subsidize various employer activities related to unemployment prevention, increased employment
and development of workers' skills. These subsidies are financed by employers' EI premiums.

The EM law provides similar benefits to unemployed workers who are not eligible for EI and to
firms who employ them. The EM programs are financed by general revenue as wetl as local
govenunent revenues,
The Japanese Ministry of Labour maintains lists of industries in nesd of signifiant
employment adjustment. The first list is "special employment adjustment industries", which are
considered to face little prospect for future recovery. The second list contains "employrnent
adjustment industries" which are considered to have a better chance of recovery. Employment
maintenance and adjustment subsidies are paid under Japan's EI program for four different
categories:
Employment adjustment subsidies. The Japanese government subsidizes the wages of
worken who are laid off, are on educationdtraining assignrnents because of the lack of
work, or are reassigned to another fim (Shukko).
Labour movement employment stability subsidy. Firms in special employment
adjustment industries which invest in new lines of business in order to employ workers
who have become redundant in the old operations are eligible for this subsidy. In addition,
these subsidies are also payable to firm who hire workers displaced fiom special
employrnent adjustment industries.
Labour movement ability development subsidy. This subsidy is given to employers in
special employment adjustrnent industries who provide workers with education andfor
training for the purpose of Shukko, arranging for new jobs and reassignment of workers to
new lines of business.
Lifetime ability development subsidy. Employers in special adjusmient industries, as
well as other qualified employers, who provide training to enhance the workers' ski11
leveis are entitied to this subsidy.
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Canada does not have a formal approach to employrnent stabilization similar to Japan. "Ad hoc"
adjustment programs are the nom in Canada, similar to the agreement between the steel industry
and the federal govenunent which provided a source of inspuation for the community partnership
discussed in the case study of this thesis.
Employers in Canada experience a much higher separation rate than Japanese employers,
34.7% of al1jobs in Canada in 1993 compared to 14.3% in Japan. Aimost half of the separations

were temporary in the sense that the worker renimed to the same employer in either the sarne or
next year. The permanent Canadian separation was therefore 19.2%. The rate of involuntary
permanent job loss in Canada for male workers in 1993 was 9.4%, a rate seven times the Japanese
rate of 1.3% in 1995. Although there may be some reporting errors in the Canadian data due to
coding requirements, it is still apparent that Canadian displacement rates are higher than the
Japanese rates and that small firms have higher and more volatile over the business cycle
permanent layoff rates. As demonstrated in the previous charts, lower earnings workers have a

higher displacement rate than do higher earnings worken. It is also significant that experienced
workers usualiy take a pay cut upon re-employment which may suggest an under-utilization of
their skills in the new position or a failure to upgrade existing skills to maintain higher wages. In
either case, N1 productivity of the labour capital of the worker is not achieved. The productivity
loss to both employers and employees d u ~ these
g layoff periods is a significant social cost. This
is especially tnie when one considers that Canada invests a great deal in technological resources
yet does not have the conesponding investment in human reso~rces.'~~
A ment Globe & Mail report noted that Canada, according to a 1998 OECD study,
ranked third d e r the United States and Japan in per capita spending on technology. Canada
spent an average of $697 (US.)while the United States spent $1,207 and Japan spent $854. See:
Tuck, Simon,"Canadians rank third in technology spending9',Globe & ail or ont o. October 9,
1998. P. B3.
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Another real loss of unemployment is the loss of human capital. An obvious result of this
is the "brain drain" of the best and the brightest fiom a region, or even the nation, because they
cannot find comparable work within their home marketplace. A recent study by the C.D. Howe
Institute on the "brain drain" of managers and professionals to the United States in 199314 as
creating a net loss to Canadian taxpayers of $651 million.2wFor managers and professionals
during the entire 1982-96 period the net loss to Canadian society was $6.7 billion."' This has
severe consequences to industry for a loss of innovation and talent. Not only does industry lose
their innovative capacity but society and govemment also loses on their educational investrnent
and fiiture return on investment.
For those who remain unemployed within their home marketplace, there is still a loss to

industry in the deterioration of skills. When employed, an individual is usually provided with
opportunities to maintain, and even upgrade, ski11 levels. An idle worker does not enjoy these
benefits. The value of intellectual capital development to an industry is dificult to estirnate. The
accounting law and standards developed after World War II have no method by which intellectual
capital cm be quantified since it is very much part of a relationship process between employeeemployer for mutual growth in value.2g2The core of intellectual capital is a company's fiiture

It should be noted that Statistics Canada disputes the results of this study, noting that
the study does not include the 'import' of talent, especially through multinational corporations.
Although there has been some controversy sumunding the arnount of loss highlighted in this
study, the study itself still raises the valid point of that the exit of taiented, trained individuals
does economic harm.
29' DeVoretz, Don and Samuel A. Laryea, Canadian Human Ca~ital
Transfers: The
United States and Be~ond.C.D.Howe Commentary No. 115. Toronto: C.D. Howe Institute,
October, 1998.
For a complete discussion on the difficulties of the valuation process for inteliechial
capital development, please see Skandia, Human Ca~italin Transformation. 1998.
Http://www.skandia.se This Swedish Company specializes in the development of a new
accounting methodology for intellectual capital valuaes.
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eamings capability. Both human capital and structurai capital contribute to the company's value
development. The cost to industry of non-utilized or under-utilized human capital is
udathomable.
Canada is cunently facing a productivity dilemma.293Since the free trade agreement was

signed, exports have nsen, jobs dependent on the U.S. market have risen, the deficit has been
elirninated, interest rates are low but productivity continues to slump. Economist Rick Harris of
Simon Fraser University does not attribute this to a lack of capital investment, stating its been
growing about 3% per worker each year. The overall education levels in Canada rank high
compared to world standards. Foreign control of Canada's manufacturing capability could be a
possible reason since foreign companies usually do research and innovation in their home country.

Tax levels may also contribute to the problem Productivity growth is M e r stymied by new
surges of entrants into the workforce who lack skills. The economic productivity of a country is

inevitably linked to the standards of livings in a country. If productivity deteriorates, so do living

standard^.'^'

c. The Social Costs to the Community
As suggested by Fred McMahon of the Atlantic Institute for Market Studies, too often

economic development activities are discussed in terms that

293 Simpson, Jeftiey, "The Productivity P d e " , The Globe & Mail. Toronto. November
17, 1998. P.A30.
For a more detailed discussion on the link between economic productivity and living
standards, the reader is referred to a report by the Centre for the Study of Living Standards,
Productivitv: Key to Econornic Success. Ottawa: Centre for the Study of Living Standards,
March, 1998.
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leave out human beings."'

Abstract concepts of unemployment fail to address the real impact that

unemployment has in a community. People matter, not only because the economy exists to satisfy
their needs, but the beliefs of individuals in a community influence what the economy will do. If
people feel insecure about their employment prospects, they are more cautious spending their
money. Lower sales, fewer jobs and leaner jobs become a self-fidfilling prophecy throughout the
community. When people faced with the perception of a bleak economic future, economic growth
may be hindered. 1 would contend that if an unemployed is actively engaged in a training program
that has proven successful in job placement, then the unemployed worker will still retain a sense
of confidence in his, and, as a result, the community's economic future. This resulting confidence
has many spill-over ef'fiects to other areas of society.
Conversely, the maintenance of dependency and lack of self-confidence created by a
passive transfer of assistance has negative consequences not only for the individual but for his
cornmunity. The maintenance of passive forms of assistance develops a dependency culture
throughout the community that is dificult to overcome. Fred McMahon cites the massive federal
transfer payments to the Atlantic region as a hindrance to the necessary economic restructuring
that was needed to develop a productive local economy. Without massive government assistance,
it is argued that the Atlantic region would have made the necessary adjustrnents to a new
economy. Part of this adjustment rnight have been the alleviation of the departwe of the better
educated, more skilled workers to other parts of Canada -- leaving the Atlantic region
govemments with an older, less productive workforce and a smaller tax base. There has been a
longstanding debate on the issue of whether market forces alone can correct regionai disparities.

McMahon, Fred, Lookinp the Gifi Horse in the Mouth: the Impact of Federal Transfers
on Atlantic Canada.. Halifax, Nova Scotia: The Atlantic Institute for Market Studies, 1997.
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Public sector mines spent on an active labour market policy of prompt re-skilling of idle workers,
rather than simply passive public sector assistance, would have assisted the region in the
economic restructuring.
The experience of unemployment in a neighbourhood also influences the eamings of
future generation. Research by Miles Corak and Andrew Heisz of Statistics Canada has
demonstrated that neighbourhood economic conditions and social capital are particularly
important in understanding the income disparities between the members of the next generation of
young adult wage earner~."~The labour market outcomes as aduits for children raised in different

neighbourhoods has iittle to do with differences in average parental income. Their results suggest
that :
economic conditions in the neighbourhood, as reflected mainly in the neighbourhood
unemployment rate and youth unemployment rate, have a strong association with adult
incomes and earnings of teenagers;
the social capital of the neighbourhood, as reflected in the educational attainrnent of the
adults and the affluence of the neighbourhood, also displays a relationship; and
social capital at the individual level, as measured by the strength of the child's ties to the
neighbourhood, also has a noteworthy association with eamings and income in adulthood.
Unemployment Ievels in a community thus have an affect on fuhw generations.
Other current research has M e r supported the conclusions of Corak and Heisz. The
implication of research by economists Huw Lloyd-Ellis and Nicolas Marceau demonstrates that
the history of a community matters for the economic fbture of subsequent generations. Higher
investments by one generation generates an increased demand for labour for the next, which bids

Corak, Miles and Andrew Heisz, Neighbourhoods. Social Ca~italand the Lone-term
Promects for Children. A paper prepared for the Centre for the Study of Living Standards,
Conference on the State of Living Standards and the Quality of Life in Canada. Ottawa, Ontario.
October 30 3 1, 1998.
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up theit wages and relaxes their borrowing requirements."

Comrnunities plagued by

unemployment do not have the money to invest; thus, the earnings of fbture generations are
hindered.
Other research studies have found adverse consequences fiom the quality of the
neighbourhood. Living in a well-to-do neighbourhood also appears to help a child's future
earnings. For every '6 1,000 increase in the rnedian neighbourhood income, sons can expect to earn
$400 more per year as young adults, daughters about $800 more.2Yx

With increased human capital investment, the depressed economies of poorer regions have
been shown to converge more rapidly with more prosperous econ~rnies.'~~
In growth theory,
convergence refers to the tendency for poor economies to grow faster than the rich ones. A
number of researchers have s h o w that the growth rate of a variety of per capita income and
output measures and productivity have tended to be higher in poorer provinces than in the rich
ones since 1950 and the dispersion across provinces of these economic indicators is noticeably
smaller today than it was after World War II. Productivity across provinces has converged even
more rapidly than any other income or output indicator. The research of Serge Coulombe and

'"

Lloyd-Ellis, Huw and Nicolas Marceau, Gettine Over the Hum:A Theorv of Crime,
Credit and Accumulation. Centre for Research on Economic Fluctuations and Ernployrnent
Working Paper No. 65. Montreal: Centre for Research on Economic Fluctuations and
Employrnent, October 1998. P. 5 .
"8Corak, Miles and Andrew Heisz, "How to Get Ahead in Life: Some Correlates of
Intergenerational Income Mobility in Canada", Labour Markets. Social Institutions. and the
Future of Canada's Children. Miles Corak (editor). Ottawa: Statistics Canada, November 1998.
Pp. 65 89. See also the newspaper review in The Gazette, Like father. Like son?. Montreal,
November 6, 1998.
For a complete discussion on this topic, the reader is refened to:
Coulombe, Serge and Jean-Francois Tremblay, Hurnan Ca~itaiand Reeional Convergence in
Canada. A paper prepared for the Centre for the Study of Living Standards, Conference on the
State of Living Standards and the Quality of Life in Canada. Ottawa,Ontario. October 30 - 31,
1998.
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Jean-Francois Tremblay has demonstrated that most of the relative growth profile of per capita
income across Canadian provinces since the early part of the 1950s can be explained by the
convergence process of human capital indicators. In essence, the dynamics of human capital
accumulation is the driving force of growth. During the convergence process, the accumulation of
physical is cùiven by the accumulation of human capital, and per capita income disparities from
one economic region to another are explained by disparities in human capital theory. This
research provides another compelling reason for human capital investrnent.
Current research by Cam Mustard and others at the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy and
Evaluation has also demonstrated a strong and consistent dependence between the material
resources available to the individual and to individual health.3w The research provides evidence
to argue that, on a population basis, the casud direction of the relationship between income and
health is dominated by the pathway fiom income to health status, rather than the opposite
pathway, where health status determines income through effects on educational attainment and
tenure of labour force participation. Allowing an individual to remain in poverty would thus have
adverse health consequences.
This is similar to research by Birch, Stoddart and ela and."' In their study,
they have developed an econornic mode1 for the determinants of health based on the contextual
relationship of the individual to hidher comrnunity. For example, the employment status of an
individual may influence the individual's health through one of many pathways, but the level of

'"Mustard, Cameron A. et al, Income Ineaualitv and Inequality in Health: Im~lications
for Thinkina about Weil-being. A paper prepared for the Centre for the Study of Living
Standards, Conference on the State of Living Standards and the Quality of Life in Canada.
Ottawa, Ontario. October 30 3 1, 1998.
'O1 Birch, S., G. Stoddardt and F. Beland, Modellinn the Community as a Deteminant of
Health. McMaster University Centre for Heaith Econornics and Policy Anaiysis. Working Paper
No. 97 9. September, 1997.
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influence may be conditioned by the context (or community) of the individual (e.g. the general
level andor distribution of unemployment in the community). The distribution of unemployment

in a community thus affects the level of health for the population.
Researcher Richard Wilkinson has noted that an examination of a nurnber of health
egalitarian societies shows that they al1 share the very important characteristics of strong social
cohesion, as evidenced by low income inequality and that high life expectancy and low income
inequality are ~orrelated.~'~
Such societies have a strong community life with residents of the
community involved in social and voluntary activities outside the home. Wiikinson provides
evidence to demonstrate the causal relationship that life expectancy in different countries is
dramatically improved where income differences are small and societies more cohesive.
Specific health problems that are usually associated with the poverty of unemployment
include:
malnutrition among the poor, responsible for infectious diseases;
a generally higher stress level among low-incorne groups, associated with mental and
psychomotor disorders, akoholism, cardiovascular and rend disease due to high blood
pressure, suicide and accidents;
less fiequent use of health care seMces among this group, especially significant for
childhood and maternity care, accidents and malignant tumours, especially among
~ornen.~'~
These "social pathologies" associated with unemployment create social problems, such as
additional costs of health care and custodial care for dependents, policing, social tensions, as well
as tax burdens for everyone in the community.
'O2 Wilkinson, Richard G., Unhealthy Societies: The Afflictions of Ineauality. New York:
Routledge, 1996.
'O3 Bedard, Marcel, The Econornic and Social Costs of Unem~loyment.Research Paper
Ra-12E. Applied Research Branch. Strategy Policy. Human Resources Development Canada.
June, 1996. P. 11.
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The measurement of criminai aggression associated with unemployment has been an area
The anaiysis of the relationship between measures of crime and
of considerable re~earch.'~

unemployment tend to evaluate the degree of social stress attributable to unemployment. Such
associated costs would include costs for the prison and judicial system and higher insurance rates.

The most compelling, and one that is difficult if not impossible to measure, is the cost of
increased violence, especially domestic against partners and children. What price can you put on a
battered spouse or a termrized child? The violence of a nighttime lasts a lifetime. The HRDC
study by Marcel Bedard cites a 1984 report by Canadian economist Leon Muszynski of the Metro
Toronto Social Planning Council that totals the social costs related to the rise in homicide,
suicide, heart disease, admission to psychiatnc hospitals, imprisonment and mortality due to
unemployment at $7.4 billion in 1982. A subsequent 1994 study determined that unemployment
and underemployment, including discouraged workers and involuntary part-time workers, had
cost the Canadian health system an extra $1 billion in 1993. There is still considerable research to
be done in this area of social costing. Sace

it to Say, the costs of unemployment certainly go

beyond the boundaries of a lost pay-cheque for the worker.
The damage to social cohesion resulting from unemployment should also be considered.
Inequality rises when unemployment is high, with govenunent redistribution mechanisms
managing to curtail the brunt of the impact. There remains, however, a widening gap between the
income distribution in Canada. Human capital investrnent is the principal means by which this
Lengthy unemployment does rnarginalize people
gap in earnings distribution could be le~sened.'~~
to the rirns of society and create a sense of isolation from the community. Given recent changes

'O4

Ibid., pp. 20.

~obs&,William B. P. and William Scarth, Equaiity and Prosperity: Finding
Common-Ground. C. D. Howe Policy Study No. 30. Toronto: C. D. Howe Iastitute, June 1997.
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restricting unemployment insurance entitlement, the social cleavages resulting fiom
unemployment may well become more pronounced.

d. The Social Cos& to the Individual and h M e r Farnily

Current research has demonstrated that unemployment experienced by a family member is
associated with significant long-term and short-terni negative consequences for the family. The
psychological impact of unemployment has been well-documented in a number of st~dies.~"
The
sense that one has failed to provide for one's family is especiaily noted in the research assessing
the impact of parental unemployment on child-rearing. The feelings of a low self-esteem and
dependency accompanied by a general sense of lack of control over one's destiny are usuaily
translated into relationship problems within the family. Researcher Marcel Bedard cites figures
fiom the 1990 Ontario Heaith Survey data that 44% more jobless families are in difficulty than
working fa~nilies.~~'
A similar argument to the one presented to demonstrate that workfare is better than

welfare applies to the assumption that training workers for immediate re-entry into the labour
force is better than maintaining them on passive assistance:

(1) Redistributive transfers are designed to meet an individual's needs.
(2) Among any individual's needs is having self-respect.
306 The web site for the Applied Research Branch of HRDC (http://www.hrdcdrhc.ec.ca/arb) contains a number of current studies in this area The research of Bancroft,
Wendy and Sheila Currie Vernon, The Stniale for Self-Suffciencv: Partici~antsin the SelfSufficiencv Proiect Talk About Work. Welfare and their Futures. Applied Research Brancb,
HRDC,Working Paper R96-10E.1996. provides a comprehensive insight into the anecdotal
accounts of unemployed women.
307~edard,
Marcel, The Economic and Social Costs of Unemdovment. P. 2 1.
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(3) In our society, the most Mportant socially determined standard for measuring one's selfrespect is the idea that one works for what one receives.
(4) Redistributive transfer involve payments that have not arisen out of current productive
activity.

(5) Therefore, redistributive transfers have a self-defeating aspect in that they hstrate some of the
needs of the recipients in the course of meeting other needs he or she has308
As John Richards has observed, "by definition, income transfer programs replace the incomeeaniing function within the family. The imrnediate effect is to lower the relative importance of
the man's role. Not working induces in many men a loss of self-respect, increased rates of
depression, and a tendency toward self-destructive activities, such as alcoholi~rn."~~~
The benefit
of the hurnan dignity reclaimed by the individuai in acquiring the necessary skills to earn a
livelihood should be captured in the cost-benefit analysis of training programs.
As well, there are other benefits than income and the accompanying sense of self-worth
that go with having a job. The most obvious is the development and enhancement of job skills,
simply because you have a job. Other longer-term benefits include friture pension benefits.
Illness and depression also prevail in the long term unemployed. Being employed also places one

within a network and contributes through this comectedness to enabling the unemployed to
becorne more active democratic citizens."'
1 would argue that there exists a mutual sense of civic duty in a society. An unemployed

person has a social responsibility to actively seek work and make ail reasonable efforts to become

This summary is presented by Lesley Jacobs, "What are the Normative Foundations of
Workfare?", Workfàre: Does it Work? 1s it Fair?. Adil Sayeed (Editor). Montreal: The Institute
for Research on Public Policy. 1995. Pp. 22 -23.
309Richards,John, Retoolinn the Welfare State: What's Ri~ht.What's Wrong. What's to
be Done. C. D. Howe Institute Policy Study 3 1. Toronto: C. D. Howe Institute, 1997. P. 201.
"%id., pp. 29-30.
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gainfully employed. Society, on the other hand, has the correspondhg responsibility to assist the
unemployed in the quest to obtain employment. Just as t socially acceptable that individuals

SHOULD receive a basic education in order to become functional members of the polity,
unemployed have a right to basic skills training to be able to access the labour market. It is far
more beneficial for society to offer active assistance to enable an individual to become productive
than it is for society to maintain the seductive lure of state dependency through passive assistance.
It is important that intervention to assist the unemployed be given early in
the period of displacement. Recent studies have demonstrated that exit fiom spells of low income

is more likely within the first year of low income. The ability to escape from low income
increases with the longevity of the duration of experiencing low income."

'

Working age adults

have approximately an equal chance of staying in or exiting fiom their one year poverty spell. In

the second year of low income, the exit rate fiom low income drops to about 39 per cent. In the
third year, there is approximately a one in three chance. By the fourth year, the chance of leaving
low income is approximately one in four.
Since studies have demonstrated that the largest cause of movement into (out of) poverty
is a decrease (increase) in the household head's earnings, it is important to provide immediate
assistance to restore the earnings of the household head and avoid continued state dependency."'
A 1995 study of welfare case loads in British Columbia concluded that govenunent policy should

focus on immediate intervention to help individuals become self-sumcient and remain off welfare

"' Laroche, Mirielle, "In Br Out of Low Income", Canadian Social Trends. Ottawa:
Statistics Canada, Autumn, 1998. Pp. 20 - 27.
For a thorough discussion on exit and re-entry patterns to periods of low income, the
reader is refened to Laroche, Mireille, The Persistence of Low Income Soells in Canada. 1982
1993. Working Paper 98 02. Ecowmics Studies and Policy Analysis Division, Department of
Finance, Govemment of Canada. September, 1997.
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during initial onset since exit likelihood was highest then."' It is therefore important that
community groups such as the Triple S Industrial Group discussed in the case shidy be given full
opportunity to provide training when an individual is fust unemployed.
Quite simply, a policy of intervention would support the re-entry of the unemployed
person into the labour market before the number of "at risk" variables rnultiply. When first
unemployed, the individual may lack a specinc "at risk" barrier, such as a specific skill, that
would facilitate prompt re-entry into the labour market. By delaying access to re-entry to the
labour market through a delay of active assistance, the unemployed person niay experience an
increase in other "at risk variab1es"such as depression or loss of motivation that would adversely

impair his re-entry to the labour market. As noted by American researcher Susan E. Mayer,
"those who stay poor for long periods of time are increasingly likely to be those who suffer fiom

'

multiple liabilitieC3

As discussed previously, Canadian statistics demonstrate that, on average, a person's
probability of exiting a low income spell fdls fiom 53% after one year of living below the low
income measure (LM) to 33% after three years."'

After five or more years, the chances &op to

313Barrett,Garry F. and Michael 1. Cragg, Dyamics of Welfare Particination. University
of British Columbia Department of Economics and Centre for Research on Economic and Social
Policy. Discussion Paper No. 95-08. Vancouver: University of British Columbia, February 19%.
3'4~ayer,
Susan E., What Money Can't Buy: fa mil^ Incomes and Children's Life
Chances. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1997. P. 13.
"'Laroche, Mirielle, "In & Out of Low Incorne", Canadian Social Trends. Ottawa:
Statistics Canada, Autumn 1998. Pp. 20 27. The LIM (low income measure) is a "50%
median" low income measure. To compute this rate, a per capita income for each family is
calculated and assigned to each individuai family member. This per capita value is then adjusted
to account for economies of scale associated with family size and composition, leading to an
"adult equivalent adjusted " family income for each individual. The measure of low-incorne is
one-hdf of the median addt-adjusted income, where the median is computed for al1 individuah
(not families) in Canada. This defition of LIM is taken from Picot, Gamett, John Myles and
Wendy Pyper, "Markets, Families and Social Transfers: Trends in Low-incorne Amorig the
Young and the Old, 1973 95", Labour Markets. Social hstitutions. and the Future of Canada's
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less than 25%. Age, sex, marital status and number of children influence this percentage. In
1993, for example, a man in a two-income husband-wife family with children had a 74%
probability of exiting the LIM within one year but it was only 52% if the man were the sole eamer
in a husband-wife family with children. While exit rate are sirnilar for married men to married

women, a divorced woman has a noticeably different experience. M e r living below the LIM for
one year, a divorced woman with two children in 1993 had a 37% chance of exiting; after four

years, it fell to 16%. These statistics present a strong case to support early intervention to assist
individuals to exit the LIM.
Combined with the increased dificulty in exiting poverty after the initial onset is the
declining wages in today's labour market. The declining fortunes of young working-age adults
and their children since 1980 are mainly the result of changing

The nature of

employment, especially for young men, has become more insecure. In 1995, 17% of al1 young

men active in the labour market were unemployed, 8% were involuntarily employed part-time,

and 10% were employed in non-permanent positions. Hence, 35% of them either did not have a
job, were unemployed or employed in temporary jobs. The labour market share of young men has

declined fiom25.4% in 1976 to 16.7% in 1996. In addition to this decline in labour share, the
rate of involuntary part-time employment has declined fiom the low of 1.1% in 1976 to 6.7% in
1996. "'This decline in labour market shares for young men has been accompanied by an

Children. Miies Corak (editor). Ottawa: Statistics Canada, November 1998. P. 12.
3 1 6 ~ i ~Gmnett,
ot,
John Myles and Wendy Pyper, "Markets, Farnilies and Social Transfers:
Trends in LOW-IncomeAmong the Young and the Old, 1973 95", Labour Markets. Social
Institutions. and the Future of Canada's Children. Miies Corak (editor). Ottawa: Statistics
Canada, November 1998. P. 13.
3'7~orissette,Rene, 'The Declinhg Labour Market Status of Young Men", Labour
Markets. Social Institutions. and the Future of Canada's Children. Miles Corak (editor). Ottawa:
Statistics Canada, November 1998. P. 34.
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increase in jobs in consumer services and a decrease in manufacturing jobs as well as a decline in
real hourly wages for this group. The study also found that an increasing number of young males
are entering the labour market in low earnings positions; the probability of these young men
obtaining higher earnings is lessening and that the duration of unemployment for al1 age
categories has generally increased since 1976."~ Since 1980, there hm been little growth, and for
some sectors a decline, in average occupational incomes of al1 men.31g
Active assistance is therefore the best public policy response to assist the re-entry or entry
into the labour market and to assist in diminishing the increasing duration of unemployment. This
is especially true given the nature of the unemployment that is being expexienced in the labour
market t~day.~"As economist Craig Riddell points out, in a decentralized market economy,
increased ski11 and knowledge requirements by employers will raise the relative earnings and
employment of those with the requisite skills. The relative earnings and employment of those
with limited or inappropriate skills will be lowered. These changes emanating from the demand
side require a supply side response ofa supply of individuals with the appropriate skills and
knowledge. Recent labour market data suggests that these are the type of changes that are
occurring in the Canadian labour market.

This study noted that there was a srnall decrease in unemployment in 1996. It is not
known fiom this study if the decrease in unemployment duration in 1996 were the result of any
labour market improvernent or, perhaps more accurately, the result of the lightening of eligibility
requirements to be qualified as "unemployed". The measurement of unemployment will be
discussed later in this chapter.
3'9Fortin,Nicole M. and Sophie Lefebvre, "Intergenerational Income Mobility in
Canada", Labour Markets. Social Institutions. and the Future of Canadays Children. Miles Corak
(editor). Ottawa: Statistics Canada, November 1998. P. 53.
"Riddell, Craig, "Human Capital Formation in Canada", Labour Market Polarization
and Social Polic~Reform. Keith G. Banting and Charles M. Beach (editors). Kingston: School
of Policy Studies, Queen's University, 1994. Pp. 125 - 172.
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The question of whether poverty is a transitory or a permanent state largely depends on the
characteristics of individuals and theu families. Individuals in male-headed households
experience the most transient poverty. Poverty is more persistent for a single female head
household, especially if she has less than a high school education. "' With research
demonstrating that escape fiom poverty is more likely in early entry, public policy should be
founded in providing immediate assistance to encourage transition from early stage poverty.
Different policies need to address the more persistent state of poverty for female head
hou~eholds.~""

The impact of the unemployment experience of a parent goes beyond just psychological
ramifications. A recent study by Miles Corak and Andrew Heisz of Statistics Canada has
demonstrated that sons whose fathers draw unemployment insurance will earn thousands of
dollars less each year than those whose fathers do not draw unemployment insurance.'"

Sons

whose fathen reported having asset income averaged more than $5,000 in earnings those sons
whose father reported no asset income. For daughters, the difference was about $4,100. Men
whose fathers received UI eam on average $3,760 less than their counterparts. Women in a
similar situation earn about $2,700 less. The study concluded that there is a positive association
'"~tevens, Ann Huff, Climbine Out of Poverty, Failine Back in: Measurin~the
Persistence of Poverty over Multi~leSpeils. National Bureau of Economic Research Working
Paper 5390. Cambridge, MA: National Bureau of Economic Research, December 1995. Pp. 38.
3Z'Fora thorough discussion on poverty and female heads of households, the reader is
referred to Phipps, Shelley A., "Poverty and Labour Market Change: Canada in Comparative
Perspective", Labour Market Polarization and Social Policv Reform. Keith G. Banting and
Charles M. Beach (editors). Kingston: School of Policy Studies, Queen's University, 1994. Pp.
59 88.
'* Corak, Miles and Andrew Heisz, "How to Get Ahead in Life: Some Correlates of
Intergenerational Income Mobility in Canada", Labour Markets. Social Institutions. and the
Future of Canada's Children. Miles Corak (editor). Ottawa: Statistics Canada, November 1998.
Pp. 65 89. See also the newspaper review in The Gazette, Like father*Like son?.Montreal,
November 6, 1998.
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between the adult incomes of the children and the market based incomes (eamings, selfemployment income, asset income) of fathers, but a negative association with the non-market
sources (UI and Family Allowance). This association is particularly stronger for sons than it is for
daughters. The study also noted that changing residences also aEected future labour market
outcornes. This challenges the belief that unemployed and theu families should leave their
comrnunities to obtain employment and supports an approach to community economic
development based on creating work within one's own community as the best long-tem choice.
The Corak and Heisz study also demonstrated a relationship between eamings as adults
and the neighbourhood one lived in as a youth. A "low income neighbourhood" is considered to
be a neighbourhood with a median income in the bottom quartile of al1 neighbourhoods. A "high

income neighbourhood" is defined as a neighbourhood with a median income in the top quartile
of ail neighbourhoods. Generally, those fiom low income neighbourhoods are much less likely to
move to the upper half of the incorne distribution, and are most likely to remain in the boaom
decile. This is particularly tme for sons. Sons with bottom decile fathers living in
neighbourhoods with an above average proportion of UI recipients are more likely to remain in
the bottom half of their cohon, although the differences are not marked. On the other hand,
daughters living in these neighbourhoods are less likely to leave the bottorn decile, much less
likely to rise to the top decile, and in general less likely to rise above the fifth decile than their
counterparts.
As well, a British study has found that school attendance was lower for those children

whose fathers were unemployed at the time of the s w e y and considerably lower for individds
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whose family reported being in financial difficuities during the childhood y e a r ~ ?Staying
~ ~ on at
school was higher for children where the family had not experienced hancial difficulties or not
suffered fiom father's unemployment. The results M e r demonstrate the effect of socid
disadvantage when growing up persist on an inter-generational basis. The children of parents who
grew up in a socially disadvantaged situation are more likely to have lower scores in test

administered to them at an early age. As early age maths and reading ability are important
determinants of economic and social success or failure as an adult this suggests that the effects of
childhood disadvantage persist over generations. In summary, the economic and social
disadvantages faced during childhood displayed a persistent association with subsequent
individual economic success.
Although a recent Canadian study did not specifically address the link between

unemployed parents and the school performance of the child, it did find a relationship between
low income parents and school diffi~ulties.~"The study examined three components of what was
termed 'psychiatric disorders", specifically hyperactivity, conduct disorder and emotional
disorder; two mesures of academic performance, i.e. whether a child had repeated a grade and
whether or not parents reported a "poor" or "very poor" school performance; and a social
problem, that is if the child had difficulty getting along with parents, teachers, or other children.

The results of the complete study can be found in: Gregg, Paul and Stephen Machin,
Child Develo~mentand Success of Failure in the Youth Labour Market. Paper presented for
the CLNRlpjohn project: "Losing Work, Moving On: Worker Displacement in International
Context" and presented at the CILN conterence, September 27 29,1998, Burlington, Canada..
'"Dooley, Martin D., Lori Curtis, Ellen L. Lipman, and David H. Feeny, "Child
Psychiatric Disorders, Poor School Performance and Social Problems: The Roles of Family
Structure and Low-Incorne", Labour Markets. Social Institutions. and the Future of Canada's
Children. Miles Corak (editor). Ottawa: Statistics Canada, November 1998.4.107 - 127.
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When the most conventional methodology of using weighted data with a dummy variable
for whether or not family income was below the 1992 Low Income Cut-off, the resulting lowincome coefficients were significant only for grade repetition and frequent social problems, but
not significant for psychiatrie disorder or for poor school performance. M e n a different
methodology was applied, the use of either unweighted data or a dumrny variable for family
income under $20,000, the results showed a strong association between low income and every
problem except hyperactivity. The study does suggest that more detailed income data would be
usefhl in assisting key policy directives in this area. The link in either methodological approach
between low income and social problems would suggest, however, that the social costs of parental
low income (and obviously unemployment and social allowance transfers would be a component
here) to the educational outcomes of their children should be recognized.
American research on the affect of parental income levels on children's outcomes
demonstrated a significant relationship between low income parents and their children's below
average educational achievement test scores; adolescent pr4egnancy and high school early
depamire; low educationd Ievels; earning levels; and welfare use.326

The social costs of unemployment to the health of the community were discussed
previously in this chapter. Current research has linked socio-economic status to parental
utilization of health care services for their children?

In particular, low income status is related to

low birth weight, higher mortality, and higher incidence of various morbidities and behavioural

326Mayer,Susan E., What Money Can't Buy: Familv Incomes and Children's Life
Chances. P. 42.
327 Knighton, Tamara, Christian Houle, Jean-Marie Berthelot, and Cam Mustard, "Health
Care Utlization During the First Year of Life: The Impact of Social and Econornic Background",
Labour Markets. Social Institutions. and the Future of Canada's Children. Miles Corak (editor).
Ottawa: Statistics Canada, November 1998. Pp. 145 155.
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problems. Infants of low income parents, especially those parents who aiso have low levels of
education, hce a higher risk of hospitaiization and a higher risk of fiequent treatment care while
using preventive care less fiequently. Since hospitalization and treatment care are more expensive
than preventive care, additionai costs are added to the health care system. Education levels of
parents was shown in the study to be a detemining factor in providing a higher level of preventive
care. Further research is needed to demonstrate if there is a difference in parental care practises of
low income workers versus low income transfer recipients.
The resuits of a recent Albertan study would infer, however, that parental practises may
indeed differ between the working poor and the non-working poor. The study investigated the
relationship arnong poverty status, health behaviours and the health of 130 Albertans living in
poor f a ~ n i l i e s . ~ ?the
~ opurposes
r
of this study, the working poor and non-working poor (social
assistance recipients) were identified separately. The study found that working poor respondents
were found to be generally healthier than their social assistance counterparts except in those
instances in which the working poor were prevented from filling needed prescriptions because
they could not &ord to do so. The results of the study suggested that people living in working
poor families generally tend to have greater opportunities to make choices, lead socially and
economically productive lives, and gain satisfaction from living than do people living in families
that receive social assistance. This fuiding was qualified in that working families would be less
healthy if they lacked the economic resources to access necessary medical treatment, such as
prescriptions dnigs. It could aiso be speculated that heaith care practises among the working poor
are better than amongst the non-working poor because attachment to the labour force provides
328~illiamson,
Deanna and Janet E. Fast, "Poverty Status, Health Behaviours and Heaith:
Implications for Social Assistance and Health Care Policy", Canadian Public Policy. Vol. 24. No.
1. 1998. Pp. 2 -26.
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access to an infonnai nehvork where information on health care practises and parental advice is
exchanged.
From a public policy perspective, therefore, earned h o m e of a father, and the possibility
to increase eamings through employment, is certainly preferable to income fiom benefit transfer
payments and continued low income status as a determinant for the educational, health and labour

market experiences of their children. Public policy should support the early exit of individuals
from low income status.
A recent OECD study has compared income distributions and the nature of poverty in

For the two decade time period of the study ending in
Canada and other OECD c~untries.~'~

1991 for Canada, al1 countries experienced a rise in aggregate poverty rates at the level of market
income, although the rise in Canada was negligible. Households with children, however, became
a substantially larger fraction of the poor in Canada and Sweden, and a slightly larger fraction in
France and the United States. Poverty, as measured before taxes and transfers, increased in
households with a head less than 50 years old and increased more in the non-working households

than working households with children. After taxes and transfers were considered, poverty still
increased for households headed by an individual under 30 years; for total households with
children, and especially for non-working households with children and a single adult head. Since

the time fiame for the study ended in 199 1, the impact of reductions in transfer payments, most
particularly changes in unemployment insurance legislation in 1990, 1993, 1994 and 1996 which
had the primary goal of reducing costs, in the 1990s is not assessed. One c m conclude fiom this
data that it is young households that are most irnpacted by poverty in Canada. Since employment

'"Bumiaux, Jean-Marc, Thai-Thanh Dang, Douglas Fore, Michael Forster, Marco Mira
dYErcoleand Howard Oxley, Income Distribution and Poverty in Selected OECD Counûies.
Paris: OECD, 1998. (See Tab B for specifïc data)
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is the key means by which one escapes poverty and since young adults account for a vitai part of

an innovative labour market, public policy supporthg active re-employment measures is urgently
required.

B. Removing Barriets to Training: The Case Aguinst User Fees
Rather than providing passive assistance in the form of unemployment insurance or
welfare payrnents, the overall costs to society will be reduced by providing active support
measures such as training to promote immediate re-employment. Two key components in the
policy reforms of the OECD Jobs Strategy include active labour market policy with an emphasis
in job search assistance and investments in education and training to improve labour force skills
and competen~ies.'~~
Ministers of the OECD countries committed themselves at a Meeting of the
Council at Ministerial level in May, 1997 to "improving the quality of expenditures [by] increased
focus on programmes that contribute to economic growth through enhancing human capital and
i~ovation."~"
Some provinces have imposed "user fees" that potential training participants must pay "Up

front" in order to access training. Given the distinct benefits to society by immediately
intervening to re-employ displaced members of the labour force, it is not cost-effective to deny an
employed worker retraining because they do not have the funds to cost-share this activity. It is
highly unlikely that an individual plagued with unemployment will have the necessary fùnds, or

"O

OECD,Prominent Structural Policv Reforms in the 1990s to im~lementthe OECD

Jobs.
1996. OECD web site http://www.oecd.ore/eco and outlined in greater detail in
OECD,The OECD Jobs Stud~.1994. OECD web site http://www.oecd.org/eco
OECD,Meeting of the Council at Ministerial Level. Paris. May 26 - 27, 1997. OECD
web site httt,://www.oecd.ordeco. P. 2.
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that his family network wil1 be able to assist in h d i n g , regtrainhg activities to enable an
immediate re-entry into the labour force.
Apart fiom the reality of individual capability to finance "user fees", there is a very real
concem that the implementation of user fees prevents a barrier to accessing training and therefore
hindering the necessary readjustment to individual ski11 sets that would open employment
opportunities. If an individual cannot pay a user fee, then he is simply receives passive assistance
for the duration of entitlement. While receiving passive assistance, he is expected to obtain
emp10 y ment.
This is, as suggested by Lawrence Mead, based on the view of human nature called
"competence ass~rnption".~~'
Mead describes competence as al1 the qualities that allow a person

-

to get ahead in economic terms not only intelligence, but foresight, energy, discipline, and the
ability to sacrifice for the future. Ordinary citizens were conceived as self-reliant. The
competence assumption believed that the poor would get ahead if given a chance and that
opportunity was enough to get over destitution. However, as Mead suggests, ernployment is even
more important for getting out of poverty than for getting in and that people may become poor for
a number of reasons, but work is the principal rneans by which they escape poverty.

Waiting for an opportune moment is simply not sacient

for getting a displaced worker

back into employment. This is especially hue if the unemployment is structural, as is the case in
Canada, and the worker has out-dated skills. A recent by the OECD noted that "high and
persistent unemployment has been the result of both conjunctural and structural forces and that it

Lawrence M., The New Politics of Povertv: The Nonworking Poor in America.
New York: Basic Books, 1992.
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can be reduceP3 This is also true in penods of cyclical unemployment when skills enhancement
could facilitate a faster match to employment vacancies. Finding a job is a competitive process,
not a case of waiting for the right opportunity. To compete for a job, the unemployed person must
have skills and abilities to offer the employer.
As in the case of regional subsidies that suppressed the necessary economic adjustment in

Atlantic Canada, passive subsidies to displaced workers suppress the necessary skiil set
adjustment that is necessary to facilitate the re-entry of the idle worker into the labour force and
foster a sense of dependency that one does not have to compete and equip themselves for
employment. If the displaced worker were "competentyy(Le. had the necessary skills and abilities
to

find employment) then, in al1 likelihood, his employment interruption would be minimal with

an anticipated recall or re-employment date. But, for a worker that is displaced, active assistance
is required to facilitate the ski11 set adjustment to re-enter the labour force. Prompt intervention in
assessing the barriers to employment for the unemployed and in immediately facilitating the

necessary acquisition of skills and abilities to overcome those barriers will have substantial
beneficial consequences for both the individual and his community.
When business seek out a new location, there are certain "magnets" that attract a flow of

-

external resources new people and new companies - to renew and expand the local pool of skills
and to broaden local horizons."'

Business is also attracted by the "glue" of the community, the

social cohesion that bhds the people though a sense of common good ,spurs the development of

OECD. The OECD Jobs Strateav: Promess Rewrt on the Implementation of CountrvSwcific Recommendations. OECD Economics Department Working Papers No. 196., 15 May
1998. P. 5.
Tojman, Sherri, On Magnets and Mamates. Ottawa: Calwlon Institute of Social
Policy, May 1997. The ternis "magnets" and "glue" were originally developed in the writings of
Harvard Business Professor Rosabeth Moss Kanter,
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voluntary groups and eaables communities to solve problems and look to the hture. Since
unemployment adds to cleavages in the community, it does nothing to enhance the sense of c4giue'9
that is vital to attracting new investment. Hence, a productive cornrnunity attracts M e r
investment and the resulting M e r econornic growth.
As noted in a 1994 report by the Canadian Labour Force Development Board, "incorne
support systems should encourage people to engage in training programs that are appropriate to
their needs and those of the labour market."335 . As stated in Better Skills. More Jobs: Ontario's
Plan for Tomonow's Job Market. A publication by the Governrnent of Ontario, "If we don't meet
the skills challenge, we face heavy costs - economic costs, when firms can't expand because of a

shortage of skilled workers; social costs, fiom higher levels of unemployment; and personal costs,
for people who can't fulfil their potential because they don't have the skills they need to
su~ceed.'"'~User fees act as banier to accessing such training and are counter-productive to the
substantial benefits available to the individual, his/her family, the community, industry and
govemment by re-skilling and re-employing a displaced worker
In summary, as economists Jean Dreze and Amartya Sen have observed, poverty is
ultimately a matter of "capability deprivation".'"

The life of a person can be seen as a sequence

of the things the person does, and the States of being he or she hopes to achieve; in essence, how
he or she functions in life. "Capability" refers to the alternative combinations of fünctioning fiom
which a person can choose - the fieedom to choose fiom a range of options what kind of life to

'"Canadian Labour Force Development Board, Puttine the Pieces Toeether: Towards a
Coherent Transition System for Canada's Labour Force. Ottawa: Canadian Labour Force
Development Board. 1994. P. 98.
336 Government of Ontario, Better Skills. More Jobs: Ontario's Plan for Tomorrow's Job
Market. Toronto: Ministry of Education and Training, 1998. P.5.
"'Dreze, Jean and Arnartya Sen, India: Economic Develo~mentand Social O~mrtunity.
Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1995. Pp. 10 12.
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lead. In this view, poverty of a life encornpasses not only in the impoverished state in which the
person actually lives, but also in the Iack of real opportunity, considering the social constraints
and personal cucurnstances ,to choose other types of living.
It may be argued by some that the unemployed in society do have opportunities but fail to

avail themselves of such oppominities. It can also be said that everyone has the opportunity to
win a long-distance race. But, without the necessary skills usually acquired through training, it is
unlikely that an unemployed person can overcome the barriers of structural and cyclical
unemployment, or that someone would automatically win a long-distance race. Opportunities

may be present in society but unless one is capable of availing themselves of the oppomuiities, it
c m o t truly be said that the oppomullty exists.
As evidenced throughout the research presented in this chapter, a lack of capabilities in a

parent are replicated in their children. The capability of a parent is a critical factor in determining
the capability of a child. It has also been demonstrated in this chapter that the capabilities of a

neighbourhood are determined by the individual capabilities of its residents. The capability
deprivation of one thus becomes the capability deprivation of the community. Conversely, the

enhancement of individual capabilities would transmit into capabilities of their offspruig as well
as capabilities for the community. The social investment in one person's human capabilities thus
becomes a social investment in the human capabilities of friture generation and in the human
capabilities of the entire comrnunity.

C.Some Final Words on HafisticEvuluation
A holistic evaluation of the use of a community partnership in the senice delivery of

labour training prograrns must assess both the economic and social factors associated in the
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operation of the program. The economic costs of training are more easily calculated as are the
economic benefits of facilitating the re-entry of a displaced worker into the labour force. It is not
suficient, however, to only use economic factors as a performance measure of the partnership.
Given the community basis of this approach, the societal impacts to the community must also be
assessed in the evaluation. The essential question to ask is "Does the existence of this prograrn
benefit the community?"
As has been discussed throughout this chapter, the social consequences of unemployment

are far-reaching and severe. Unemployment affects not only the individuai but his community.
Conversely, the re-entry of a displaced worker into the labour market also affects not only the
individual but his community and renders a multitude of social benefits. The social costs of
unemployment are so pervasive that it is difficult to accurately assess an exact dollar value.
Nonetheless, current research in this area lias arnply demonstrated that these social costs are of
such magnitude that the problem of unemployment must be addressed.
The urgency of dealing with unemployment becomes even more apparent when one
considers the "hidden rate" of unemployment. Studies have s h o w that, since the term
"unemployed" is an official label for those "who are not working but available and looking for
work", it does not capture a large proportion of the population who are neither working nor
looking for work. Underemployed workers, discouraged workers who have stopped looking for
work, students who have returned to studies because they could not find suitable employment are
examples of groups not included in the official unemployment rate. People on unemployment
assistance are usually not counted among the unemployed.
A recent study in Ottawa concluded that the real unemployment rate in Ottawa was

119,300 and the real combined unemployrnent and underemployrnent rate was 144,300. This is a
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stark cornparison to the officia1 unemployment rate in Ottawa of 38,800.'"

Nationally ,Canada

had 1,410,000 unemployed people in 1997. There were also 108,000 discouraged workers. If the
discouraged workers were added to both the count of the unemployed, the new jobless rate would
be 9.8% in 1997, rather than the official rate of 9.2%. Discouraged workers tend to be older and
less well-educated than the labour force as a wl~ole.~'~
Hence, their present withdrawal from the
labour force will impact on public pension plans in fûture years.
An Anahsis of Emolovment Insurance Benefit Coveraee, released by HRDC in October

1998, indicated that 38.4% of the unemployed not covered by employment insurance benefits in
1997 had no work in the last twelve months. The proportion of unemploymeni accounted for by
individuals with no employment in the last twelve months had increased to this level in 1997 fiom

a rate of 20.8% in 1989, an increase of almost double the a~nount.'~~
Long-term unemployed,
those who would have exhausted their unernployment benefits and been looking for work for over
twelve months increased fiom 5.5% in 1990, to 14.*% in 1994, and was recorded as 12.2% in
1997.''' This is a significant amount that would suggest a lack of skills and abilities in the long-

term unemployed. This increase in long-term unemployed supports a public policy directed
towards re-skilling the displaced workers. The report also noted a change in the composition of
the labour force: there was an increase in part-time work fiom 16.6% in 1989 to 19.0% in 1997,
3J2

an increase that could well be to involuntary part-time work when full-time work is desired.

""ttawa Economic Development Corporation, Ottawa's Hidden Workforce. Ottawa:
Ottawa Econornic Development Corporation, July 1998. P. 20.
339 Littie, Bruce, " The Redly Discouraging Number", The Globe & Mail. Toronto,
November 9,1998. P. A2.
HRDC, Benefit C o v e r a ~HRDC
.
Applied Research Branch Working Paper W-98-35E. Ottawa: H m ,October 1998. P. 5.
Ibid., pp. 15 16.
-.Ibid p. 15.
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Unemployed full-tirne students seeking work accounted for 14% of total unemployment in 1997,
up fiom 9.3% in 1991."' The report States that these impacts are as a result of structural and
cyclical changes in the marketplace that have changed the composition of the w~rkforce.~"
As a nation and as a community, unemployment is a cost that cannot be afTorded. John
Richards has stated thai capitalism and minimai govemment cannot by themselves create a decent

life for the majority; well-run governrnent social programs are just as e~sential.'~'Cwent public
poiicy assumes that the delivery of labour market programs will be more effective at the local
level and through the service delivery of community partnerships.
The following chapter will evaluate both the quantifiable and qualitative cornponents of

the Triple S Training Group comrnunity partnership, using both reports and generated intemally
by the community group as well as a survey and interviews of members of the board of directors
for this organization which were conducted by the researcher. The focus of this quantifiable and
qualitative review will be to assess the training program offered by the Triple S Training Group
and then to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of this partnership with the aim of establishing
benchmarks of achievements for future cornrnunity partnerships and areas for m e r
consideration to enhance the operation of the partnership. The case study evaluation will
conclude with, given the discussion on social costs presented in this chapter, an assessrnent of the
societal benefits that the existence of this community partnership has brought to the community as

a whole.

343 Ibid p. 16.
""'Ibid p. 32.
'"Richards, John, Retooling the Welfare State: What's Right. What's Wrone What's to
be Done. C. D. Howe Institute Policy Study 3 1. Toronto: C. D. Howe uistitute, 1997. P. 4.
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Chapter 6

The Case Study: The Triple S Basic Industrial Skills
Training Program
A. Introduction

In the preceding chapters, the evolution of labour market services from public sector
control to a social partnership framework between communities and government was discussed
and the methodology of evaluating comrnunity social partnerships which offer labour market

training programs was established. This chapter will now apply the evaluation methodology to
the case study,The Triple S Training Program. The concluding chapter of this thesis will

summarize the key features of using community partnerships for the service delivery of labour
market training programs.
This chapter will evaluate both the quantifiable and qualitative components of the Triple S
Training Group community partnership, using both reports and generated intemally by the
community group as well as a survey and interviews of members of the board of directors for this
organization which were conducted by the researcher. The focus of this quantifiable and
qualitative review will be to assess the training program offered by the Triple S Training Group
and then to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of this partnership with the a h of establishing
benchmarks of achievements for future community partnerships and areas for M e r
consideration to enhance the operation of the partnership. The case study evaluation will
conclude with, given the discussion on social costs presented in this chapter, an assessrnent of the
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societal benefits that the existence of this community partnership has brought to the community as

a whole.

B. The History Behind the Partnership
In 1985, the steel industry in Canada was facing tough economic times due to pressures
such as global competition, trade imbalances and other economic factor^."^ This forced the steel
industry in Canada into a state of massive reorganization and restructurhg, including the possible
downsizing and closure of steel plants across the nation.
A need to assist these displaced working in coping with the job loss and in making a

successful transition to other employment was identified by both the steel companies and the
United Steelworkers of America Union. The steel industry and the United Steelworkers of
America lobbied the Canadian federal govemment to obtain a funding partnership for an
employment adjustrnent prograrn. From this partnership of steel companies, organized labour,
and federal govemment arose the Canadian Steel Trade and Employment Congress (CSTEC).

The federal govemment provided the funding to CSTEC to develop and implement

comprehensive training modules and training programs to assist displaced steelworkers to reassimilate into the workforce.
To achieve this mandate, CSTEC organized and developed one of th& assistance services
branches known as the HEAT (Helping Employees Adjust Together) Team. HEAT was tasked
with the identification of the necessary job search skills required by the displaced steelworkers

The histoncal development of the Triple S Industrial Training Group bas been taken
primarily from The Triele S Industrial Trainine gr ou^: Basic Industrial Skills Trainine Pronnun
Histoiv and Promsed Role in the Selkirk & District Community Leamine Centre. Prepared by
Leonard Zdrill, Project Manager. 17 October 1997. And supplemented with information fiom
the ongoing reports from each phase of the project.
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and with the provision of training assistance and support to these individuals. In the assessrnent
process, the HEAT Team detemiined that a skills gap existed between the job search skills the
displaced workers already had and the type of skills that they would need to successfully re-enter
the workforce.

Many of the affected workers were losing long-term ernployment and were facing a job
market that was considerably different than in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s when they had last
sought work. Self-marketingjob search skills were targeted as a priority for the displaced workers
by the HEAT Team -- assistance with developing resumes, assistance and guidance in completing
application forms, and assistance in maintainhg a sense of motivation and self worth while facing
the challenge of long term job loss. The HEAT Team also developed programs ranging fiom
crisis financial planning to small business plan development programs.

In the early 1990s, Russell Skalesky, at that time a Selkirk resident and member of the

CSTEC HEAT Team for the Steelworkers Union, and Dick Willows, Councillor for the Town of
Selkirk, started to cultivate an interest in the Triple S Community for a local training initiative
based on the CSTEC concept of proactive assistance to the unemployed. The ultimate goal of the
local training initiative was to assist local unemployed people obtain the basic employability skilis
training necessary to effectively re-enter the workforce in the industrial, manufacturing and related
sectors.

By 1994, a community partnenhip had been formed under the name &'TheTriple S
Industrial Training Group" to oversee the project. Although this partnership was not incorporated,
the members of the group agreed idormally to contribute "in-kind" to start the project going?"
The participants in this partnership included the following:

'"Interview, Leonard Zdriil, March 17, 1999.
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a
8

a
a
a

a

The Lord Selkirk School Division
The Triple S Comrnunity Futures Development Corporation
The Town of Selkirk
Gerdau MRM Steel (a local steel company)
The United Steelworkers Union of Arnerica, Locd 5442
Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC)

To assist the voiunteer board, one employee, a project manager, was hired.
The mission statement of this group is as follows:
The Triple S Industrial Training Group is a comrnittee
comprised of community stakeholders committed to
developing a skilled, qualified and employable work
force through community based training initiatives
and programs to meet the labour market demand of
industrial, manufacturing and other related employers
in the Triple S and surrounding regi~n.~"'
Consistent with this mission statement, the group has indicated the following project intended
outcornes in their most recent funding proposal: 70pursue customized training partnerships with
new a d o r existing industrial employers in the Triple S region so that local individuals cm access
these entry level positions"à49The initial partnenhip with the steel industry has been and will
continue to be broadened to include partnerships with other industries.
In this chapter, the performance of the Triple S Training Group will be evaluated based on
the three components of a holistic evaluation which were established in chapter five. This chapter

will begin with a traditional program performance review using an evaluation of program costs
and the five quantifiable employability indicators discussed in the preceding chapter. This

quantifiable data will be supplemented with qualitative data on the perception by program

This was taken fiom Zdrill, Leonard, Phase 5 Basic Industnai Skills Training Program
Desimi and Fundino Prowsal. 20 February 1998. P. 3 but appears throughout various other
reports and documents for the organization.
3'9 Zdnll, Leonard, Phase 5 Basic Industrial Skills Training Promarn Desimi and Funding
Promsal. 20 February 1998. P.5.
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participants of their program experience. This evaluation of the performance of the training
program offered by the community partnership will then be followed by an assessment of the
partnership relationship based on qualitative data obtained through written surveys and in-person
interviews.
Finally, this evaluation will conclude with an assessment of the societal benefits of the
existence of the Triple S Training Group in the community. As rnentioned in the discussion on
the societal costs of unemployment, this is an attempt to measure what in many cases will be the
intangibles and, as Bohach remarks in his comments on asset-based community development,
what will be long-term benefits that may not be immediately visible today. Nevertheless, it is
worthwhile in evaluating community partnerships to incorporate the "big picture" impact and to
tum one's

eyes to the future benefits to the community derived fiom the existence of curent

partnership - the investment in the future concept.
Although the Triple S Training Group is still operationai today, the scope of the study will
cover the period fiom the pilot stage of the partnership commencing on October 23, 1995 to the
conclusion of Phase 4 of the program on May 22, 1998. This period covers the time fiame pnor
to the implementation of a youth initiative in this partnership and prior to the full impact on this

partnership by the devolution of labour market responsibilities to the Province of Manitoba from
the federal govenunent in Novernber 1997. Both the introduction of the youth initiative and the

involvement of the provincial govenunent have influenced the functioning of this partnership but,
for comparative purposes, the scope of the study is focussed on the operation of the partnership
during the period it served a similar client base and had the federal government as a principal
partner. Comment will be made at the end of this evaluation on the initial impact of the
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incorporation of the youth element and a new main partner, the provincial goverment, into this
partnership.

B. Evaluating the Training Program
Client Profile

The Triple S Training Group is focussed on providing basic skills development training to
assist unemployed individuals obtain the basic skills required to obtain and maintain full time,
entry level employment, in industry, manufacturing and related employment sectors. As a
community partnership, the Triple S Training Group is a cornmittee comprised of community
stakeholders committed to developing a skilied, qualified and employable work force through
community based training initiatives and programs to meet the local labour market demands of
industrial, manufacturing and other related employers in the Triple S
(the Municipalities of St. Andrews and St. Clements and the Town of Selkirk, Manitoba) and
surrounding regions.
From the pilot phase to phase 4 of the program, only those in receipt of E.I. benefits or

HRIF eligible could be placed in this p r ~ g r a m ~This
~ ~has
. created problems in the selection of
participants fiom the start:
Obtaining qualified candidates was a challenging and difficult task.
The criteria appeared to be easy enough to meet, but as applications
came in, it became obvious that the single most restrictive barrier
to access to the program was the, "Must be in receipt of U.I.C. benefits"

riter ria.^^'

HRIF eligible was based on labour force attachment interrupted by matemity or
parental leave.
3"Zdrill, Leonard, Triple S Industrial Skills Training Pronram: Pilot Promarn Final
Re-port (Project G353907.October 23,1995 to March 15,1996). April 12,1996. P. 10.
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Statistical breakdown of applicants for the pilot program indicated that:

20 out of 45 (44%) were in receipt of UIC
16 out of 45 (36%) did not qualify due to LUC. restriction
3 out of 45 (7%) found work before the program started
6 out of 45 (13%) were in receipt of assistance other than U.I.C. benefits
Using these statistics, the project manager argued in his pilot project report that "if the U.I.C.
requirement was lifled and this program opened up on that level, it could be argued that there

would be at l e s t double the number of people applying that do not meet the U.I.C.criteria, but
still have interest in the training ~ ~ ~ o r t u n i t y . " ~ "

He M e r maintained that %ere are a lot of people unemployed, on social assistance or
on no fom of assistance, eager to get a chance at some form of training. They are being excluded
fiom the oppomuiity because of the U.I.C. riter ria.^"" The project manager also voiced a concem
for the youth of the area, the 18 to 24 year old age group who, in many cases, do not yet possess a
first job in order to quai@ for U.I.C.He noted that the pilot project had helped two yomg people

obtain full-tirne employment.'"

This situation was alleviated somewhat in phase 3 which

included individuals that were HRIF eligible and from both municipal and provincial social
assistance as well as one individual from a federal youth initiati~e.~"Phase 5 fùnding has
allowed for 15 participants fiom E.I. (now employment insurance instead of unemployment
insurance insurance or U.I.C.)or HRIF h d s , 9 SAR (social allowance recepients) candidates,
and 21 youth participants?

This change to the Phase 5 participant eligibility regulations was the

p. 10.
353 Ibid., p. 10.
'%id
p. 11.
3s5 Zdrill, Leonard, Program Assessment and a und in p. Prooosal: Phase 4 Basic Industrial
Skills Training Promam. 4 Juiy 1997. P.8.
356 Z M , Leonard, Phase 5 Basic Industrial Skills Trainine Promarn Design and Fundinq
ProDosal. 20 Febniary 1998. P.6.
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result of a policy change by the Province of Manitoba which allowed social assistant recipients to
collect provincial welfare benefits while training if HRDC paid the tuition costs.'"

Program Cos&
By early 1995, a fùnding proposal for a pilot program called "The Triple S Basic Industrial
Skills Training Program was put forward from the Group to the Selkirk office of HRDC.

Funding in the arnount of $%,O 14 was obtained fiom HRDC and in-kind support fiom
stakeholders in the estimated arnount of $36,800was obtained to start a pilot proje~t.'~'The
contributions of the cornmittee members are recorded as in kind donations to the program. An
exarnple of the in kind support from the partners is shown in the following table:

1

l

1

Partncr
Gerdau MRM Steel Ltd.

-

corp.

United Steelworkers of
America

-

-

Community development expertise, volunteer time
on ctte

Triple S Development

I

1

Office space, cornputer, fax, copier, volunteer time
on ctte, people resources

11 Administration
of hogram Budget, facilitia,
resources, voluntcer time on ctte.

-

b o r d Selkirk School
1 Division

I
I

I

Estimatcd:lrt Kind Value

Activity

Facilities at nominal cos&volunteer time on me.

I

1

$9,500

1

I
1

Town of Selkirk

Voluntrer time on ctte.

$1,250

CSTEC

Modules and training expertise,
extensive module development cost

$1,500

Employer Advisory
Cornmittee

Volunteer time on ctte.

S 1,200

Grand Total Estimatcd Support in Kind

s
3
6
m

L

Source: Zdrill, Lconard, Triple S Industrial Skills Training Proararn: Pilot Proaram Find Rcwrt. (Project G353907. Octobcr î3, 1995 to March
15, 1996). April 12, 1996. P. 6.

'"InteMew with Leonard Zdrill, March 10, 1999.
"'Amounts and data referred to in this paragraph were obtained fiom Zdrill, Leonard,
Tride S Industrial Skills Training P r o m : Pilot Promam Final Remrt. (Project G353907.
October 23,1995 to March 15,1996). April 12, 1996. P.3.
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The total time required to deliver the entire pilot program was 3 1 weeks (including 10
weeks developmental tirne and 2 1 weeks of program delivery) with a final cost of $S2,3 34.29,

which was under the budgeted amount, with a total program training cost of $36.73 per day per
participant. The number of participants and the arnount of fùnding has increased progressively
over the years. It should be noted that budget has been increased substantially since

Phase 2 and the program has been operated below the budgeted amount throughout its history.
The cost pet day per participant also declined between the Pilot Phase and Phase 3. A complete
breakdown is provided in the following table:

Phase 2
May 15/96 Sept.
27/97

-

l
I

Phase 3
Nov. 4/96 May 30/97

-

Phase 4
Sept. 15/97 May
22/98
Source: Zdrill, Leonard, Phase 5 Basic Industrial ~ k i l kfi
1998. P. 4 plus update in verbal report from Mr.Zdrill.

-
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EmpIoyment Success and Progranr CompIefion Rates
As stated earlier in the background of the program, the training modules are developed by

CSTEC. The training philosophy for the program is to develop a leaming culture to rneet the
needs of the Triple S region, if not the enthe co~ntry.~"Although the source of the training
modules is CSTEC,the course selection and prograrn delivery has been modified locally to meet
the needs of the area and to reflect the feedback fiom participants and stakeholder~.'~~
Phase 5,

for example, has inserted a course entitled "Gerdau MRM Steel Crane Operator Modules (Theory)
& Practical Skills Test" which is targeted to the needs of a local employer? Al1 instmctors in the

prograrns are selected and screened for appropriate qualifications to deliver their respective
courses in the pr~gram.~~'
The prograrn also undenvent structural changes to deal with the issue
of participant's lack of work readiness afier 3 weeks of classroom training.363There is an ongoing
effort by the Group to modify the program to maximize labour market benefits.
The program includes both classroom based and work experience components.

Participant Employment Experience

359Zdrill,Leonard, Trble S Industrial Skilis Trainine Promam: Phase 2 Final Re~ort.
(Project G353907. May 15,1996 to September 27, 1996). 27 December 1996. P. 3.
In conversations with the project manager, he noted on several occasion that feedback
is regularly sought fiom participants and workplace hosts as to the applicability of course content
to labour market needs. Such feedback was formally documented in the pilot project report and
in a postgraduate survey. The reader is referred to Zdrill, Leonard, Tride S Industrial Skills
Training Pronram: Pilot to Phase 3 Promarn - Program Graduate Follow-UDSurvev. 01
December 1997 and Zdrill, Leonard, Triple S Industnal Skills Trainine Promam: Pilot Promam
Final Report. (Project G353907. October 23, 1995 to March 15, 1996). April 12, 1996 for full
documentation.
361 Zdnll, Leonard, Phase 5 Basic Industrial Skills Trainine Promam Desimi and Fundine,
Prowsal. 20 February 1998. P. 7.
362 Ibid p. 7.
363 Zdrîll, Leonard, Program Assessment and Fundine Prmsal: Phase 4 Basic Industnal
Skills Training Program. 4 Juiy 1997. P. 10.
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When the pilot project fust started, as of March 15, 1996, 10 of the 14 participants in the
initial pilot project had received full-time employment, an employment success rate of 71%. This
was the worst performance that the program has ever seen. Since the pilot phase, the program has

maintained a 100% employed success ratio?
O
/.

Employed

Success Ratio

Pilot
Dct. 23/95 Mar.15/95

-

Phase 2
May 15/96 Sept. 27/97

-

Phase 3
Yov. 4/96 May 30197

-

Phase 4
Sept. 15/97 May 22/98

-

PROGRAM TOTALS

30 February
1998. P. 3 plus update in verbal report from Mt. Zdrill.

This is superior to the CSTEC overall track record of helping people to get back into the

work force which has been consistently in the high 80 percentile range.36s It is a marked

Zdrill, Leonard, Phase 5 Basic Industrial Skills Training Program Design and Fundinp,
Prowsal. 20 February 1998. P. 3. See Appendix C for complete table.
365 Zdrill, Leonard, The Triple S Industrial Training Group: Basic industrial Skills
Training Prop~amHistorv and Prowsed Role in the Selkirk & District Comrnunity Leaminq
Centre. 17 October 1997. P. 3.
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improvement over documented performance rates under Canadian Jobs Strategy. For example,
the average impact rate for overall CJS programs in 1987-88 was 62.9% and the skills utilization
The placement ratio is even higher than that of Career Edge, a national
rate was 73.0~.'~~
program to provide internships for graduates of high school, college or univenity that has been
developed and implemented entirely by the private sector and has helped 84% of its intems
become fully employed either during or one month after completing the program?'
On the job work placements have occurred with a variety of empioyers such as: Acklands
Ltd.; Duha Color Services; Fort Garry Industries; Great West Van Conversions; Ominiglass Ltd.;
Ancast Industries; Steeltown Ford; Karrich Industries; Fluid Force; Canada Messenger Direct;

MGI;Westland Plastics; Custom Castings Ltd.; Bell's Auto Beauty Centre; Canadian Guide Rail;
and Triple R Pailet & Crate. This offers a variety of training environrnents to the participants. An
employer advisory cornmittee represents the employer hosts and comments on the training format.
No wages are paid to participants by the host employer.368

366 Govemment of Canada, Remonse of the Govemment to the Second Reoort of the
Standing Committee on Labour. Employment and Immigration: A Review of the canadian Jobs
Stratew. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1988. P. 3. The impact rate measures
the proportion of CJS clients who were either employed or participating in M e r CJS programs,
three months following the completion of their program. n i e skills utiization rate measures the
proportion of employed CJS clients who were using their skills acquired through CJS training,
three months following the completion of their program.
367 Pratt,Cou~iey,
"Why business must be socially responsible", Canadian Speeches:
Issues of the Day. Vol. 11. Issue ?. October, 1997. p. 49.
Zàrill, Leonard, Program Assessment and Fundine Proposai: Phase 4 Basic Industrial
Skills Training Program. 4 July 1997. P. 13, Appendix 1. P. 4. There has been preliminary
discussions with ernployers on the future possibility of the requirement of a Tee for service"
payment by employers to participate in the training. This discussion was initiated with the
announced transfer of the responsibility for labour market training fiom the federai govemrnent
to the province. nie project manager cautions in page 4 of appendix 1 that "No wage outlay is a
reasonable expectation for these host to have, given the fact that there are situations where
program participants do not make a good fit with an organization. This claim can be supported
fiom past program experience."
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A survey of prograrn participants completed in December, 1997 indicated that 60% of

program graduates continued to be empioyed with the on the job work placement employer after
graduation. Only 8% of graduates required E.I. benefits since finishing the program and the
maximum length of employment disruption was only two months. It is estimated that
approximately 6% of graduates were identified as receiving social assistance since leaving the
prograrn and one program participant continues to receive partial benefits because of family size.
26% of graduates have changed employers since they finished the pr~grarn.~'*
E m h g s of graduates when leaving the prograrn varied from $5.50 to $14.00 per h~ur.~''

The ratio of 60% or program participants remaining in the labour force as of December 1,
1997 is in line with the rate of integration into the labour force for other training programs. For
example, Quebec introduced a program known as PAIE in May 1990 which placed welfare
recipients with a public sector or private sector employer for six rn~nths.~"To be eligible for the

This rate of continued employment compares positively to the results of a B.C. study
on the dynarnics of Canadian welfare participation that found a quarter of welfare recipients were
back on welfare rolls within three months of leaving, while a full 50% return within a year.
Source: Barrett, Garry F. and Michael 1. Cragg, D~narnicsof Canadian Welfare Participation.
Centre for Research on Economics and Social Policy. Discussion Paper No. 95 - OS. Vancouver,
B.C.:The University of British Columbia. Febniary,. 1995. As well, a study evaluating the
effectiveness of Quebec subsidized employment program found that only 44% of participants
were employed nineteen months after their participation experience. Source: Patncia M. Evans ,
" Linking Welfare to Jobs: Workfare Canadian Style", Workfare: Does it Work? 1s it Fair?
Editor: Adil Sayeed, Montreal: Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1995. pp. 75 104.
'O Zdrill, Leonard, Tride S Industrial Skills Traininp. Promarn: Pilot to Phase 3 ProProaram Graduate Follow-ut>Survev. 01 December 1997, P. 5.
371 Ib*,.
Appendix 2.
372 This prograrn is thoroughly discussed in Reynolds, Elisabeth B., '5ubsidized
Employment Programs and Welfare Reform: The Queôec Expenence", Workfare: Does it
Work? 1s it Fair?. Adil Sayed (editor). Montreal: The Institute for Research on Public Policy,
1995.
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program, recepients must have been on welfare for at least six of the previous twelve months, and
those who had been on for longer periods of t h e are favoured. Jobs under PAIE are subsidized
for a maximum pf 26 weeks (six months) and the employer is encouraged top hire the employee
unless helshe does not perform well. Of the PAIE participants who found a job, 63 per cent lefi
welfare for the remainder of the 19 month evaluation period. PAIE participants in the private
sector had a higher exit rate than PAIE participants in the public and non-profit sector (69 per cent
venus 54 percent). Of the total PAIE participants, only 30 per cent of participants were employed
for the full 19 months. Once the PAIE participant found a job, however, there was linle
difference between the PAIE participant and a cornparison group regardhg whether they kept that
job for the duration of the s w e y period. It appears that such programs are beneficial in allowing
displaced individuals to access entry into the labour force.

Eamings Levels of Program Graduates
From an earnings perspective, there have been indications that about 1 in 4 program
graduates have changed employers to obtain higher paying jobs. This would suggest that the
program is effective in facilitating entry into the sector with opportunity for ad~ancement."~The

following charts illustrate the earnings experience provided by pro-

participants in the follow-

up survey. There was an 86 percent response rate to the survey. As s h o w in the chart
"Employment Statu of Graduates", the majority of graduates were employed as of December 1,

'"There have been several studies that suggest that in the short run quits generally lead to
wage increases on the next job. There is some academic discussion, however, as to whether

overall lifetirne earnings are increased as a result of voluntary change. For m e r reference in
regard to this debate, the reader is directeci to Bojas, George J., "Job Mobility and Eamhgs Over
the Life Cycle", Industrial and Labour Relations Review. Vol. 34. No. 3. April, 1981. pp. 365
376.
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1997, the date of the survey. As shown in the following tables on eamings after graduation, some
graduates have changed employers since graduation, usuaily for higher wage employers which

were most likely found in an union shop. This indicates that the training program is serving its

intended purpose of providing basic entry level skills and enabling the unemployed to access the

Graduates Phase 1,2, and (
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Earning Afer Graduation
Purricipanî and Phare

Earnings on Graduation

Eamings ru of üecember 1,1997

I (Pilot)

$5.75

school

2 (Phase 3)
3 (Phase 3)
1(Phare 2)

1 SI4
1 16.5
1 $9.72

1 $14.6
1 $11.67
1~9.72~

5 (Pilot)

a9

SI0

6 (Phose 2)

S7

S7.001

7 (Phase 3)

$7

$7.00+

8 (Phase 2)

S7

$155

9 (Phase 3)
-

l 0 (Pilot)

$7

$8

l 1 (Phase 2)

Unùno~vn

Unhown

12 (Phase 2)
13 (Pilot)
l 4 (Phase 3)

/S (Phase 3)
16 (Pilot)

17 (Phase 3)
18 (Phase 3)
19 (Pilot)

1 $14
1 513.63

1 $14.6
1 $13.63*

1
If7
1 $7.5
1 37
1 s9
1 JZS

1 $7.25
1 S7.00*

Sb

1 s9

1 $7.25
1 $15.94
1 59.9.80
- --

20 (Phase 3)

57.00

$9.5

2 l (Phase 2)

37.00

$7.00

If7

1 unknown***

25 (Phase 3)

1 s7
1 $7.25
1 SI1

1 unkno\vn***
1 $8
1 $11.6

26 (Phase 3)

S7

S7.00*

27 (Phase 3)

S7

unknown" **

28 (Pilot)

$12.02

unknown*+*

29 (Pilot)

$5.5

$7.5

22 (Phase 2)

23 (Phase 2)

21 (Pilot)

-

--

-

31 (Phase 2)

1 57

1 $7.00*

32 (Pilot)

1 $7

1 17.00e
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I

Earnittg After Graduation

35 (Phase 3)

1 $7
1 SI4
1 SI4

36 (Phase 3)

SI 4

$14.6

3 7 (Phase 3)

67

510.53

38 (Phase 2)

1 $7

33 (Phase 3)

34 (Phase 3)

1 S7.00*
1
1 SI46
$14.6

40 (Phase 3)

41 (Phase 3)
43 (Pilot)
43 (Pilot)

44 (Phase 3)
45 (Phase 2)
46 (Phase 3)
47 (Phase 3)

50 (Phase 3)

1 $9
f7

1
1
1
1
1
1

school
OUI-ofprovinne
fÏred
Jred
fired

-

unemployed no contact

-

quit no contact

** Graduate did not statc cranings in followup survcy but is with the same employer.

*** Graduate did not state wage in followup survcy but has changrd employers, presumably with increased cmings.
Note: As indicated above, a few participants have already had substantial wage increases. (i.e
participant 3 fiom $6.50 to $1 1.67; participant 8 from $7.00 to $15.50; participant 18 from $9.00
to $15.94; and participant 37 fiom $7.00 to 5 10.53). Labour market information on basic entry
level positions in manufacturing indicates a wide band of full-time annual earnings, ranging fiom
a low of $1 1,100 to a high of $42,300. The average annual MCtime earnings for this
occupationai group in 1995 was $26,200.
Source: Manufacturing, Job Futures, HRDC.Web: http://www.hrdc-drhc.cc.ca/Job Futures
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Vïews of the Portiipants on th& Program Erperience
The project manager has conducted two qualitative surveys on the program, one after the
pilot project and another after Phase 2. The fmt survey polled both employer placement hosts and
program participants. The second survey polled only program graduates.

Pilot Project Survey
The raw data fioom the fust s w e y was examined. Qualitative comrnents fiom employers

indicated that they found the process beneficiai, noting in particular that the program helped to
offset training costs and in screening suitable candidates for future employment with the
~ompany.~"Twelve out of a possible fourteen program graduates completed the survey at the end
of the pilot program."'

There were four qualitative questions in this survey.

Question 10 asked " Whar were the main benefirs you received by participaiing in the Basic

Industrial Skills Training Prograin?".The respondents indicated the f o l l o ~ i n g : ~ ~ ~
5 respondents provided answers indicating that access to employers and the networking
capability were a main benefit;

10 respondents indicated that courses leading to certificates were a main benefit;

374 Zdrill,

Leonard, T n ~ l S
e Industrial Skills Training Promam: Pilot Pronram Final
Report. (Project G353907. October 23,1995 to March 15, 1996). April 12, 1996. Appendix 8. p.
1,

It is unfortunate that no demographics were captured for the respondents. The records
indicate that there were 14 program graduates in the Pilot Program with 11 finding employrnent.
There is no documentation as to whether the 12 respondents were employed or not. As well, the
pilot project saw one dismissal and there is no indication that exit interviews are a cornponent
when the program is not completed.
376 Zfill, Leonard, Tri~ie
S Industrial Skills TraiMe Proeiam: Pilot ProFinal
Re~ort.(Project G353907. October 23, 1995 to March 15, 1996). Apnl 12,1996. Appendix 8. It
should be noted that the respondents did not have to choose any particular items for this openended question. A respondent could list several main benefits or none as no ranking was
provided.
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5 respondents noted job search techniques as a main benefit;
4 respondents noted cornputer training as a main benefit; and
3 respondents indicated communications as a main benefit.

The most acknowledged benefit was courses that led to a certificate.
Question 11 asked " Were the program classroom course topics relevant
and applicable to your frainingn e e hfor e n 0 into the industrial/manufacturing
work environment?". 9 respondents indicated that everything was relevant while 3 respondents

main statements indicating that the majority of the course was relevant but could be modified.
Specific mention was made of the relevance of the training resource library at MRM (a local steel
mill); the need for more specific training to the actual work placements offered; and that the safety
courses were of particular relevance.
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Question 14 asked "Do youjëel that your chances of obtaining afull time job huve been
enhanced through your participation in the program? Explain."
Al1 respondents answered this with an unqualified yes. The comment of one respondent
summarized the comments of many: "Yes. Every piece of paper re: credentials counts. On-the-job
placement gives prospective employers and employees a chance to 'scope' each other out. This is
the key to employing the unemployed." Another respondent indicated "At any time a program of

this type to help people get into the workforce is beneficial. In every day world we al1 must keep
learning." Perhaps the most revealing comment was in the assistance this program oEered in
opening the doors of an employer:
Definitely. 1 believe that 1 was accepted into
the company through this program. Itdapplied
to the company pnor to start date of the program,
and didn't receive a reply. However, when 1
called again regarding the prograrn; and af?er
an interview with the program CO-ordinator&
myself 1 am now on placement there.

-

The facilitation of entry into the workplace is a key element of this training

Question 15 asked "Did the Program meet your expectations, given the objectives set ou[

ut the start ofthe program? ExpIain." Although 6 respondents replied in the aninnative, another

6 respondents quaiified this affirmation with some negative cornments. Some dissatisfaction was
expressed by at least 3 respondents as to the entry-level nature of the training: "You may ... want
to instruct placement hosts that the students involved are above entry level occupations"; "We al1

came into the program with visions of $15.00/hrunion jobs..."; and "job sites were with low
wages". As one respondent indicated, "Yes, more or less. 1 wasn't disappointed but 1also wasn't
totally fulfüled." Aaother answered the question with questions: "If 1 Say yes then were my
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expectations to (sic) low? If 1 say no then were my expectations to (sic) high?....From my point of
view it was matter of getting people into the job site." The only apparent dissatisfaction with the

program seemed to be the lack of high paying employment opportunities as a result of this
training.

Graduate Suntey, December 1997

A second survey of program graduates was conducted in September, 1997. This survey

was more ~tnictured.''~ A copy of the survey is located in Appendix B. Fourteen completed
surveys were received. The individuals responded to the following questions on overail program
experience.

OveralI Program Experiencr
1 . The Program subject and course material was relevant IO my employment search and training

positions with Placement Hosts:

The majority of respondents (8 out of 14 or 57%) agreed with this statement most of the time or
al1 of the time; 4 out of 14 or 28% stated only "sometimes" while two individuals did not reply to
this statement.

2. The Program has an identifable positive eflect in my employment search techniques and plan:
77% of respondents strongly agree or agree with this statement. Two had no opinion and one did
not provide a reply.
3. I am better prepared to enter an indurtriai/ manufacturing entry Ievel work environment due to
my participafion in this program.

3nZdrill, Leonard, Tnde S Industrial Skilis Training Progam: Pilot to Phase 3 P r o m
Program Graduate Follow-up Survev. 01 December 1997. Appendix 1.
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Although 2 individuals (14%) disagreed with this statement, 9 individuals (63%) agreed or
strongly agreed with this statement. There was one no reply and two individuals did not have an
opinion on this statement.
1.I would recommend rhis Program to afiiend Zooking for work in entry levelsjobs in industry.

One individual would not recommend this Prograrn. Twelve individuals or 84% of respondents
would recommend the Prograrn and one choose not to repiy.
5.1obtainedfull time employment during the course of this program.
Ten respondents (7 1%) replied in the affirmative while three stated they had not obtained fulltime employment. There was one blank reply.
6. Please classrfi your opinion of the quality of training ofered by the placement hosts you
trained with in the program.

The majority of individuals were satisfied with the quality of training. Three individuals (2 1%)
rated their experience as excellent and nine others (64%) had a good or satisfactory experience.

One individual split his answer rating the quality of training as satisfactory for the first placement
and poor for the second placement. In total, two individuals (14%) stated they had poor quaiity

training and one choose not to reply.

Administration

Program graduates were asked to respond to six questions on the administration of the prograrn.
1. ûverall, the program training tirne outline was acceptablefor my training needs.

The majority agreed with the tirne frame (57%); two had no opinion and 21% disagreed. One did
not reply.
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2, 3, and 4. This series of questions asked questions on the interaction ofthe program manager
w irh the participants.
A clear majority of respondents considered the project manager accessible, attentive and able to

assist with a concerns in a timely manner. There was no dissatisfaction expressed.
5. The program matched my expectations as to what the program was to deliver.

Two individuals disagreed with this statement and three ofTered no opinions or reply to this
statement. The majority (8 or 57%) agreed that their expectations were met.
6. The program was delivered in a profissional rnanner.
There was complete agreement with this statement.

Summary ufOveral1 Progranr Experience and Adntinistration

The Graduate Survey indicates a high ievel of overall satisfaction with the Program,
although there was minimal concem expressed for the quality of training at some placements; the
time M e of the training; and program expectations versus program outcome. The Program
Manager obtained a high rating fiom the graduates.

Qualitative Comntents

The survey format allowed respondenis to complete some open-ended questions.
1. When asked "Was this program a good investirtent ofyour time and efforts? Why?", ten

positive responses were received; two negative responses were indicated and two individuals did
not respond to this question.
Some highlights of the positive comments indicate:

"Really good. More confident. Tentative. More self-esteem."
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"Yes, al1 experience is good experknce..A was worth the t h e just to be able to lengthen
my resume."
"1 feel the program was well worth my time and effort because 1 got a full time job fiom

the course."
"Yes. The tirne management skills are still used today as well as understanding that people
like to talk in riddles."
"Yes. It was exactiy what 1 was looking for in a job for the tirne being."
"1 found the prograrn a good investment of rny time because of some most needed skills
that needed to be brushed up on. Communication skills and how to conduct an interview
better. Now 1 can cany on to other employment with some knowledge and a better
fiiture."

"Before entering the prograrn 1 was employed with XXXX. 1 worked for them for a total
of 14 years. When 1 found myself out of work, after so many years, with really no other
training, 1 felt that it would be a good idea to join the program."

"lt helped me get an entry level, full time job."
T h e program was useful for the fact that you got some "hands on experience" in areas
that 1 wouldn't have been able to othenvise, such as welding, gas cutting, computen and
communications."
"1 found the classroom time to be very informative."

The negative responses reflected unfulfilled expectations.
"No - wages were a joke. In class was good, but the hosts were just looking for free
labour."
"Personally, 1 had the understanding, with my background experience 1 would have
achieved a respecthl occupation and make a comfortable living. The prograrn
underachieved my expectations, though some of the courses were beneficid."

"In certain aspects yeas and in other aspects no ....Overall the course was completely
different than what I was expecting."
2. When asked for suggestions for improvement, the responses indicated overali satisfaction with
some minor changes suggested to prograrn time -es
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program should be highlighted to new-entrants or ce-entrants to the labour market as they felt the
course was below their own personai qualifications.

3. When asked for positive and negative outcornes on a personal level fiom program participation,
the majority of responses reflected positive work experiences either in host placements or jobs

secured fiom the training prograrn. As well as an increase in personal ski11 levels, self-confidence
and individuai motivation.

4. When asked for additional cornments, positive comrnents on the program were received,

especially cornmenting on the dedication of the project manager.
One individual who had relocated elsewhere into a "pretty dam fine job" wrote "Glad to
see your still getting your fimding, i f s a good deal you have going there, we could use one
here in XXXX."
Another individual summed it up by saying "Thanks, Leonard (project manager) for ail
your help."
"1 do believe that without the programs help, in particular Leonard's, 1 would not have
gotten a job as a XXXX."

Sumrnary of Quaiitative Responses
The responses indicated a high level of satisfaction with the prograrn and its impact on their lives.
The project manager appears to be an instrumental part of the success of the prograrn. The
Graduate survey results confirm that the program has had overall success in facilitating entry into
the labour market.
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Performance Assess~entof the Training Program
Human Resources Deveiopment Canada, the funder of the program, has k e n mandated to
provide Canadians with a strengthened labour market through labour market adjustments that
demonstrate reduced fnctional unernployment (e.g. shorter durations of vacancy postings and of
unemployment spells) and by longer-term structural adjustment (e.g. skills upgrading, ~nobility).~'~
The history of placement success experienced by the Triple S Training Group Mfills the mandate
of HRDC to assist in longer-term structural adjustment. As noted by economist Derek Hum,
skills training programs are effective in reducing structural unempl~yment."~Shem Torjman of
the Caledon Institute of Social Policy notes that skills training is not usually associated with new
jobs but facilitates entry into existing jobs:
It could be argued that tailormade training does not
create new work; it simply accommodates the
Existing pool of job vacancies. True...The most
successful welfare-to-work programs are located
in low- unemployment communities and while ski11
deveiopment is only one component of a broad strategy,
it is increasingly important in a labour market which
places a premium on knowledge and s i ~ i l l s . ~ ~ ~
The placement ratio upon graduation for the Triple S Training Group verifies the effectiveness of
community-based training programs in facilitating entry hto the labour market and assisting to
alleviate structural unemployment. There is a high level of satisfaction fiom both employers and
participants, a true indicator of program success.

Treasury Board of Canada, Geîtin~Governrnent Rinht: Annual Rewrt to Parliament
bv the President of the Treasury Board 1996. Ottawa: Communications Directorate, Treasury
Board of Canada Secretariat, October, 1996. p. 30 - 3 1.
379 Interview with Derek Hum, W
innipeg,Man.,July 3 1, 1998.
380 Torjrnan, Sherri, "Making the case for tailor-made job training", Toronto Star. August
7, 1998. P.A21.
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C. Assessrnent of the Partiiership

The evaluation of the Triple S Training Group will now examine the effectiveness of the
partnership relationship. The primary source of data to be used in this component of the
evaluation will be a survey of board member~.'~'This data will be supplemented with
idormation obtained in personal interviews with two board members and the project manager.

Board Mernber Profile
A socio-demographic profile of the board members indicates that they are usually well-

educated, middle-aged, rniddle-income males. This is consistent with the findings of other studies
on public participation and citizen participation which have confirmed a class bias: "in city
planning, active participants have been found to be, on the whole, more middle-class, more
middle-aged, better educated, more politically active and more often members of formalized
interest groups than the rest of the population."'"

Board members of the Triple S Training Group

are not socio-demographic representative of the ~ornrnunity."~They do, however, bring the

381

A copy of the board member survey and the results of the survey are located in
Appendix C.
Eyles, John, The Role of the Citizen in Health Care Decision-Making. McMaster
University Centre for Health Economics and Policy Analysis. Policy Commentary C93-1. June,
1993. P. 13.
This is similar to the findings of Jon Lomas in the study of regional health care boards
across Canada. See: Lomas, Jon, Devolvinn Authority for Health in Canada's Provinces. IV.
Emecgine Issues and Future Proswcts. McMaster University Centre for Health Economics and
Policy Analysis. Working Paper Series No. 96 4. June, 1996. p. 10. The distinct difference
between the regional health care boards and this community board is that the health care boards
are allegedly appointed (or elected in Saskatchewan) to represent the needs of the community
while this type of community board is a voluntary structure with a single mission. The parallel
feature of both boards, however, is that they tend to refiect a comrnunity elite of educated, middle
class citizens with patterns of community involvement.
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necessary full set of expertise to the board, which has been described by author Jordan Lewis as a
requirement for an effective board?"
The board mernbers of the Triple S Training Group are active community volunteers. One
respondent was retired but the remaining respondents were al1
employed Ml-time. Only one respondent did not have previous board experience. One
respondent had previously served on both private and public boards. Three respondents had
previously served on a public board.
Most board members surveyed spent less than five hours a month on Triple S Training
Group volunteer activities but one respondent spent 5 to 10 hours each month. Al1 board
members surveyed were involved in other volunteer work. Three respondents spend less than five
hours each month on other volunteer activities. One respondents volunteers in other activities for

-

20 30 hours each month and one respondent volunteers elsewhere for 30 - 40 hours a month. Al1
board members surveyed belonged to other comrnunity groups. One respondent indicated one

other volunteer organization. One respondent volunteered for two other organizations. Another
respondent volunteered in fou.organizations while another volunteered in five other
organizations. One individual was invoived with 6 - 10 organizations during this time period.
When asked, "Why did you agree to sit on this board?", the following responses indicated
a strong comrnitment to the comrnunity:
"1 feel that the School Division is an integral part of the Selkirk comrnunity and, therefore,
should be represented in any group involved with education and training."

"There are people under the age of fi@ who have, for many reasons, failen through the
societal cracks that exist in every area of our communities. It is my firm opinion that

3" Lewis, Jordan D., Partnershi~
for Profit: Stnicturine and Manaeine Strate& Alliances.
New York: The Free Press, 1990. p. 164.
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given encouragement, a helping hand and an opportunity, these people can become
coatributing members to their communities."
"Interest in the training industry. Desire to contribute to community. Connected identity to
my own."
" ( 1 ) Expected in my curent role. (2) Prior experience. (3) Prior consulting experience with

youth oriented programs."

"Community involvement. Corporate sponsorship."

The responses of the board members to the question, "What skills and experience do you
bring to the board?', indicates that the board members have a wealth of leadership and manageriai
skills that are volunteered to the Triple S Training Group:
"Twenty five years of hurnan resource experience. Life experience."
"(1) Counselling and management experience. (2) Training and development. (3)
International work experience and knowledge. (4) Prior experience with both federal and
provincial retraining initiatives."
"Financial. Organizational Management. Insight into training and education."
"Management. Employee training and staff development. Life skills training.
Entrepreneurid experience. People experience."
"Twenty one years of teaching and administration in our school division. With this
experience cornes skills in conflict resolution, problem solving, networking and
communications."
In summarizing the profile of the Triple S Training Group board member, the synonym of
comrnunity leaders could be used. In applying the theory of civic community, these individuais
are very much part of the community network as evidenced by their occupational status and other
volunteer associations. Their willingness to participate not only on this board but in other
associations indicates their participation in the discussion and communication of comunity
noms and values. As evideaced by the volunteer work, the board membea simply do not take

the salaries of their occupationai status fiom the comrnunity but are aiso engaged in the reciprocal
relationship of returning tirne and energy back to the community.
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Percepiions of

B d Members

Sense of Civic Cornmuni@

The responses of the board members to the survey questions provides some interesting
insights into their view of the relationships between the board, other stakeholders, the community
and government. As noted previously, the board members exhibit a high degree of commitrnent
to the community. This degree of cornmitment to the community is reflected in their sense of
accountability.
When asked the question, "To whom do youfeel most accountable for
your decisions?",the following responses were received:

-

"Decisions made by the board are heid most accountable by Canada Manpower without
their financial assistance, this program (and others) wouid not exist.
"To the people we are assisting. To my fellow board members. To the community
organizations and volunteers who assist us (employers, unions, school board, tom, service
club mernbers, other volunteers). To the fùnding authorities."
"The community at large. Fellow board members."

"The government and private companies who both fund these social programs and who
also expect positive results fiom participants."
"Board members. Program. Participants of program."
The board members have a keen sense of the value that the community can
bring into a partnership with government. This is first reflected in their responses
to the question the question, "What do you see as the main reason(s)/or
governments to get into partnerships at the community level?':

-

"Financial Canada Employment has made many heavy investments. Networking
ensuring that government has a good knowledge of the comrnunity."

-

"Effectiveness. Efficiency. A comunity's capacity to understand what is required to
make "it" work."
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"To leverage resowces, i.e. local intelligence, financial and non-fnancial assets. To
initiate actions fitting with national concems, i.e. economic development in certain sectors,
etc."
"Identification of real needdissues in a community and fmding positive, long-terni
solutions."

"Payback to community. Helping individuals to succeed."

BenefiiLî to Government/rom the Pattnerskip

The keen sense of the value of the cornrnunity to government is M e r
reflected in the responses when asked to rank the following areas of benefits fkom the question
"What are the main benefits, fiom a government standpoint, to be derived fiom partnering at the

comrnunity level?'. n e following responses* were received:

Areas of benefits

Potential benefits?
None

Cost Savings

Increased Ski1l of Personnel

1

Capacity to better design services

1

Capacity to better deliver services

1

Low

Fair

High

1

2

2

1

1

1

I

J

1

1

\

1

4

L

Credibilitylvisibility in the
community

2

3

Capacity to meet local needs

1

4

Capacity to play a leadership role

2

3
-

mer: "Caring and knowledge of
situation"

1**

' Nurnbcr shown in mponse arca is nurnbtr o f respondcnts who providcd this choicc as their tank o f importance. O * Only one cespondent
:ompletcd the 'othcr' section-
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The responses suggest a high level of benefits to goveniment in a number of different
areas from a commuaity partnership relationship. It is especially interesting to note that none of

the board members felt that govemment wodd not denve any of the listed benefits from
partnering. The results of this ranking are s h o w in the following graphies:

1 Cost Savings Benefits of Partnering 1

LOW

Fair

High

The majority of board rnembers ranked the cost savings benefits to govemment corn partnering as
fair to high. In the perception of board members, cost saving is not the prime benefit to
government fiom partnering.

lncreased Skill of Personnel

1

Almost al1 board members

ranked the increased ski11 of personnel
as high in benefits to the government*
Board members perceive that
govemment has access to human

resource capabilities through
partnering.
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Al1 board members agreed that community partnerships provide govemment with

the capacity to design better services.

1 Capacity to Design btter Sewices 1

Low

Fair

'j

High

The majority of board members ranked the increased capacity of govemment to better deliver

services as high and one board member saw government as deriving "fair" benefits in this
capacity fiom partnering.

1 Capacity
to
Better Services
- - Deliver
- _ - r.-.-u-,
-
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-

T

-

-

-

-

Fair

-

,

.

*

.

1

High
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The board members indicated that govemment would have fair or high benefits to the credibility
and visibility of government through engagement in community partneahips. This is significant
given the cunent decline of deference towards govemment in Canadian society.

1 CredibilitvNisibilihr in the Communitv 1

Low

Fair

-

-1

High

Board members felt that govenunents could achieve increased flexibility and responsiveness
through partnering.

Low
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The capacity to meet local needs was a significant benefit to government, according to the board
members.

I/ Caoacitv to Meet Local Needs 1

Low

Fair

r

1-1

High

Board members also ranked fair or high the benefit to governrnent to play a leadership role
through community partnerships.

1 Capacity to Play a Leadership
Role 1
I10%I

Low
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Contributions of Community to the Partnemhip

The responses of the board members to the ranking of benefits to government fiom
involvement in the partnering process were reiterated by the members when they were asked to
identify the contributions of community organizations to the partnership process. Their responses
highlighted the skills of local personnel and increased program efficiency
When asked the question, "What is the main contribution community organizations can bring to a
partnership?", the following responses were received:
"Insight into local needs. Program delivery and implementation. Reaction to changing
environment. Allocation decision for more resources."
"Knowledge of local conditions and requirements. Highly qualified and experienced
leaders and human resources. Mobilization of community resources, facilities and
equipment."
"Sense of cornmunity values. Experience. Financial assistance."
"Realization of community needs."
"(1) Both business and leadership expenence. (2) Role mode1 or mentor for program
participants."

Role of Goveritnieni
The responses of the board members to the role of government offer some interesting

insights into the changing fùnction of government in the partnership process. Board members
clearly saw a role for government in the area of cote funding and some singular responses were
received to support total government control in the area of leadership, program fùnding,
communications between partners and Rsk and liability.
The majority of responses indicated that govemment should have some or little control in
the areas outlined in the following chart. Little govenunent control was seen by two or more
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board members in the area of coordination; community planning; leadership; policy development;
project/program design; service delivery; overall decision-mabg (a unanirnous rating) and
accountability. Some government control was seen by two or more board members in the areas of
coordination; program funding; the bringing of other resources into the partnership;
communication between partners; and risk and liability. These responses reflect a perception by
board members that the govemance of community partnerships should be a s h e d activity with
varying government control in different aspects of the parinership relationship.
Two board members indicated that government should have no control in the area of
bringing of other resources into the partnerships. Two board members indicated that govenunent
should have no control in the seMce delivery of prograrns. One board member saw no role for
govemment in the leadership of the partnership; in community planning; in the design of the
program and in communication between partners.

The variation in responses among the board members on the question of the proper role of
govemment in the partnership process seems to reflect the evolutionary nature of the relationship.
There is strong support, with 60 per cent or more of the board members agreeing with the
proposition that government should have little control in community planning, the leadership of

the pannership, policy development, program design, overall decision-making, and accountability.
At Ieast 60% or more of the board members saw a role for some control by governmed in the

coordination of the partnership, the fimding of prograrns or activities, the bringing of other
resources hto the partnersâip and the risk and liability of the partnership.

In summary, these resdts see a role for govemment in a community partnerships which
consists of funding, coordination, support and the assumption of risklliability. There was little
support for govemment playing a role in ternis of leadership, cornmunity planning, policy
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Policy development

4

1

Project/program design

1

4

Service delivery

2

2

1

Communication between partners

1

1

2

1

1

Overall decision-making

5

Risk and liability

1

3

Accountability

4

1

C

Other:
Respondents were asked to rank the following with 1 being no govemrnent control; 2 being little govemment control;
3 being some govemrnent control and 4 being total govemrnent control.
* Number shown indicates the number of respondents who ranked this role on this scale of govemrnent control.
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Board Members Perception of the Most Important Role for Government in Human Resource Development
Througb Community Partnerships
Paitnersbip Experience
Whcn askcd the question "Whai do you bclieve is the mosi importani role for governmeni io play in Ltie area o f human resource dcvclopmcni through communiiy partnerships?", the following responses*
werc rcceivcd: Respondents wcre asked ro rank rhe following wiih 1 king no govcrnmeni control; 2 k i n g Iittie governmcnt control; 3 k i n g some govemmtnt control and 4 k i n g total govemmcnt
control.* Number shown indicates the numkr o f respondents who raniied lhis role on lhis scale of govemment control.

Role of Government

0I
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Coordination
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-
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Design
COR Funding
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Communication ' Risk and
' Liabilitry
- Leadership
Program Funding Policy Developmenl Service Deiivery Decision rnaking
Aeeountabil;ity

Little control
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Relationsk@ to Government
When asked the question, "What key issues would you identifL as needing special attention in the
development and support of partnerships?", the following responses were received: (Note: One
respondent did not answer this question.)
"Co-ordination of various govemment bodies. Outiine of partnership responsibilities at
the onset of the project."
"(1) Bureaucraties must realize that they are a partner, not an owner or boss.
(2) The decisionmaking authority of govemment has to be moved to the community level
if partnenhips are to work.
(3) Training of bureaucrats to enable them to work within partnerships at the local level.
(4) Setting common goals and objectives that are firmly based on reality. Remove areas of
conflict (land mines) before partnerships are formed. Equal risk."

"Good working relationship and communication between al1 parties involved.
Government financial assistance to ? To be developed and delivered."
"Clear objectives. Realistic criteria. Clear definition of expected results."
These responses indicate a need to clearly establish the terms of a partnership and the
objectives at the onset. An integral part of the success of partnerships is the development of a
sound relationship with good communication between al1 parties. An important issue is raised in
the second comment which indicates that the bureaucracy must be trained in the operation of
partnerships and that the level of decision-making in the bureaucracy must be at a local level that
deals with the community partnership.
The emergence of the institution of community partnerships has an impact on the
bureaucratic institution. To maximize the effectiveness of cornrnunity partnership, bureaucratic
decision-making must be at a level that c m deal effectively with the community group.
Bureaucrats al30 require highly developed communication and interpersonal skills as well as
knowiedge about the partnership process in order to effectively work with such groups.
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Concerns and Achievements

When asked, "What are your biggest concerns as a board member?', ,e following responses were
received:
"Time"
"(1) That those who partake and benefit fiom this activity (program participants) will be
held accountable for both program performance and results.
(2) These should not be glorified babysitting sessions/programs.
(3) Results not excuses."

"Motivating private sector businesses to give input into labour market needs for the
community. Gathering insight into what is really needed as far as training is concemed in
the district."
"(1) Lack of concern and imagination on the part of bureaucrats at the provincial and
federal levels a willingness to stand back and do nothing until "word" is received from
on "high.
(2) Interference from and confusion caused by single interest groups.
(3) Limited funding.

-

The responses to this question indicate that there are concems in a vttriety of aspects of the

partnership: the time required for volunteer services; the accountability of participants for
performance in the program; the need for private sector input; the bureaucratie culture; the
intervention of single interest groups; and fûnding issues. The expression of these concems
demonstrates that maintaining a comrnunity partnership is not a simple process. Besides the

-

Triple S Training Group, there are a number of stakeholders involved in the partnership program
participants, employers, bureaucrats, interest groups and the
community at large. The dynamics of a partnership relationship extend beyond the relationship
between the training group and the government.

When asked the question, "What would you Say in the biggest achievement of the Triple S

Training Group", the following responses were received:

"The success rate of the clients achieving employment. Over the years the success rate is
approximateiy 80%."
Chapter 6
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"Bringing unemployed people to gainful employment with companies who participated in
theu training ushg communities facilities and organizations to do this giving people the
confidence that %ey can succeed"."

-

-

"Consistently placing individuals with littie experience into work experience placements,
and having then ultimately continuhg into jobs and employment."
"Dedication to providing the best results for al1 concemed."
"Helping individuals achieve better jobs than they would have been able to achieve on
their own, based on their past record."

Al1 board members responded to this question indicating that a sense of achievement was

-

derived fiom the results of this program helping individuals find employrnent. The strong sense
of cornmunity and cornmitment to the welfare of others in the community are echoed in these
responses.

Lessorts and the Future
When asked the question, "What do you see as the future role for the Triple S Training Group",
the following responses were received:

"If properly supported the program can be the most practicaVsuccessful program helping
individuals enter successfully into the industrial job market. This is also very helpN to
employers in finding good candidates."
"Leadership in (1) selection criteria; (2) program development; and (3) performance
management indicators."
"Sweying the environment for training needs and opportunities to Iink individuals with
employers."
"Expanding into the chronically unemployed field with the assistance of al1 the
comunity's social and educational agencies."
"The main area of concern should be to detemine upcoming employment needs and
provide the necessary program."
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The respunses to this question demonstrate a cornmitment to training and the continued
development and enhancement of the training program, especidy in respect of iacorporating
other community resources into this program.

When asked the question, "What are the main lessons to be learned fiom the Triple S Training
Group partnership with HRDC?",the following responses were received: (Note: one respondent
had no answer to this question.)
"That business, education, community groups and HRDC can be extrernely effective in
wocking towards a common goal. Community must lead. Business and education must
help design and administrate. Govemment must support with financial and other
resources."
"That comrnunity partnerships work."
"It works! It is effective and efficient but we needed a John Kawecki and a Lucille
McLeod W
C employees] at the bureaucratie level to catch the vision, hang in there and
work with us. Volunteers have to show patience but be persistent, and don? accept that it
can't be done. Volunteers must have their facts correct - their information accurate. Goals
and objectives must be firmly based in reality."

"There are dificulties in CO-ordinatingpolicy/niles between different government
agencies, Le. Manitoba Education and Training, HRDC,Social Assistance, etc. There is
also value in leveraging local volunteer support for regional projects."
When asked for "Other comments", the following responses were received:
(Note: three respondents did not provide comrnents here.)
T h i s partnership works well because there is a real need. A solution is practical and
pragmatic. All partners work well together to achieve a common goal."
"It is a fact that today, if we are to move forward in the bbcommunitypartnership" field of
activity, the traditional thinking within bureaucraties has to change dramatically - and
dong with that their policies and activities. No paper pushers but participants."

When the responses to the foregoing two questions are considered, the success of the partnership
process is obvious. The success is due, as stated in one response, by the willingness of the
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bureaucracy to work with commdty partner. The failure of a partnership, however could resdt
if, as one respondent indicates,
the traditionai thinking of bureaucrats does not change f?om paper-pushing to participating.

Evaluating the Partnership
On the basis of responses provided in the board member survey, the perceptions of the board
rnembers with regards to the CO-operativenature of the partnership relationship, the sense of
sharing between the partners and the sense of achievement reported with the Triple S partnership
will be assessed..

Agreement for a Co-operative Reîationship
From a partnership perspective, the agreement for a CO-operativerelationship appears to
have been maintained in the penod of the study:

The majority of participants indicated a high level of satisfaction with the program and
expressed positive comments about the program CO-ordinator.It was obvious fiom the intemal
surveys conducted that there was a willingness on the part of the project leaders to solicit the
opinions of the participants.
The cooperative spint of the board members is reflected in the response of the board
members to the question "To whom do you fiel most accountablefor your decisions?". The
majority of board members indicated a sense of accountability to the broad spectrum of different
stakeholders and the cornmunity at large. lmplicit to this sense of accountability is a willingness
to work with the stakeholders and the community.
There was sense of potentid tension between board members and govemment in

maintainhg a cooperative relationship. As indicated in the board members response to the
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question "Whal key issues would you identifl us needing speciul attention in the development and
support ofpartnerships?", the outline of partnership responsibilities and a clear definition of

expected results at the onset of the project is crucial to success of a cooperative relationship
throughout the life of the project. The statement by a board member that "bureaucracies must
realize that they are a partner, not an owner or boss" strongly suggests that government must
realize it is not in a 'cornmand and control' position if it wants to maintain a cooperative
relationship.

The role of the bureaucracy in maintaining a cooperative relationship with the community
partnership is M e r reflected in the responses of board members to the question "Whar are the
main lessons to be learnedfiom the Triple S Training Group partnership with H m ?

"

The

overall conclusion was that cornmunity partnerships do work but government must provide
support and the different facets of govenunent should CO-ordinatethemselves in dealing with
community groups. Individual bureaucrats do make a difference in dealing with community
groups, as evidenced by the comment of one board member that two particular HRDC employees,
the local district office manager and the local employment supervisor, were instrumental in
establishing the project.

Sharing Between Parînem

The partnership relationship indicates a sense of sharing between the partners. Many of
the responses referenced as demonstrating a cooperative relationship also reflect a sense of
sharing. This sense of sharing between comrnunity and government was M e r evidenced in the

views of the board members on the contributions of the community to the partnerships and the

role of government in the partnership.
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Sense of Achievement

The response of the board members throughout the surveyed conveyed a sense of
achievernent with the program. This sense of achievement was further reflected in the designated
performance outcornes for the program which had been established by govemment. The majority
of participants indicated in their survey that they were satisfied with this program and the hiring of
these participants by local placement employers is testimony to the achievement of this program
fiom the employers' perspective. Overall, the board members, government, program participants
and local employers embrace a sense of achievement with this project.

D. Societal Weli-being and the Triple s Induotrial Training Group Community Partnership
It is dificuit to quanti@ the 'big picture' effect of the existence of this community

partnership within the Triple S community since a micro-snapshot of the local labour market
situation at the onset of the program followed by a follow-up study of graduates and board
rnembers does not provide a comprehensive picture. Even if more comprehensive data was
avaifable, it would be impossible to establish direct causal linkages between program intervention

and changes to the local labour market and to the broader economic and social well-being of the
community. The main purpose of applying Bohach's 'investment in the fiiture' concept to the
evaluation of the Triple S Basic Skills Training Program is not to get up in trying to quanti@
micro economic benefits but, rather, to articulate the long term benefits that the existence of this
partnership brings to the community. This section will assess the long term benefits for the
participants, the employers, the board members and the community at large.
As discussed in the preceding chapter, there are a nurnber of social consequences fiom the
existence of unemployment and low-incorne. As demonstrated in the program evaluation portion
of this chapter, the training provided by the Triple S Industrial Training Group has a high success
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rate in assisting unemployed workers find employment. It was M e r demonstrated that once
entry-level employment is secured, participants have advanced themselves into higher paying
jobs. The evaluation of the partnership also demonstrated that most participants are hired by local
employers who provide training placements and that the training provided is modified in response
to the needs of local employers. In essence, the training is tailor made to meet the needs of the

community.
The existence of this cornrnunity partnership has reduced the social costs to govemment by
assisting recipient of transfer payments secure employment. As docurnented in the follow-up
s w e y of program graduates which was referenced earlier in this chapter, statistical data confirm
that there is a low rate of r e m to transfer payment dependency amongst program graduates.
Program outcomes measures confirm that the program operated within or under the budget
provided and that the per diem cost of training is low. The previously documented earning levels
of program graduates indicates that the majority are now contributing into the tax base of the
economy. Govenunent has definitely benefited fiom the existence of this partnership.
The main social cost to industry of unemployment is a loss of productivity. By tailoring
the training offered specifically to the needs of the local market, employers are able to hire skilled

employees who will immediately contribute to the productivity of the employer. Another

advantage of the cornrnunity partnership is that employers are able to have participants work for
hem during a training placement which allows the participant to be trained with a specific ski11
set and allows the employer the opportunity to review participants before a cornmitment to hire is

made. As well, employers are able to hire individuais with the proven ability to l e m . Employees
who are demonstrated continuous learners are innovative and hence increase the productivity of

the Company.
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There are many social benefits to the community. The community benefits economically
fiom the increased purchasing power of local residents who are employed rather than
unemployed. But the benefits to a community of having employed residents with oppomuiities for
increased eaming power go beyond economic transactions. As noted in the preceding chapter, the
health of the population and the social capital of a community are correlated to income leveis and
unemployment. Future generations also benefit fiom parental employment and higher income.
Evidence of these societal benefits has been documented in mecdotal form by the project
manager. Individual success legends of program participants confirm the long-term benefits of
this partner~hip."~One participant, for example, was able to leave a residential area troubled by
youth gang activity and establish a safer residence for their children as a result of the eamings
achieved through this program. Another participant had been raised in a family dependent on
welfare dl his life. He was also on welfare pnor to entering this program. After securing

employment with a reasonable wage, he thanked the project manager and vowed not to return to
welfare rolls. The project manager is also starting to see that program graduates have become role
models and others want the same training opportunity to become successfully employed.
Statistical information presented in the previous chapter confirmed the difficulty of finding
manufacturing jobs and the increasing duration of unemployment, especially for young males.

The majority of participants in this program have been are young males. The achievements of this
program are even more valid when dealing with this very disadvantaged group. The social
benefits are even greater when one considers that these individuals are the ones are starting to
make major purchases such as housing and starting to have families.

Anecdotes provided on an anonymous basis in an interview with Leonard Zdrill,
Project Manager, and Russ Skalesky, Triple S Industrial Training Group Board of Directoa, on
March 2, 1999.
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For the period of this study, the majority of participants were unemployment recipients
with only a short period of displacement fiom the 1 s t employment (although some participants

did have a history of chronic unemployment). As dernonstrated in the statistical data provided in
the preceding chapter, early intervention to assist an individual to leave a low-income spell has a

higher success ratio. A threat to the success of the program and the resulting benefits to the
community is the imposition of a 25 per cent user fee to take this training. Some individuals who
require training and have made an initial enquiry never retum after being told of the costs
involved. There is no documented evidence that the imposition of user fees for basic skills
training is cost-effective. From the evidence discussed throughout this thesis, the costs of denying
someone a basic training opportunity far exceed any benefit that the govemment might gain from
the user fees. In the last phase of the pmgrarn, no applicants were able to pay this fee that has
been imposed since the provincial government took over the administration of the training
program fiom the federal govemment.
As University of Toronto political scientist Carolyn Tuohey States:
To be denied training is to be given a one-way ticket
to low wages and insecure unemployment. To be denied
training is to be channeled to the margins of the workforce.
To be denied training is to be forced to pay the price of
economic restructuring without sharing in its benefits. And
to talk about economic restmcnuing without talking about
training is to treat workers like disposable "factors of
Production". A serious programme of economic restructuring
must include a senous commitment to worker retrai~~ing.'~
To expect that the govemment and society will benefit more through the collection of a user fee
rather than re-training a displaced worker is poor public policy.

'"Tuohy, Cmlyn, "Industrial Relations and Labour Market Policy", Policv and Politics

in Canada: InstitutionalizedAmbivalence. Philadelphia: Temple University ,1992. P. 206.
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In the knowledge based economy, continuous leamhg and a constant upgrading of skills
are required:
We can no longer afTord to tell any student that a
high school education is sufficient for a lifetirne.
We need to tell students: sure, you can enter the
workplace right after high school. But at some
point, probably sooner than you think, you will
need to continue your ed~cation.~"
Programs such as this provide the training necessary to enter or re-enter the workforce. To
prepare one to overcome the barriers of structural employment and to assist in school-to-work
transition, basic skills program provide valuable training and placement services.

E.

Conclusion

Evaluations of various broad based training programmes for unemployed adults have
concluded that there is limited demonstration of the effectiveness of such progra~ns.~~'
A 1996
article by the Economist that often the skills needed by the unemployed were oîten more basic

than those taught in many publically supported training programs. The apprenticeship prograrns in
Spain and Germany, and Australia's Jobstart, a wage subsidy programme, are noted as evidence
that the demand for lower-skilled labour does exist, provided that the cost is not too high. The
Economist concludes that once in work, on-the-job training (as opposed to outsf-a-job training)
brings clear improvements in productivity and wages, even for low wage jobs. To demonstrate
this point, the article refers to a study that followed American minimum wage workea and found

that aiter three years of work, ody 15% were d l working in minimum wage positions and, for

Lym, The School-to-Work Revolution. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Weslet, 1997.
387~lson,

P. 145.
A thorough discussion of the results of various training programs appears in What
works?", The Economist, April6, 1996.
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many of those, the job was a second, part-time job. The rest had moved on to higher paying
employment.

The training success of the cornmunity partnership discussed in this case study suggests
that, contrary to the report in the Economist, public sector training programs have the potential to
be effective when they partner with the strength of individual cornmunities. This study raises the
possibility that community-based training holds more promise than the pessimism implied in the
Economist article. Training targeted at isolated individuals and delivered exclusively by
governments had a poor performance record. But training based upon community involvement
and partnerships offers additional resources, talents and other supports to meet the challenges of
economic change.
As s h o w in the overview of labour training presented in Chapter Two of this thesis,

public sector labour market training programs were not successful when delivered by government
alone. The partnership of governrnent with the cornmunity, as discussed in Chapters Three and
Four, cm be effective. As demonstrated in Chapter Five, unemployment is costly not only to an
individual, but also to govemment, industry and society. This chapter has demonstrated that a

cornmunity partnership can be effective in alleviating these costs.
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Concluding Comments

The social and economic policy landscape in the Canadian federalism today does differ
drarnaticaily from the structure of Canada's social safety net throughout most of the eariier postwar penod. A remarkable transformation has indeed occurred in the 1990s. This remarkable

transformation is the community partnership. Originally intended primarily as a cost-saving
measure by government, the effective implementation of comunity partnerships has some broad
implications for the policy landscape.
The provision of labour market training services delivered by govemment, described in the
second chapter of this thesis, did not achieve overail success. In order to improve the efficiency
of the delivery of labour market training, the federal govemment examined altemate means of
delivery, such as locally based Labour Force Development Boards, in the late 1980s and early
1990s. Recent academic research suggests that the use of such intermediaries may be more
effective than the government in the delivery of publicly funded labour market training.
As the fiscal resources of govenunent tightened, the federal govenunent increased its
consideration of different ways of delivering labour market training to consider a range of
alternatives known as Alternate Service Delivery (ASD) mechanisms. These mechanisms were
discussed in Chapter Three, with particular emphasis on cornmunity partnerships. As
demonstrated in Chapter Three, ASDs such as community partnership may be more effective in
delivering services but the use of such mechanisms is not without its own set of challenges.
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The formation of such partnerships has consequences to both the govemance role of government

and to the traditionai Westminister notion of ministerial accountability. With this change in roles
cornes a change in the nature of bureaucratie relations with the community partnerships. This
impacts on the ski11 sets required for effective bureaucrats, Uicreasing the need for collaborative,
communication and inter-persona1 skills.
Cornmunities themselves are also transformed as they form partnerships with govemment.
Social capital is essentiai as a pre-requisite to effective partnering and, as discussed throughout
Chapter Four, the engagement of the citizenry is essential. A community must have the capacity
to partner. The capacity to partner is usually found in a cohesive society with an engaged
citizenry. This raises the question of what happens to the delivery of programs in communities
which lack the cohesiveness and capacity to partner. In taking on communities as partners,

govemment has always taken on the responsibility to develop partnerships. Government has a
responsibility to assist cornmunities in developing the capacity to partner.
Evaluating community partnerships also requires a more comprehensive approach than the
traditional outcornes measurement of program evaluation. As indicated in Chapter Five, a
comprehensive evaluation of a community partnership should also include an assessrnent of the
partnership relationship and the long-term societal benefits. The traditional evaluation process for
labour market training prograrns which examined quantifiable results only is inadequate to assess
the dynamics of a cornmunity partnership. Rather than simply focussing on immediate results,

long-term societal benefits must also be considered.
The case study of the Triple S Industrial Training Group in Chapter Six confirms that
community partnerships used for the delivery of labour market training have the potential to be
both effective and efficient. There are many benefits to individuals, govemment, industry and the
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community tiom the existence of such programs. The difficulty, though, is when govemment
fails to realize the true benefits of partnering are achieved when the community partner is drawn
into the policy and decision making process. Similarly, unredistic expectations by the community
organization of the role that govemment must play to ensure public sector accountability could
also jeopardize the relationship. An effective community partnenhip is a balancing act between
the needs of government and the needs of the community.

Partnering with the community has changed the role of both govemment and the
community. When a true collaborative relationship is achieved, the benefits to cornmunity from
the partnership are greater than either government or the comrnunity could achieve on their own.
In a ûue partnership relationship, there is indeed strength in numbers. Because of the
evolutionary nature of cornmunity partnerships, there is little prescriptive literature on how to
achieve this strength in numbers. The case study examined in this thesis and a review of existing
literature provides some insight into the pre-requisites of an effective comrnunity partnership.
As the Conference Board defuiition of a community partnership, which was refened to

throughout this thesis, suggests, the partners must have a CO-operativerelationship based on a
sense of sharing and supported by an anticipated or actuai sense of achievement. In order to
achieve this CO-operativerelationship, the partners must have an agreed upon goal and delineation

of the relationship. The sharing relationship is crucial to effective partnering and is a difficult
balancing act between public sector accountability and community ownership. Partners in a

sharing relationship require certain attributes. The community must have the cohesive capacity to
partner and citizens with the leadership skills, civic cornmitment and abilities to f o m a
community organization. Government must be willing to share power and bureaucrats must have

the interpersonal cornpetencies to forge effective partnership relationships with communities.
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Each partner in the relationship must be working towards a s h e d sense of achievement with a
wiiform vision.
Although partnerships were conceived while govemments were seeking ways to reduce
costs, it is dificult to conclude that effective community partnerships wili produce any real
savings to govemment. Effective community partnerships c m o t be maintained without the
involvement of govenment in a relationship with the comrnunity. There are costs associated with
maintaining this relationship and with deveioping the capacity of communities to partner. The
collaborative process required to forge and maintain cosperative relationships is both time and
resource intense. The reai benefit to govemment fiom using community partnerships does not
come from cost savings.
As demonstrated in the case study presented in this thesis, the real benefit to govenunent

fiom using a cornmunity partnership is that it can harness the energy of and tap into the strength of
a local comrnunity network. The support of the cornmunity network of the Triple S Training

Group is the key to success in the effective training of and subsequent employment of unemployed
cornmunity members. Without the support of this cornrnunity network, it is unlikely that the reskilling efforts of this training program would be any more successful than the efforts of
govemrnent-delivered training programs.
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